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Efficient
Cost Keeping
B y  E .  S t .  E l m o  L e w i s
Efficient Cost Keeping must show: 
1. Where the money has gone. 
2. What has been received for it. 
3. The value of the latter. 
[2j 
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B Y W A Y O F I N T R O D U C T I O N 
TH E first edition of COST K E E P I N G SHORT C U T S was issued in 1 9 1 0 in response to wha t we believed to be a well-defined interest among businessmen in cost finding. 
T h a t our belief was well founded in fact has been verified 
by the cordial reception given the book and the rapidi ty 
with which a supposedly ample supply was exhausted. 
Requests for copies poured in from all quarters , making a 
second edition necessary within nine months of the first. A 
third edition is now required. 
T h e t i t le has been changed to Efficient Cost Keeping 
as more descriptive of the contents of the book. 
This th i rd edition has been considerably amplified to 
meet the present demands and conditions in the business 
world. I n it we profit by the thought and experience of 
engineers and p lant managers who have given efficiency and 
scientific management their practical significance; such men 
as Emerson, Taylor , Gan t t and Knoeppel . 
Chapters I I I , IV, V, and VI are entirely new. Their 
purpose is to suggest the changes which the principles of 
efficiency management will inevitably make in the a t t i tude 
towards cost systems. 
Throughout the book we have emphasized the impor-
tance of knowing more t h a n the cost alone—of establishing 
s tandards of efficiency by which to gain a t rue conception 
of the value of results. 
T h e merit of COST K E E P I N G SHORT C U T S has been 
well a t tes ted by the number and w a r m t h of the appre-
ciations coming to us through the mails. Pe rhaps the 
greatest compliment paid the book, however, has been its 
adoption by a number of schools and colleges, including 
three leading universities, as an author i ta t ive text book on 
costs, as well as the successful application of its principles 
to concrete cases by a large number of manufacturers . 
T h e whole ma t t e r s tar ted when we were asked to make 
a special machine for a manufacturer who thought it took 
[7] 
too much t ime to handle his cost figures by hand . We 
s tudied his conditions. We made him a Burroughs machine 
which got so much greater efficiency a t such a reduct ion in 
cost, t h a t we were led by his enthusiasm to invest igate 
further t he whole subject of cost finding. 
We had not gone far before we found several very sur-
prising th ings : 
(a) T h a t American business men were jus t beginning 
to be interested in costs. 
(b) T h a t they apparent ly were not much beyond the 
inquiry stage. 
(c) T h a t practical information on the subject was bo th 
meager in quan t i ty and questionable in author i ty . 
F r o m our thousands of good friends, users of our ma-
chines, wi thout whose suggestions this book would have 
been impossible, we, however, obtained much useful experi-
ence da ta . An often repeated suggestion to " g o ahead and 
get other experiences and then let us also have t he benef i ts ," 
caused us to arrange the mater ia l in form for publicat ion. 
This book is a pa r t of the result of t h a t investigation. 
Theory , in its objectionable sense, has b u t l i t t le place 
in wha t follows. The offerings are ho t from the crucible 
of everyday business pract ice. 
One word, part icular ly to t he technical reader. You 
will find this book fundamenta l and e lementary . I t is our 
aim to have it so. We hope you will find, however, w h a t 
we have tried earnestly to p u t here, a few helpful sugges-
tions to the m a n who really wants to know the t rue value 
of what he does. 
If you find t h a t it brings u p special questions t h a t you 
would like to have answered, wri te us fully and we will t r y 
to find the answer for you. 
We may not be able to answer everything you ask, 
because we are not cost experts . 
I t may be, however, t h a t we can send you a form or an 
experience t h a t so nearly fits your problem t h a t you will 
feel repaid for your t rouble in writ ing. 
BURROUGHS ADDING M A C H I N E COMPANY 
June, 1914. DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U . S . A . 
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"About half the blanks and forms of the 
ordinary business system are merely confetti 
whereby those who are a lap behind can follow 
the trail of the live ones. 
"A business system is just a means to an 
end. There is danger in making the means 
more important than the end. Lots of people 
who set out to keep tabs on the road by sprink-
ling it with confetti, soon find themselves keep-
ing tab on the confetti. 
"Business can't be run without system; but 
that's no reason we should make a fetish of 
ruled sheets and card indexes. 
"A vertical file is not an incubator for the 
hatching of genius. 
"The best system is the one that gets the 
desired result with the fewest operations. 
"System is insidious. Like chewing gum 
or smoking cigarettes, it grows on you. Many 
a man has started a nice little system which 
became a nightmare of forms and blanks 
before he knew it. Many a man has found 
himself burdened with a system so intricate 
that no single accessory to the fact could 
explain the entire crime. 
"If you ask System Smith why systems 
vegetate into gardens of useless weeds he will 
tell you that it is because a small system is 
allowed to gather strength by addition to meet 
growing business needs when in reality it 
should be re-made on a different plan. 
"Occasionally you run against an intricate 
system for which there seems to be no remedy. 
You can't drop this blank or that form because 
they are so closely interwoven with the others 
that although they are bad they are needed. 
"You can't short-cut a long system without 
spoiling the system. But you can make a long 
system shorter by changing it entirely. 
"The biggest system achievement is to make 
a big system little. Anybody can make a 
little system big. 
"Noah put the whole world in the Ark." 
R a l p h E s t e p , The Packard 
"Here again I would venture to utter a word of caution 
to business men. Let them study their own affairs 
frankly, and face the truth. If their methods are 
extravagant, let them realize the facts and act accord-
ingly. One cannot successfully go against natural 
tendencies and it is folly to fail to recognize them. 
It is not easy for so impressionable and imaginative 
a people as we Americans are to come down to plain, 
hard facts, yet we are doing it without loss of self-
esteem or prestige throughout the world." 
—John D. Rockefeller 
C H A P T E R I 
The Profits Made by Savings 
NO T long ago a keen-minded writer on business subjects said: " D u r i n g the next few years some of the tidiest 
profits in American i n d u s t r y will be saved ou t of 
operat ions. Heretofore, much of our profit has been made. 
B u t saving profit is a different th ing al together ."* 
T h a t is the k e y n o t e of t he r e m a r k a b l e i n t e r e s t in 
manufactur ing and cost of product ion systems, which has 
appeared since 1905. 
A na t ion of born salesmen and advert isers, we have 
heretofore solved the problem of making more profits by 
get t ing more sales. Competi t ion and the rising cost of 
doing business have now forced us to realize t h a t an increase 
of advert ising and selling expense will not continue to in-
crease t he business in direct proport ion to the increase of 
expense. 
T h e corner groceryman who, some morning, finds a 
compet i tor on t he opposite corner, is forced to realize t he 
in t roduct ion of a new element. T h e new arrival advert ises 
and employs be t te r salesmen and prices his goods a t less. 
T h e old grocer finds his old t r ade gradually slipping away. 
Such conditions mus t be me t no t only by advert is ing 
and good salesmanship, b u t we mus t go a s tep further. 
I t means be t t e r systems of bookkeeping, closer inven-
tories, more careful checking of every i tem of income and 
outgo, more accurate methods of knowing wha t each clerk 
produces—in short t he old grocer mus t decide to know w h a t 
it really costs h im to sell a peck of pota toes , in order to 
make the r ight price. 
T h e same principle rules business in all lines. Cost, 
more t h a n price, fixes profits. T h e public fixes the price it 
will pay . T h e dealer may keep i t high, b u t the public fixes 
the l imit, low or high, of wha t t h a t price will produce. 
*James H.Collins, in the Saturday Evening Post. [13] 
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T h e merchan t may c u t his cost as far as his ingenuity 
and his manufactur ing or merchandising abili ty will t a k e 
him. H e can make only t he difference between w h a t the 
public will pay and wha t t he goods cost h im, when they are 
placed in t he hands of the purchaser. 
So vi tal a th ing as keeping t h e cost and the price as 
widely separa ted as possible, would seem to call for t he best 
t hough t s of t he mos t exper t business m a n . 
B u t i t hasn ' t . 
I n fact t he whole subject of costs is a wilderness of fig-
ures filled with more or less significant facts which, t o t he 
average American business man, cost too much to get. Th is 
condition has no t been entirely t h e fault of t he business 
man. A cost system did no t always get costs, for t he same 
reason t h a t an accounting system does no t always account . 
M a n y manufacturers depend on their balance sheets to 
determine cost and on their competi tors to fix price. Th is is 
guesswork of t he rankest , most t reacherous, and deceiving 
sort . E v e n the s t ree t faker selling collar bu t tons , knows 
wha t his costs are, and in t h a t respect, knows more t h a n 
some large enterprises which really know surprisingly l i t t le 
abou t how m u c h i t costs to p u t their o u t p u t a t t h e point 
of final delivery. 
M a n y a retailer doing a business of $50,000 a year, will 
tell you t h a t " a cost system is only for manufac tu re r s . " 
T h e wholesaler and jobber th inks of costs in a l ump sum 
as expenses in his balance sheet. 
Another manufac turer calmly works ou t his business 
plans on general assumptions of facts abou t wha t his prod-
uc t costs h im. 
I t has been well said t h a t the average business executive 
fails to get more t h a n a small fraction of t he vi tal facts and 
stat ist ics t h a t he should have to control t h e activit ies of a 
business intelligently. 
T h e desire to dodge the expense of t h e necessary system 
t h a t will bring such vi ta l statist ics t o t h e executive desk, 
has created this condit ion. 
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" T h e slogan of present day indus t ry is efficiency," says 
Webner.* " T h e r e is no efficiency wi thout organization. 
A highly organized selling force can move an article of 
inferior mer i t where a poorly organized force has failed with 
a be t te r article. 
" I n like manner a well-organized factory, under capable 
management , i ts different pa r t s carefully harmonized, its 
human frailties minimized, its operations controlled by an 
efficient system of cost records, can produce be t te r goods for 
the same cost, or the same goods a t a lower cost, t h a n is 
possible for a poorly organized compet i tor . " 
Any efficient accounting system should be an orderly 
and logical a r rangement , by simple processes, of the facts 
and figures of a business so t h a t i t may concentra te into 
clear and concise s t a tements a complete expression of the 
activities and condition of t h a t business. 
Con t ra ry to t he somewhat prevalent idea, there is no 
inherent complexity in system, jus t because i t is a system. 
I t may , however, be suggested t h a t t he observance of any 
logical rout ine in t he handl ing of business is so r epugnan t 
to t h e t raining and style of some business men t h a t they 
t ake refuge in t he absurdi ty t h a t " a l l system is red t a p e " — 
with t he often painful result t h a t they fail wi thout knowing 
why, therefore are denied t he impor t an t lesson their 
failure could have t a u g h t a m a n with a more analytical 
mind. 
T h a t this a t t i t ude on the p a r t of business men is too 
general and often fatal, is generally conceded by those 
whose occupations, such as bankers , lawyers, judges, expert 
accountants , referees in bankrup tcy , etc., br ing t h e m into 
close contact wi th t he facts and figures side of business 
t roubles or failures. 
M a n y retailers and wholesalers, and even manufacturers , 
wai t for their yearly or half-yearly inventory to find ou t if 
they have made or lost money. This has often found them 
in a position where i t was too late to do anyth ing b u t call in 
their creditors. 
*"Factory Costs," F. E. Webner. C. P. A., pp. 25-26. 
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N o less an expert on costs t h a n Mr . J . L. Nicholson* 
said in his interest ing work on the subject of costs : " I n 
the major i ty of enterprises today, the profits and losses 
are only known a t the end of t he regular fiscal period, when 
an inventory is t aken and the books closed; and even then 
the result is no t necessarily correct, inasmuch as the accu-
racy depends entirely upon the correctness of t he inventory , 
which the re is no means of checking or verifying in t he 
ordinary systems. 
" T h e result , whatever i t may be, appears in the books 
of accounts for t he entire period in one amoun t , and admi t s 
of no verification, due to the principle involved. 
" T h e r e are two impor t an t quest ions t h a t relate to th i s : 
Firs t , are the results apparen t ly sat isfactory; second, are 
they a d isappointment , and a surprise? 
" L e t us t ake u p the first quest ion by asking one. Should 
a result in gross which is apparent ly satisfactory be accepted 
wi thou t question? A careful analysis of th is will result in 
t he answer, N o . 
" T h e r e is absolutely nothing in t h e profits shown in th is 
manner , to indicate whether the results should not have been 
considerably more. The re may be m a n y articles made a t 
a loss, wi th t he result t h a t the articles upon which there is 
a good margin of profit have been paying t h e losses resulting 
from the sale of t he other class of p roduc ts . 
" I n tak ing up the second question, t he first query t h a t 
arises na tura l ly would b e : W h a t a m I going to do abou t it? 
" T h e r e is only one way to correct t h e fault , and t h a t is 
to locate i t ; and if the mass of detai l t h a t enters into the 
product ion of any p lan t is buried, owing to a lack of records 
dealing wi th t he component pa r t s of t h e p roduc t during the 
period of six to twelve months before results are obtained, 
this would indicate t h a t some action is necessary in provid-
ing a p lan t h a t will admi t of locating or determining the 
cause . " 
Touching on a similar condition of the business mind 
another writer recently said in a popular magazine: " T h e 
*Nicholson on "Factory Organization and Costs," pp. 8 and 9. 
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business world is of three different opinions on this subject 
of cost accounting, two of t hem wrong and the th i rd right. 
"One type of manufacturer operates wi th li t t le cost 
accounting other t h a n his annual inventory, and mainta ins 
t h a t a cost system entails too much t rouble and expense. 
" F r o m him one hears the familiar joke about Smith ' s 
cost sys tem: 
" ' S m i t h had experts working three months installing a 
cost system a t his p lant , and since then he 's been busier 
working the system t h a n making goods. Why , i t costs 
him more to find out w h a t his p roduc t costs him t h a n it 
does to make i t ! H a , h a ! ' 
" T h e second type of manufacturer is Smith , who has 
actually become so absorbed in cost accounting t h a t he is 
t ry ing to make its smallest refinements practical . I n 
many a mill Smi th has been known to bring in experts to 
find ou t exact costs on a small job, spending more for the 
purpose t h a n he made in profit. 
" T h e th i rd kind of business m a n is t he one who strikes 
a safe middle course, tak ing wha t t h e cost experts have to 
give h im and applying i t in the l ight of his own pract ical 
knowledge. A lit t le cost accounting and a little common 
sense make a combinat ion hard to b e a t . " 
T o steer a middle course between the extremes of the 
impractical system visionary who strives to operate a 
business on hard and invariable lines as a machine is oper-
ated, and the stone blind "prac t i ca l " m a n who never does 
anyth ing unless i t is mouldy with precedent , is, indeed, a 
hard b u t a necessary th ing to do. 
I t is said t h a t the German was the first business m a n to 
unders tand t h a t cheapening the cost of product ion opened 
the avenue to a greater and more profitable business. 
T h e old idea was to keep our methods a secret, on the 
general assumption t h a t the things hidden from a com-
pet i tor were the things t h a t made us big and successful. 
T h e idea of overcoming competi t ion was to have so much 
capital t h a t we were able to lose a lot more money t h a n the 
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compet i tor could afford to . If anybody got into compet i -
t ion wi th us, t h e process was to freeze h im ou t by s tanding 
the loss longer t h a n he could. 
This was before t he science of accounting was applied to 
men 's labor; before we realized t h a t t ime was money, t h a t 
materials were money. J u s t as soon as we grasped t h e idea 
t h a t if we had more t ime we could make more money, we 
s tar ted in to cu t down the a m o u n t of t ime we had to give 
to any one par t icular pa r t of our work by get t ing more out 
of t he t ime . We could then sell t he product more cheaply 
because we had p u t less t ime (money) in to it. We com-
menced to use labor-saving machinery because it was t ime-
saving machinery, which mean t money-saving machinery. 
This was theory t h a t worked. 
All theory is generally the p roduc t of experience, and it 
in t u r n produces experience, a sort of an endless chain. 
I t is an interest ing speculation to figure ou t how cost 
accounting came in to use. N o doub t some m a n developed 
the theory t h a t , if he kep t books with himself—not only 
with his customers, b u t wi th t he various par t s of his business, 
with all his workmen, wi th his materials , his machines and 
his salesmen, t h a t he would bet ter be prepared to manage 
his business for greater profits—some manufacturers are 
frank enough to admi t t h a t t hey don ' t really know wha t 
t hey are doing. 
On the one side, our m a n p u t down all a workman 
did, and on t h e other , he p u t down all t h a t m a n cost h im. 
At t h e end of t h e year , six months , or every mon th , he 
could cast i t u p and see whether he was get t ing w h a t he 
was paying for and whether t h a t workman was making a 
profit for him. 
H e kep t books wi th t he raw mater ia l t h a t he bought . 
H e found wha t t he r aw mater ia l cost and where i t went . 
T h e n he found wha t i t cost to manage t h e men and the 
materials . Cost of management was i m p o r t a n t because 
more supervision had become necessary. 
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If every workman could be t rus ted to do his work well 
wi thout oversight, he wouldn ' t need to have an overseer or 
foreman, b u t as every workman has to have a certain 
a m o u n t of oversight, t h e employer said: "Here , I will 
dis t r ibute t h a t cost of oversight to each m a n according to 
his impor tance on my pay roll. If he makes $5 a day and 
he requires $1 wor th of oversight, I will debit t h a t dollar 
against his personal record. 
" T h i s also applies to the amoun t of mater ia l he uses. 
I'll sell t he mater ia l to t he workman a t cost ." 
After he introduced this idea of keeping books wi th 
himself and with his men, he found t h a t while m a n y of the 
men were paying him, others were not . H e began to drop 
the unprofitable and p u t in be t te r men. H e had begun to 
apply a s tandard , crude and rule-of-thumb, it is t rue , b u t 
a s t andard nevertheless. His s tandard was simple. If a 
$5.00 m a n over there was producing good work a t a profit, 
he made the $5.00 m a n over here do the same th ing. Before 
he knew it, he had the whole factory working up to a higher 
pi tch of efficiency. T h a t idea of keeping books with t he 
men and materials worked out into a cost system which 
soon had m a n y ramifications. 
H e found t h a t costs by themselves mean t nothing. H e 
must have s tandards of comparison by which to test their 
value. 
I t was b u t a s tep to the idea t h a t he should keep books 
with his lines of product ion. H e soon found t h a t i t took 
a lot of money to sell certain lines. T h e margin was small, 
and he found other lines were more profitable. T h e result 
was, he cu t down the product ion of t he unprofitable and in-
creased the product ion of the profitable. T h e n he saw no 
good reason why he shouldn ' t keep books with his heads of 
depar tmen t s and his salesmen. And so all along the line he 
got in touch with the value of the activities of his business. 
T h e next s tep was to apply the cost idea to his clerical 
and accounting depar tment . 
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H e had found where t he minutes went and i t d idn ' t 
t a k e h im long to realize t h a t as his cost sys tem gave him 
facts and figures abou t the activities of his business, he 
was fighting compet i t ion wi th his eyes open. He knew 
what he could do. 
All of this required system, a system which needed t ha t 
the people who operated i t should be in sympa thy with 
t he things he wanted . 
A t t he very beginning, i t is well to forget all abou t the 
idea t h a t "our business is different." We find t h a t there 
are t ime and mater ia l and indirect expense in every manu-
facturing business. I t doesn ' t make any difference whether 
we make candy cones for the school children of N e w York, 
or locomotives for t he Siberian Rai lway . T h e whole 
necessity lies in t racing t h e t ime, material , and indirect 
expense which make u p the cost of doing business. 
J u s t as soon as we forget t h a t "ou r business is different," 
we begin to find ou t how other people do their work; how 
other people find wha t i t costs t h e m to do business. T h a t 
is where we are t oday ; we are seeking more light on t h e 
subject. 
Tear ing away all t he fine spun theories of t he professional, 
the fact is, having pushed price to t he l imit of t he public 
acceptance, greater profits now mus t come by pushing costs 
down within our own organizations to the poin t where 
qual i ty and quan t i t y of product ion begin to be affected. 
T h a t is t he whole philosophy of cost keeping in a 
sentence. M a n y men th ink the applicat ion of t he principle 
should be equally simple, b u t it isn ' t , and it can ' t be . 
All t he complications come in when we come to t race 
the course of a dollar 's wor th of mater ia l th rough two 
hundred fifty hands and one hundred ten operat ions to 
the completed article. 
B u t this complexity in t u r n actual ly works th rough 
expert hands , in to some very simple sys tem of records, as 
will la ter be shown. 
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Cost accountants sometimes t u r n up most unusual 
and surprising conditions in exceptionally reputable and 
apparent ly well-regulated business households. 
A print ing house in a mid-western city had long been 
known as a fine catalog house. I t had been in business 
since the t ime of the proprietor 's grandfather . T h e busi-
ness had been profitable. T h e present proprietor 's father, 
son of the founder, had p u t in a poster pr int ing plant , run 
separately. T h e business was handled th rough one book-
keeping depar tment . Catalog p lan t and poster p lan t were 
running night and day. One night the proprietor found the 
poster p lant folders working over t ime on a catalog order. 
" D o we charge the catalog depa r tmen t wi th t h a t work 
and does t he poster depa r tmen t get c red i t?" he asked of the 
superintendent . 
" O h yes, they t u r n in t ickets for i t . " 
T h e young proprietor t hough t this over t h a t night while 
going home. 
H e spent t he next day going over t he t ickets for last 
mon th ' s business. H e though t he saw some queer things. 
H e called in a cost expert . T h a t expert finally got down 
to the detail where he could tell wha t it cost to have the 
"dev i l " pull a galley proof. H e also found, among o ther 
things, t h a t the catalog p lan t had been paying poster 
depa r tmen t losses for three years . T h e n the proprietor 
who had been working with t h e expe r t , c o m m e n c e d to 
make some changes in the system, to hire, fire and t r ans -
fer. T h e old foremen and henchmen of the house made 
some gloomy prophecies of the awful things t h a t were going 
to happen as a result of the change. 
B u t the change worked, and anything is good when i t 
works. 
Cost finding is no t a series of formulas like those which 
we get in chemistry. I t is simply systematized processes 
of finding out where every i tem of mater ial and t ime and 
expense go in t he making of a product or in the process 
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of buying and selling goods. When two chemists are asked 
to give a formula of water, each will write H 2 O ; ask two 
hundred, the answer will be the same. Chemistry is a fixed 
science. 
Ask two cost accountants what goes into costs and 
you will get practically the same formula: 
Cost of Materia l+Direct Labor=Prime Cost. 
Prime Cos t+Direc t Factory Expense=Factory Cost. 
Factory Cost+General Expense=Cost to Make. 
Cost to Make+Sel l ing Expense=Cost to Make and 
Sell. 
Cost to Make and Sel l+Prof i t=Price . 
That is the formula and it will remain the same, no 
matter how many cost accountants you ask. They may 
phrase it differently, but the essentials will remain the same. 
Suppose, however, you were to ask a hundred chemists 
to produce water according to the chemical formula. A 
careful checking of the expenses incident to the manufac-
ture of a gallon by each of the hundred, would probably give 
you a hundred different costs. If you should compare the 
costs, you would get at the man who made the cheapest 
gallon of water. 
The new type of management is concerned with not only 
what it costs but what it should have cost. Therefore they 
have formulas, worked out on a different basis. 
Let us take one of them: 
Mater ia l+Personnel+Charges=Total Cost. 
Direct Materials+Direct Labors+Direct Charges= To-
tal Cost. 
Direct Materials (Standard)+Direct Labor (Standard) 
+Direct Charges (Standard)=Standard Cost. 
Direct Materials (Actual )+Direct Labor (Actua l )+Di -
rect Charges (Actual)=Actual Cost. 
Standard Cost÷Actual Cost=Efficiency. 
Take your cost formula and apply it to your product. 
Keep a careful record by departments and men. 
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Even by the device of reducing their activities to a simple 
analysis, you will get a line on depar tmenta l and m a n effi-
ciency t h a t will open your eyes. 
Comparisons no t only between your own people b u t with 
ideal men are necessary if you would get a jus t es t imate of 
the relative value of depar tments , men, and of your manage-
ment . 
After all, t he success or failure of any business is a 
ma t t e r of the qual i ty of the man-stuff of which the business 
is made . 
You can figure to t h e last decimal on the cost of your 
materials , labor, equipment , power, maintenance , super-
vision, and rent , know exactly wha t i t is going to cost you to 
carry $1,000 in loans a t the bank ; b u t (and this is jus t as 
impor tan t ) wha t does it cost you to let John Jones handle 
your green groceries; or, what does it cost you to let Bill 
Smi th do half as much work as Sam Perkins, who works 
next to him in your machine shop? 
W h a t does it cost you to let Super intendent Jones hire 
Odd Fellows or Eagles exclusively for the p lant? 
W h y does i t cost you $200 a week for your accounting 
depa r tmen t when your competi tors , Fi tzgerald & Company , 
handle twenty-five per cent more business on $150? Is 
there any real ground for felicitation because you are pay-
ing less now t h a n you did a year ago? 
W h y ? 
W h e n you come to t h a t point you are gett ing in the 
frame of mind where you will use a cost system as i t should 
be used; i. e., as a means to make profits. 
Referees in bankrup tcy will tell you t h a t half the fail-
ures t h a t occur in periods of good business occur because 
the bankrup t s d idn ' t know wha t their ou tpu t s cost t hem; 
they h a d n ' t preserved the proper distance between cost and 
price. 
Too many prices are made on the basis: "Well , if he can 
sell i t for t h a t we can . " Of course, t h a t doesn' t follow 
a t all. 
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" T h e a d v a n t a g e t h a t knowledge of p r o d u c t i o n costs 
gives a manufacturer when making prices is easily seen. 
His prices are made intelligently. H e can cut to the lowest 
possible figure when necessary wi thout fear of incurring 
losses, or if t he conditions justify a loss on certain lines, he 
will know exactly how far he can go wi thout exceeding the 
justifiable and intended loss. 
" On the other hand, wi thout a knowledge of costs he is 
absolutely in t he dark in fixing prices—so much so t h a t his 
only safety lies in prices so high t h a t he is absolutely sure he 
is above product ion cos t—a happy-go-lucky method of 
pricing tha t , while safe from the s tandpoin t of direct loss, 
is not , in this highly competi t ive age, conducive to large 
success."* 
One western mill recently found t h a t the old day-wage 
system was losing money for the firm, because the price of 
the goods was fixed by the consumer and the workman fixed 
the cost. 
A piece-work wage system was introduced. A limit was 
fixed on the cost of the goods with an eye to meet the price 
fixed by the consumer. T h e system created a comfortable 
margin between cost and price, and by the sys tem t h e ten-
dency was for t he margin to grow gradually bigger as the 
management found places where economies of materials and 
t ime could be effected. 
I t is such simple things as these t h a t work the revolutions 
in profits. T h e American business m a n has long neglected 
his office, his internal organization, in favor of his selling 
organization. Times are forcing a change. 
We have, in the world's greatest and wealthiest nat ion, 
more failures t h a n in any other nat ion. T h e vast percent-
age fail for " lack of capi ta l ," "for wan t of knowledge of the 
business," so D u n and Brads t ree t tell us. T h e commer-
cial lawyers tell us t h a t the principal " l ack" is a practical 
knowledge of wha t it costs to do business. 
*F. E. Webner, "Factory Costs," page 30. 
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If there is any place where the old adage "Be sure you 
are r ight, then go ahead ," means something, it is in the 
ma t t e r of fixing prices. 
T h a t wi thout accurate costs you cannot intelligently and 
accurately fix price, is as plain as a pike-staff. 
T h e principal difficulty, however, has lain in the han-
dling of the t ime and materials . The records required so many 
hands and heads t h a t the manufacturer preferred to chance 
i t and dismissed the whole idea with the futile p u n : " I t 
costs too much to know wha t it cos ts ." 
Like most generalities, however, this is dangerous. 
Again, i t is no longer t rue . Since the int roduct ion of the 
t ime clock for recording the gross hours of labor; the elapsed 
t ime recorders by which each workman records in plain 
figures on each card the t ime he has actually been a t work; 
and finally, t he Burroughs Cost Keeping Machines by 
which the t ime, the value of materials , and the costs may 
be added and listed on wide sheets from t h e individual 
records, and all o ther handling of figures done a t a speed of 
three to five t imes greater t h a n the most expert clerks could 
formerly do i t by hand, the expense of mainta ining a cost 
system has lost most of its terrors. 
Business men are now turning to the subject wi th a re-
newed interest further energized by the though t t h a t i t is 
be t te r to be safe t h a n sorry. 
"I have an immense respect for a man of talents PLUS 'the 
mathematics.' But the calculating power alone should seem 
to be the least human of qualities, and to have the smallest 
amount of reason in it, since a machine can he made to do the 
work of three or four calculators, and better than any one of 
them." 
—Oliver Wendell Holmes 
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The Le Blond Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, finds the Burroughs 
a valuable aid in securing costs and keeping other records 
"For its object Scientific Management has the saving 
of energy, materials and time, or in other words, the 
elimination of waste, and the increase of the world's 
wealth resulting from greater productivity of men and 
machinery. These it aims to achieve, in each industry 
to which it is applied, through bringing to bear upon 
each problem the analytical methods of investigation 
employed in the sciences, developing an art of science 
with well defined and codified laws, in place of uncer-
tain tradition and rule-of-thumb opinion." 
—H. K. Hathaway 
C H A P T E R I I 
Putting in a Cost System 
NE V E R F O R G E T T H E M A N " ought to be wri t ten in large letters over the desk of t he man who is 
responsible for the systems used in any kind of business. 
Too many systems are made on the assumption t h a t the 
men working them are reasoning, thoughtful , and analytical. 
Most men are none of these things. I n fact, even most 
of those men who are paid to th ink are not analyt ical ; their 
thinking is mainly remembering how a th ing was done be-
fore, and then doing it again. 
Begin a system with yourself. 
A cost system mus t be honest wi th itself. 
Decide t h a t you are going to be honest with yourself. 
T h e proper cost system registers the will of the pro-
prietor. I t goes only as far as he will go. Some managers 
don ' t want to know too much about their business. I t is 
surprising how much more common t h a n may be supposed 
this failing is. The average man approaches a cost system 
from the wrong angle. H e doesn' t want to find t h a t he has 
not been making as much money as he should, because t h a t 
reflects on his ability as a manager. H e should, on the 
other hand, t r y to find out where he is not making as much 
as he should, in order t h a t he may remedy the oversight. 
In the first place, then, determine to find out wha t i t has 
cost you to produce and sell your product for one given 
period. T h a t will open your eyes to losses and perhaps 
unnamed profits. I n the second place, decide t h a t you 
will p u t in a system to find out wha t your future product 
will cost you. 
Get a t the costs; don ' t flinch or fumble, b u t go after and 
get the whole t r u t h about yourself and your business. 
You may have some pe t method of handling tools in the 
factory, charging the salesmen's expense, dividing terri-
[27] 
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tories, handling the accounting detail in t he office. You 
th ink it is efficient and profitable. I t may not be. Be 
prepared to see i t possibly th rown on the rubbish heap . 
Teach your super in tendent and your men to see t he new 
ideas in t he same way. Employees are never glad t o see 
changes. They don ' t know what they mean; and being 
ignorant of t he purpose, t hey generally imagine they mean 
the worst results to themselves. Super in tendents , managers 
who have been responsible for t he systems you have in use, 
would be more t h a n h u m a n if they did no t resent the " n e w 
fangled i d e a s " t h a t seem to be revolut ionary and spell in a 
way an ind ic tment of their abili ty. 
Consider t h e m a n and bring to bear upon him all your 
managing abil i ty which has for its a im and purpose the 
inculcation of t h e r ight ideals of work, faith in the business, 
and enthus iasm for its prosperi ty. 
A manager told a s tory which shows the value of this 
man-knowledge so essential to t he success of a cost keeping 
sys tem: 
" T h e management of a large machine works came down 
with the high-speed steel fever, a malady t h a t needs a 
little description. 
"High-speed steels, made for cutting-tools in metal 
works, are so superior to ordinary carbon steels for certain 
work t h a t from forty to one hundred per cent increase in 
product ion often follows immediately upon their in t roduc-
tion in a machine shop. They make i t possible to run 
machines faster, cut more deeply, and speed the work all 
around. 
"This par t icular management tr ied high-speed steel 
and found t h a t i ts costs could be reduced a t least seventy 
per cent . T h a t mean t almost a revolution in prices and 
competi t ive conditions. An elaborate cost system was 
worked out , t he new steels applied everywhere, and several 
contracts t aken on terms t h a t would have mean t bank-
rup tcy under the old scheme of things. 
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" A n d before those contracts were completed the works 
did face bankrup tcy . 
"Fo r t he new cost system wouldn ' t operate itself. 
Workmen had no t been t augh t to temper t he new steels, a 
delicate process. N o provision had been made for grinding 
tools to exact angles in a special depar tment . There was 
an insufficient supply of tools for the new conditions, leading 
to losses of t ime. Worst of all, employees were suspicious 
of t he whole innovation because it had no t been clearly 
explained to t h e m and they feared it was mean t to p u t them 
a t some disadvantage. T h e cost system was only a theory 
a t t h a t point . I t had never been adjusted to the human 
equat ion, and it took more t h a n a year of pa t ien t work 
among t h e men in different depar tments before such ad-
jus tmen t was brought about , making t he theory fact ." 
T h e man power, wi thout which a system is simply an 
inert machine had not been considered. 
Managers frequently go a t this phase of t he question in 
a way t h a t leads to needless loss. At the bo t tom every 
American workman is of the r ight stuff. T h a t is not 
sent iment or pat r io t ism; i t is a plain s ta tement of ex-
periences. 
W h e n you throw aside your general managership and 
get down on the floor and ta lk to these men as m a n to man, 
you can generally get t h e m into line with almost any plan 
of be t t e rmen t . I t is a formal s tupidi ty like this t h a t makes 
it easy to form unions and call s tr ikes: 
"On and after this date every workman in this factory 
will be put on a piece-work basis, as per schedule in the 
hands of each foreman. 
"By order of the Company, 
"JOHN JAMES SMITH, 
"General Manager." 
Go back over the labor troubles in your district and you 
will find a number dat ing from jus t such if-you-don't-like-
i t-get-out orders. 
Such orders come from a man who fails to realize t h a t 
every machine he has in his factory, every pa r t of his prod-
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uct , every sale he makes, every dollar of his inves tment , 
depends for i ts efficiency on a man . 
Contented men give a be t ter result t h a n mere men. 
Enthus ias t ic men give a be t t e r result t h a n merely con-
ten ted men. 
Men wi th pr ide in their work, wi th enthusiasm in their 
blood, and loyal ty in their hear ts can whip the world. 
T h a t sounds like sent iment . So i t i s—but t h e stuff t h a t 
rules the world certainly has a place in ruling a business. 
When you get down to the men, show t h e m t h a t you 
t rus t t h e m ; tell t hem wha t you expect t h e m to do, and t h a t 
the system of costs is simply to pro tec t t h e m and you 
and your stockholders. You wish to place responsibility 
where it belongs and will pay for i t in proport ion to i ts 
value to t h e company . Mos t of t h e m will t ry to deserve 
responsibility, and you'll find it pays to get rid of t he others . 
As a manager you mus t not forget t he man-stuff on which 
the cost system depends . This task is theirs . Fix in your 
own mind clearly wha t you wan t a system for, wha t you 
wan t i t t o do, and why you w a n t it. 
The general advantages of any cost system are : 
First—To reduce the costs. 
Second—To increase production. 
Third—To introduce machines to do work hi ther to done 
by hand. 
Fourth—To equalize t he ou tpu t in each depar tment . 
Fifth—To serve as a guide to selling. 
Sixth—To serve as a guide to pricing. 
Seventh—To serve as a basis t o judge the p roduc t and 
efficiency and diligence of the workmen. 
Eighth—To place the employer in a position to get a 
safe basis, independent of the j udgmen t of the foremen of 
the different depar tments , on which to reward the efficient 
and to develop t h e promising bu t inefficient. 
Ninth—To act as a moral s t imulus to every workman 
and to insure fair distr ibution of reward to all. 
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N o t one of these things can be handled with accuracy 
and safety unless you have a cost system. 
T h e impor tan t thing to remember is t h a t a cost system 
will not tell you what your costs should be. I t will simply 
tell you what your costs are. To determine if your manage-
ment is efficient you mus t have s tandards of efficiency by 
which to judge the results of management . You must 
analyze all conditions in order to know whether you are 
producing goods a t the lowest cost consistent with the qual-
ity you wish to mainta in . 
Star t ing a cost system is impor tant—where to s tar t , how 
and when—for these t ake the t ime of men from a business 
tha t mus t be kept going while it is being doctored. 
The expert has found his opening here. 
The expert always pays his way. Some people consider 
tha t the doctor, the lawyer, the dentis t are all unnecessary; 
but they are economizers of life, l iberty, and happiness. They 
get more for us t h a n we could get for ourselves. 
I t is the same way with cost keeping. There are men 
who have made a special s tudy of cost keeping. The cost 
keeper is generally an outsider who has made a s tudy of 
costs as applied to manufacturing, wholesaling, or retailing. 
There are experts who specialize on certain kinds of costs, 
such as foundry costs, costs in specialty manufacturing, and 
costs in depar tment stores, and so on through a score of 
lines. 
T h e cost keeper is generally more t h a n a bookkeeper, 
though some bookkeepers have made excellent cost keepers. 
He mus t have an ability for analyzing processes, a grasp of 
manufacturing detail, and a knowledge of accounting, and 
then the final test of his ability as a systematizer comes 
in an abili ty to mould these things into a simple, reliable, 
workable system. 
I n its workability will be shown the value of knowing 
human nature . Each record required of a workman mus t 
appear to lead somewhere, say something, be complete. 
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To ask a man to set down some apparent ly needless figures 
for an unknown purpose is to make him indifferent and in-
accurate, and t h a t is to fail to get the facts in so many 
cases as to seriously interfere with the accuracy of the final 
results. 
Business is enough of a gamble, even after a cost system 
has been installed, wi thout encouraging any one to guess a t 
any p a r t of t he da t a it obtains and on which its conclusions 
are to be based. 
There are three kinds of costs: Firs t , es t imated costs; 
second, absolute costs; third, efficiency costs. 
The process of es t imat ing costs leads a t best to self-
deception. I t argues a decision to install a cost system 
t h a t shall give you a knowledge of wha t t h e i tems of your 
product actual ly cost you to produce, and then side s tep-
ping in favor of introducing guesswork as a more pleasant 
and less appa ren t expense. 
I t is a compromise t h a t inevi tably hur t s more t h a n it 
helps. I t is not a system in any of i ts crude and imperfect 
par t s . I t is jus t a process of recording h u m a n guesswork, 
and has no more r ight to be called a system t h a n a process 
of keeping books by which you guess a t the amoun t of t he 
i tems you enter to your debit , and speculate as to how 
much your customers should pay you. 
The system by which absolute costs are obta ined is an 
honest a t t e m p t to get a t the real a m o u n t of labor, t he real 
amoun t of mater ial , t he real propor t ion of burden p u t in to 
any piece of work. T h e ideal set before any cost keeper— 
dealing wi th absolute costs—is: " G e t t he absolute facts and 
figures abou t t he various activit ies of t he business ." Ap-
proximations, guesswork, es t imates , and speculations of any 
kind are bar red ; and in their place is an ever-present single-
minded desire to be absolutely accurate . 
Knowing accurately wha t your costs are, you are in 
position to compare t hem wi th t he s tandards which your 
experts have already de te rmined—to gain which is the office 
of efficiency costs. 
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I t mus t be realized t h a t the value of the right system 
lies in the difference between average and maximum 
efficiency, between wha t is done by men who are left largely 
to their own devices or the uncertain moods and ebbing 
and flowing energies of foremen, and men who feel the 
constant spur of working up to definite s tandards fixed by 
scientific analysis. 
T h e business man who thinks up to such a s tandard , 
realizes t h a t nothing happens in this world, t h a t success 
or failure does not come as a result of good or evil fortune. 
Back of them is a cause. Back of all success, there is a 
good and sufficient reason. 
T h e executive with a vision realizes t h a t he mus t get 
a t these causes and unders tand them. As he hun t s for 
t hem amid the activities of his business, he is hospitable to 
the claims of all theories, of new machines, of t ime-saving 
devices in office or factory. Noth ing is poor in his eyes 
unt i l it has been found want ing after a tr ial . N o theory 
is bad jus t because it is a theory. H e knows t h a t theory is 
the egg, practice is the chicken. 
B u t in this hun t for details t h a t shall show him where 
and whence to find the things t h a t make or mar profits, the 
manager finds t h a t this hunt ing process consumes a vast 
amoun t of t ime t h a t is needed for more impor tan t work. 
H e mus t deputize—hence the cost keeper and the expert 
analyzer of materials, personnel, and equipment . 
Detai ls will not come of themselves to the executive; 
the executive mus t go after the details, and he does this 
by means of a system through which are recorded all the 
t ime and materials and money used, and then a systematic 
dis t r ibut ion of these figures to certain divisions of processes 
or expenses, which he knows to be the source of the greatest 
possible loss to him. 
H e knows t h a t profits will t ake care of themselves 
when he has taken care of the losses. T h a t is the execu-
tive's par t . 
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M a n y cost experts have found t h a t a graphic char t ing 
of the processes of t he business helps to a proper analysis 
and aids in placing the costs in a proper light before those 
who will operate the system. 
First , char t all the various depar tments of the business; 
under each depa r tmen t write exactly wha t the depa r tmen t 
does. Arrange each of these depar tmen t s in the sequence 
of the work as it is done, or as t he produc t comes through. 
Then t ake each operat ion in each depar tmen t , analyze 
it carefully, make a t ime s tudy of t he work, and wri te a 
schedule of s t anda rd instruct ions for handl ing it . 
Arrange your cost system so t he records will follow the 
sequence of operat ions. 
Any factory or store not properly depar tment ized may 
have a working char t arranged wi thout in any way inter-
fering with t he actual conduct of t he work unti l the system 
has been fixed. T h e simple principle of depar tment iz ing 
is : a depa r tmen t should handle t he same class of operat ions 
in a factory, or t he same general lines of goods in a store. 
Meta l work should not be mixed u p with wood work 
in a factory, nor shoes with white goods in a store. 
I n the adminis t ra t ion depar tment , t he sales making and 
the accounting branches should be divided, the general 
executive depa r tmen t should be individualized. 
For instance, t ake a machine shop, 
This is divided into foundry, tool, pa in t , la the, pa t t e rn , 
polishing, planer work, and assembling depar tments . E a c h 
of these depar tmen t s has its own expense covering direct 
labor, direct material , general indirect expense. T h e last is 
divided into depar tmenta l general indirect expense and 
then into an account which carries a percentage of t he 
entire indirect expense. 
Any factory cost system should do several things, some 
of course, under certain circumstances, being much more 
impor tan t t h a n others . Among t h e impor tan t th ings i t 
should do a re— 
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First—Ascertain the cost of each uni t of each line of the 
factory product . 
Second—Record the amoun t of t ime spent on each 
operation or each order. 
Third—Show location in p lant and the condition of work 
on each unfinished uni t . 
Fourth—Show the amoun t of product ive and non-pro-
duct ive labor and for wha t t he non-productive labor is 
used. 
Fifth—Show the amoun t of product ive and non-pro-
duct ive labor and materials , and give stage of development 
by depar tments . 
Sixth—Show to ta l ou tpu t , average month ly ou tpu t , 
busy t ime, and idle t ime, on each uni t of ou tpu t , for day, 
week, or month . 
Seventh—Show cost by the hour of operat ing each class 
of machines and by depar tments . 
Eighth—Show relative overhead and direct labor cost 
by the hour, or by the unit , in each depar tment . 
Ninth—Show whether each operation is increasing or 
decreasing in cost and, in its final analysis, whether you are 
making goods a t a profit or a loss. 
I t should be understood from the s ta r t t h a t cost keeping 
is no t a fad. Be convinced t h a t it is a pr ime necessity to 
financial success. Business—almost any kind of a business 
—is b u t a guess wi thout i t . I t requires s tudy and judg-
ment and s teady application of correct principles. 
F r o m t h e t ime material is bought unt i l i t is fashioned 
by the workingman in to the finished product , t he manu-
facturer is a t an expense t h a t never ceases. T o ascertain 
accurately the proport ion of cost a job uni t of product ion 
should be charged with, is the function of cost accounting. 
T h e actual work done—the visible work—the grinding, 
cut t ing, punching, shaping, heat ing, polishing, etc. , are too 
commonly figured as t he only cost chargeable against the 
job. I n fact, these i tems comprehend bu t a small per cent 
only of the t rue cost. 
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W h y this is so, and wherefrom these addit ional costs 
accumulate against each par t icular uni t of the product ion, 
cost accounting makes plain. 
Finally, t he cost system when installed mus t no t be 
expected to do too much in itself. I t will disclose facts and 
costs upon which action can be based; b u t when i t has done 
this , i t has done i ts pa r t . 
I t has " t h r o w n " the proper signal. If the engineer, 
who in this case is t he manager of the works, disregards 
the signal, he alone is responsible. T h e system can not 
save the t ra in . 
T h e cost sys tem tells t he manager wha t results he is 
gett ing. H e mus t compare these with his predetermined 
s tandards of efficiency in order t o know whether or no t 
his factory is t ruly efficient. 
"The weak places in the industrial world will only be remedied 
when we have learned to stop the leaks and to control human 
energy." 
—Thomas A. Edison 
C H A P T E R I I I 
Thinking Right About Costs is Necessary 
to Efficiency in Cost Keeping 
IT is a very old, b u t none the less a very wise saying t h a t " N o business is greater t h a n the man who runs i t . " This 
may be amplified to say t h a t no business is greater t h a n 
the corporation t h a t runs i t ; and the corporation is no 
bigger t h a n the board of directors, or the president, or the 
manager who runs the Board of Directors. M a n is the 
pa ramoun t element in any business, great or small. As 
Mr . John G. Wood, Manager of the Western Works of the 
In ternat ional Harves ter Company, said: 
" F a r outranking the material equipment in importance, 
is the man element of our works ." 
Yet , how vitally impor tan t this man element really is, is 
bu t little realized by t h a t type of manager who has not 
progressed beyond the point where men are merely numbers 
on the pay roll. 
We have entirely too many managers who th ink of dol-
lars, machines, dividends, coal in tons, buildings, uni ts of 
product . They are thinking, as Mr . Walter S. Cot t ingham, 
General Manager of the Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio, said, of " things ra ther t han men . " 
I t may as well be admi t ted now t h a t there are jus t as 
many things the ma t t e r wi th managers and business men as 
there are things the ma t t e r with the workingman or the cost 
accountan t in the office. A poor manager generally has 
poor workmen. The employer who thinks in dollars and 
cents of the ability of his people, only gets as much re turn 
for his inves tment as the productive power of his thinking 
can obtain. If the general manager th inks t h a t " N o 
stenographer is worth more than $12 a week," t h a t ' s the 
only kind of a stenographer he will ever have. He will never, 
by any chance, have a $20-a-week stenographer. If he 
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th inks " N o workman is worth more t h a n $2 a d a y , " he will 
never have a $5-a-day m a n working for him. If he th inks 
"A factory super intendent can ' t be wor th more t h a n $50 a 
week," a $100-a-week man of course will never be found 
superintending his factory. 
There is no doub t t h a t a business is the direct reflection 
of the menta l capacity and power of t he m a n who runs i t ; and 
anyone s tudying cost systems mus t consider those facts as 
throwing a side l ight on reasons for ineffective systems. A 
management m a y be very profitable, handl ing a monopoly, 
or through a highly t ra ined selling organization, and ye t its 
factory may be very expensively managed. 
Is the cost sys tem successful, is our quest ion. We can ' t 
t ake the manager ' s word for t ha t , unless we know t h a t he 
knows wha t a successful cost system is. 
A cost system is no t something t h a t springs from a busi-
ness like a wild flower from the ground. I t i sn ' t secreted in 
the bookkeeping system as the liver of a h u m a n being secretes 
bile. An efficient cost system comes from the desire of the 
m a n a t the head of the inst i tut ion to know the real value 
of wha t is being done in his business. T h e manager who 
says t h a t a cost accountan t is not wor th more t h a n $75 a 
m o n t h is going to have a $75-a-month cost system. If he 
knows wha t a real cost system really means to him, he is 
going to have t he kind of a system t h a t will get him real 
costs. 
A manager, several years ago, p u t in a cost system on the 
same basis on which he would have bought a pound of sugar, 
for as little as he could get someone to t ake for i t . A t the 
end of two years he found t h a t he had lost a lot of money 
because he had based his selling price on his costs, and his 
cost system h a d n ' t told him the t r u t h . However, he got 
wha t he bought . 
H e d idn ' t realize t h a t his a t t i t ude of mind made i t 
unlikely t h a t he would get accurate costs. H e was no t using 
his common sense when he hired cost accountants . H e 
had to learn t h a t cheap clerks whose experience or knowl-
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edge did not fit t h e m to follow processes of management 
and production, could not give him cost systems t h a t would 
give reliable, immediate , and adequate records of wha t was 
being done. 
I n buying brains as well as in buying materials or equip-
ment , the bargain counter is a bad place to go for them. 
Brains on the bargain counter are there because they have 
been discarded by the more discerning buyers . They are 
seconds, thirds, and discards. If any t rue conception of the 
value of brains penetra tes the part icular managerial mind, 
he must know t h a t to an almost unlimited extent , value is 
the vital th ing in the hiring of men whose judgments are 
really going to shape his managerial policies. 
Another illusion of many business men is t h a t a cost 
system is a definite guide to the best methods of doing busi-
ness. There is a radical difference between cost keeping 
and efficiency engineering. Cost keeping shows a man how 
much i t has cost him to do business. I t does not place a 
t rue value on the performance. T h e average method used 
in judging the efficiency of an organization is to compare 
the cost records of today with yesterday, or with last month , 
or wi th the same date last year, or to balance year against 
year, or mon th against month . Wi th what fallacious con-
clusions this may burden the judgment is demonst ra ted in 
the fact t h a t the most accurate cost keeping alone does not 
give any t rue idea of the value of any performance. 
T h e only thing t h a t a cost system alone can do is to tell 
you wha t each act ivi ty or each uni t of product has cost you 
in t ime, work, materials, and money. 
Therefore, we need something t h a t shall supplement and 
direct the gett ing of costs. 
I t is impor tan t to bear in mind t ha t the cost system alone 
does not tell you what tha t i tem should have cost you. I t 
compares only your costs of today with your costs of yes-
terday. You may be moving in a circle—your business 
ingrowing, one inefficiency treading on the heels of another . 
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This method worked when competi t ion was a negligible 
factor in business. B u t when you are working against, not 
your own records, or your own efficiency, b u t the records 
of the world, the efficiency of the world, you must go be-
yond your own p lan t to the experience of the world for 
s tandards of performance by which to judge how success-
ful you really are. 
A new religion, we might call it, has arisen in business—the 
foundation principle of which is, predetermine by a careful 
analysis of every item what the lowest possible cost should be. 
For instance, I may be making a simple mechanical de-
vice. M y cost sheets show me t h a t this device has been 
falling in cost for twelve months . Yet even a t the end of 
the twelve-month period my factory may be so inefficiently 
run t h a t it is still costing me 5 0 % to 7 5 % more to make t h a t 
device t h a n its product ion is costing elsewhere. 
As this principle applies to the finished product , so we 
find it applying to the operation of machines, to t he use of 
materials , to t he handl ing of men in our factories. I know 
a factory whose product in the aggregate is manufactured 
a t a comparat ively small cost, ye t i ts Foundry Depa r tmen t , 
gauged by an a t ta inable efficiency in force elsewhere, is only 
3 5 % efficient because the man a t t he head of the Foundry 
D e p a r t m e n t is inefficient, yet , as a relative of the General 
Manager , he cannot be disturbed. 
T h e other day there appeared in a book on manage-
ment this s t a t emen t : 
"Eve ry manufacturer should know the conditions 
existing in every p a r t of his factory. This can be secured by 
means of accurate cost accounting. A carefully devised 
cost system readily gives, in details, the working conditions 
in all par t s of a p lant . I t shows if the r ight materials are 
being economically used, if the proper a m o u n t of the finished 
product of the desired qual i ty is ob ta ined ." 
Fu r the r on t he au thor says: 
"A manufacturer with a good cost sys tem knows wha t 
he can do in price making, and a t the same t ime knows if the 
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goods are produced at the least possible cost, knowledge takes 
the place of guesswork and ignorance." 
Now, as a ma t t e r of fact, he necessarily knows nothing 
of t he kind. A man may have a cost system t h a t will be 
perfect as a cost system, bu t it does not give him the work-
ing conditions in all par t s of his p lant . I t may be a cost 
system and yet not show him t h a t the materials " a r e being 
economically used." H e may have a cost system and not 
know "if the proper amount of finished product of the de-
sired qual i ty is ob ta ined ." 
A m a n can have "a carefully devised cost sys tem" and 
still not know what he can do in price making, because in the 
vast majority of cases the manufacturer must make his price 
before his article is manufactured, and there is no cost 
system alone t ha t I have ever heard of t ha t will tell him "if 
the goods are produced a t the least possible cost ," except as 
to his own experience, and prices are made by the experience 
of the trade, not the experience in his own shop. I t may 
show him " t h e least possible c o s t " from the s tandpoint of 
wha t his costs have been, bu t t ha t is not necessarily the 
least possible cost. T h e least possible cost is the cost based 
upon wha t t he most efficient use of all the men, materials , 
and machines t h a t are involved in the process of making i t 
would be. N o manager knows that if he only knows his 
own business and the methods employed in t h a t business, 
and is dependent on a comparat ive table of cost from his 
own p lan t only. 
Of course, efficient management always mus t use a cost 
system, b u t by no means does even a first-class cost system 
generate maximum efficiency in management . 
I believe it is r ight here t h a t we mus t make apparent 
the wide difference between cost keeping and the science of 
efficient management . While this is not a book on scientific 
management , and it is a book on cost keeping, ye t it would 
fail t o be t rue to the very spirit of cost keeping did i t not 
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endeavor to lead i ts readers to realize t h a t t he office of cost 
keeping was not to afford an infallible guide to successful 
management . 
T h e science and a r t of cost keeping has grown and 
flourished because it had a very impor t an t office to perform 
—to tell a m a n the t r u t h about wha t he had done, wha t his 
people had done wi th the t ime, materials and charges he 
had given them. 
Of late there has arisen a newer school of management . 
I t has said, " P r e p a r e for the inevitable competi t ion when 
you are buying your materials , hiring your people, planning 
your factory, selecting your machinery, equipment , and 
arranging i t—to make a product a t the lowest possible cost 
without taking it out of yourself, your stockholders or your 
workingmen—to sell it a t the lowest possible pr ice ." T h a t 
is the economic aim of the new type of management . 
The efficiency of an organization is governed by the 
efficiency of each depar tment . 
I t is surprising to find how little managers realize this 
fundamental rule in their cost depar tments . 
When you balance your factory activities of today 
against a similar period last year and congratula te yourself 
t h a t the cost is being reduced, do you ever stop and ask 
yourself, is the new cost the lowest obtainable? how do I 
know it is? I t is exactly the same as if we should buy a ha t 
on Main Street for $3.00 for which we last year paid $4.00, 
and going down into the next block find t h a t we could have 
bought the same h a t for $2.00. B u t we were perfectly 
content with our bargain a t $3.00 and congratula ted our-
selves on our perspicacity—unti l we found we had spent 
5 0 % more than was necessary. T h e n we found we were 
only 7 5 % efficient". 
T h e only way to find the relative efficiency of any opera-
tion is by having s tandards of comparison. You mus t 
have an ideal s t andard of efficiency to which you can work. 
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This calls for the early determinat ion of a s t andard cost. 
A s tandard is "a carefully thought out method of per-
forming a function, or carefully drawn specifications covering 
an implement or some article of shares or p roduc t . " 
A s tandard cost, therefore, is a cost t h a t has been ar-
rived a t by careful analysis of our own experience and the 
best experience obtainable from all other sources, and may 
be expressed as follows:* 
Quan t i ty of Mater ia ls X Price per U n i t = Q P . 
To ta l T ime of Workers X R a t e per H o u r = T W . 
To ta l T ime of Machines X R a t e per H o u r = t R . 
S t a n d a r d = s t . 
Q P S T + TW S T X t R S T = S tandard Cost ( C S T ) . 
There is another phase to this question which urges a 
higher efficiency, a force t h a t is compelling the American 
business m a n to find out wha t his ideal efficiency ought to 
be and work towards it. I t is t he force of public sent iment . 
Under the comfortable conditions when all of us had a 
hungry marke t to feed, when we were protected from for-
eign competit ion, when we had lit t le competi t ion in our local 
market , there was no pressing necessity for worrying about 
wha t a th ing cost because there was a comfortable margin 
between what i t cost to make and the price t he public would 
pay. American manufacturers then d idn ' t bother about 
their efficiency simply because they d idn ' t have to . 
T imes have changed. 
T h e changed a t t i tude of the public is expressed in the 
demand t h a t business shall cut out wastes , t h a t governmen 
shall cut out wastes, t h a t our semi-public corporations shall 
cu t out wastes. This demand, largely political, b u t coming 
from social, as well as economic causes, is compelling a 
change of front. Business men are increasingly conscious 
*Note. Q P stands for quantity of materials multiplied by price per unit. 
T W stands for total time in hours of workers multiplied by average rate of pay 
per hour. 
t R stands for total t ime in hours of machines multiplied by average machine 
rate per hour. 
ST equals standard. 
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t h a t " the communi ty does not exist for business, b u t t h a t 
business exists for t he commun i ty" ; t h a t as a ma t t e r of fact, 
"business from its humbles t to its greatest expression, is for 
the public service and t h a t its r ight to exist depends on its 
ability to give a public service." Whether you and I agree 
with this in terpre ta t ion or not, whether i t appeals to our 
sense of t he eternal rightness of things or not , it is t he new 
philosophy in the light of which t h e game of business is to 
be played; and where the inevitable arises, i t is well to get in 
tune with the t imes because the t imes will not get in tune 
with the individual. 
As the Honorable E . H . Gary, head of the United States 
Steel Corporat ion, said in a recent address : 
" W e sometimes forget t h a t i t is the masses of the people 
who determine final resul ts ; t h a t they m a y establish and 
abolish governments ; t h a t they m a y make or unmake con-
st i tut ions. Sooner or l a t e r t h e y b r i n g abou t conditions 
satisfactory to them, even resorting to destruct ive measures. 
They have the r ight and t h e y c a n d e t e r m i n e for them-
selves wha t is t he r igh t . " 
A business is not made big, it is not made rich, it is not made at 
all, by raw steel and machinery and tools and factory buildings, 
or by anything visible. Big men make a business big, and the 
qualities that make men big are invisible. 
—Paraphrased from Lyman Abbott 
C H A P T E R IV 
The Three Types of Management 
A COST S Y S T E M is based upon a predetermined scheme 
of management , the par t s of which flow one th ing from 
another in inevitable and logical sequence. A cost 
system is t he reflection of a man ' s mind, of his manner of 
thought , of his education, of his sympathy , of his t ra ining 
and experience, of his ability to manage, to analyze, to syn-
thesize, to co-ordinate, to harmonize, to grasp things in de-
tail and in the large. We unders tand t h a t cost keeping a t 
its best is an efficient method of determining exactly wha t 
t ime, work, and material are p u t in to the product ion of any 
marketable energy, commodity, or service. 
Let us not make the mistake of thinking t h a t manufac-
tur ing is limited to things t h a t we can weigh on scales or 
measure with a foot rule. The electric light company 
manufactures a product as well as the automobile manu-
facturer. The railroad company manufactures a product 
as well as the sugar refinery. T h e banker manufactures a 
product as well as the h a t manufacturer . T h e depar tmen t 
store manufactures a product , and so does the doctor, and 
the lawyer, and the advertising manager. 
T h e mere fact t h a t in some of these a definite s tandard 
of measurement has not been obtained, does not preclude 
the idea t h a t their work can and must be measured and its 
value approximated. Therefore, no man should adop t the 
a t t i t ude t h a t they can ' t be measured. Some people t h ink 
t h a t advertising can ' t be measured. This is not because it 
can ' t be measured—it is because their education, their 
experience has not progressed far enough to give t h e m the 
abili ty to measure it. The savage seeing the lightning in 
the sky would probably find i t impossible to imagine t h a t 
the electric fluid could ever be measured, b u t i t is being 
measured. The main purpose of any cost keeping system 
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is to find measures for m a n y things t h a t can no t be measured 
by the ordinary bookkeeping processes or the mere senses 
of careful foremen, and thereby arrive a t s tandards of 
usefulness and value and determine relative costs of pro-
duct ion for guidance in forming policies. 
If a cost system is a reflection of a man ' s mind or of t he 
minds of a number of men, i t becomes very impor tan t to 
find out wha t kind of men they are. 
There are three fundamental types of men in the world. 
There is t he Strenuous type , t he Systemat ic t y p e and 
the Efficient t ype . 
These types fall into divisions, determined by the 
methods they use, of their menta l and physical equipment . 
All of these types are reflected in cost keeping systems. 
I — T h e Strenuous, or Rule-of-Thumb Managemen t 
The strenuous man,for instance, is t he hard-working type . 
H e may be called the " swea t " type . His philosophy of 
life is embodied in "Do It Now." H e is t he doer, worker, 
or muscular type . We have had thousands of t h e m in our 
factories as managers . They are busy—busy-ness is busi-
ness with them. T h e y are the men who get down to t he 
office a t six o'clock in t he morning and work unt i l t en o'clock 
a t night . T h e y never th ink of factory hygiene, of lighting, 
of p lan t planning, of functionalizing, of s tandards , of educa-
t ion. Their ideal is ha rd work. T h e y t a k e literally t he 
proposition t h a t m a n mus t gain his livelihood by the sweat 
of his brow. When everybody worked t h a t way, of course 
s trenuosi ty was t he order of the day. I t d idn ' t make any 
difference—the world was on a sweat basis. T h e n the m a n 
who was the most s t renuous, made the most money in feed-
ing a hungry marke t . I t was b ru t e force—physical 
s tamina t h a t won. One unskilled laborer was as good as 
any other unskilled laborer. B u t when skill came in to 
competi t ion wi th t he s trenuous m a n a t t h e bench; when 
brains, forethought, planning and th ink ing came in to com-
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pet i t ion with the strenuous manager , then came his demand 
for protection, and the outcry for t he regulation of competi-
tion. 
T h e strenuous type saves money by walking instead of 
riding—doing work by hand instead of machinery—by doing 
wi thout conveniences, and information, depending on en-
ergy and intui t ion. 
H e maintains t h a t his business is different from any 
other business. 
T h e only thing he thinks is wor th taking from anybody 
else is to steal a pa ten t , or to steal a man who has shown he 
can do more t h a n somebody else. 
T h e rule-of-thumb man says "each man is different," 
t h a t "you can ' t teach salesmen," t h a t this man who is 
doing things so successfully "has an unusual faculty t h a t 
nobody else h a s . " 
His apprentices " learn by do ing" ( the good and the bad 
th ings) ; he hasn ' t any school for workmen (if they don ' t 
already know, he fires t hem) . A school for teaching his 
salesman the a r t of salesmanship makes him laugh—and yet 
he is buying his cash registers, his adding machines, his in-
surance policies, and his loose-leaf devices, if he has any,from 
salesmen who have been t augh t in schools how to sell the 
product to jus t such a m a n as he. 
T h e rule-of-thumb man never joins business organiza-
tions except to be a good fellow—he never makes a research 
to find out new things—he calls it "h igh-brow" theory. You 
can ' t tell the rule-of-thumb man anything, because you 
can't tell any man anything that he doesn't already know. 
T h e rule-of-thumb farmer plants by the a lmanac and 
reaps by the grace of God. 
T h e rule-of-thumb mechanic has learned his good and 
bad methods by the side of an older mechanic, who learned 
his good and bad methods from another . Each loses a cer-
tain amoun t of efficiency in the process of learning. He 
doesn' t s tudy tr igonometry or geometry. He doesn' t care 
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anyth ing abou t such " theor ies ," b u t he is a loyal member 
of his organization and talks against capitalists "who don ' t 
do any th ing . " 
T h e rule-of-thumb employer cares nothing for coopera-
tion. H e sees nothing b u t competi t ion. T h e only kind of 
organization he wants to belong to is an anti-union organ-
ization. H e is an anti-laborer; he believes t h a t you have to 
use the big stick, t h a t you have to drive men instead of 
lead them because, "Well , you see, t h a t ' s the way it 
always has been done, and my father did it t h a t way . " 
T h e rule-of-thumb banker , the rule-of-thumb retailer— 
all of t h e m h a v e i n g r o w i n g b u s i n e s s e s b e c a u s e t h e i r 
education has never gone beyond the confines of their own 
part icular experience. 
T h e rule-of-thumb cost system is—so much for pay roll, 
so much for wages, a variable per cent for "general expense," 
and then some " t o play safe," equal the cost to manufacture . 
T h e s trenuous managers can imita te , b u t they can ' t 
adap t . 
They don ' t really th ink about their business—they only 
th ink about the dollars and cents . 
They don ' t th ink about men, b u t they th ink about ma-
chines. 
Their costs are necessarily nothing b u t approximations, 
more or less d is tant , of an ideal t h a t has been set by the 
men who have worked under different conditions of a more 
or less d i s tan t pas t . 
If t he bookkeeper (for he is generally t h e cost m a n for 
t he rule-of-thumb manager) can give t he a m o u n t of t he pay 
roll, t he bills for materials , and the a m o u n t of the sales, for 
a period of six months or a year—and if t h e sales are more 
t h a n the bills—the rule-of-thumb manager "has a cost sys-
t e m which is good enough for h im." 
I n such a p lant you see " D o I t N o w " signs all over the 
place. In such places, salaries are raised by the time-clock 
and the calendar when the manager " l ikes" a man . Such a 
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manager has no methods of measuring men 's efficiencies be-
cause he doesn ' t know wha t those efficiencies are and " h e 
doesn ' t believe in such theories anyhow." 
His idea of a cost system is a crude method by which he 
can prevent piece workers ' get t ing more t h a n he th inks they 
are worth. H e says no laborer is wor th more t h a n $2 a 
day because t h a t ' s all he has ever paid, and he is perfectly 
satisfied if a salesman increases his business 1 0 % a year 
in his te r r i tory . If his competi tor lowers prices, he wonders 
where his compet i tor "s teals t he raw m a t e r i a l " — " H o w long 
can he continue to lose money?" I t never occurs to him 
t h a t a m a n can bea t h im a t his own game and make a fortune 
in t he process. 
H e doesn ' t analyze his business and its possibilities to 
find out the real reason for his success or failure. H e hasn ' t 
t ime. He is " too busy doing th ings . " 
In the hiring of people, his ideal is to " t r y t h e m out—see 
what they can d o . " T h e try-and-fail method is his gospel 
of management . H e solemnly asserts t h a t you "can ' t tell 
wha t any m a n is able to d o . " For t he rule-of-thumb man-
ager is as full of dogmat i sm as a Scotch divine of t he six-
teen th century . T h a t other concerns are foretelling and 
finding ou t wha t types of men are necessary for cer ta in jobs, 
are predetermining wha t men will fit t he jobs and then get-
t ing the men to fit the jobs, is " a theory unfit for the con-
siderat ion of pract ical m e n . " 
Of course, you c a n ' t tell h im anyth ing about scientific 
management because he doesn ' t know any th ing abou t i t . 
H e doesn ' t know any th ing abou t t he idea because he 
has never seen i t a t work. If he did see it, he would prob-
ably dismiss i t w i t h — " T h e E m p l o y m e n t Manage r was for-
t u n a t e in get t ing be t t e r men t h a n usua l" ; b u t as for finding 
law or principle in any course of action, he dismisses i t wi th 
— " I t is the man who is doing the work, and the man who is 
get t ing the resul ts ." 
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T h e rule-of-thumb manager prides himself upon "know-
ing his business." H e never thinks of using outside counsel. 
If a man should suggest to this t y p e of mind t h a t there is 
a be t te r way in which to grind a valve, his first question 
would be, " H o w m a n y valves have you g round?" I t would 
not ma t t e r to him t h a t the man may have made studies of 
a thousand men grinding hundreds of thousands of valves. 
I n other words, his a t t i t ude of mind is t h a t of the man looking 
in the mirror when he is looking for all the reasons for success. 
I t is a type of mind of which we have had entirely too 
many , and which competi t ion and the efficiency of skilled 
minds applied to skilled work, is gradually forcing out of 
American business. These rule-of-thumb managers ac t as 
the priests of old, adopt ing a precedent as a sacred flame, 
which has passed from hand to hand , from generation to 
generation, each keeping it inviolate, never changing it, 
unt i l i t becomes a sacred t radi t ion before which you th , and 
skill, and brains, and power mus t bow in submission. T h e 
rule-of-thumb manager is always a liability and never an 
asset to his p lan t or business. H e may be popular , he may 
have succeeded, he may be succeeding; b u t jus t as inevitably 
as t he sun sets, his day is done so far as t he big businesses of 
America are concerned. 
Mere hard work will not bring success. There must be behind 
the work a "know how" that will make it accomplish something. 
C H A P T E R V 
The Three Types of Management 
I I — T h e Systematic Management 
SY S T E M is t he ru t in which some men are proud to live. I t is the ru t in which the thoughtless run wi thout fear 
of serious catas t rophe. System a t its worst, affords t he 
incompetent and indifferent a nice, comfortable, easy way 
of doing things. They progress along the road t h a t has 
already been marked for t hem, beaten down, and road-
rollered by the hundreds of feet of men who have gone be-
fore. Automatical ly, every New Year 's D a y , salaries are 
increased a few dollars a week, to t he "soldier" as well as 
the worker. 
Automatical ly each one is checked up . If each has 
followed the system, he is ignored; b u t if he hasn ' t , he is 
called down. Each has learned a set, prescribed way of 
going th rough his work unt i l , as t he youngster said, "he 
could play the piano with his eyes shu t . " Under a sys tem-
at ic management a man doesn' t have to th ink, b u t he jus t 
does something and remembers! A great m a n y go through 
their work jus t as they eat their meals. They eat them, 
whether they wan t t h e m or not . So they do their work 
whether i t is useful or not . 
When the President 's Efficiency Commission investi-
gated the Government depar tments a t Washington, i t found 
t h a t Government workers were making copies of original 
documents laboriously by hand . By the int roduct ion of a 
photographic process of making these copies, a 7 5 % saving of 
clerical t ime and 9 0 % in cost was effected. $242,000 a 
year was saved in t he handling of public documents . I t was 
es t imated t h a t another $850,000 could be saved annual ly 
if t he depar tments would properly s tandardize t he handl ing 
and filing of correspondence. 
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T h e same discovery applies to t he majori ty of business 
houses. Each depa r tmen t s tands alone. T o all in ten ts 
i t is a separate business. This depar tmen t files correspond-
ence one way, this one has another , t h a t one still another . 
If four or five depar tments have correspondence with t h e 
same customer or prospect , even abou t t h e same th ing, i t 
is only rarely t h a t the complete correspondence can be 
brought together wi thout a very great deal of difficulty and 
friction. Why? I s i t no t because t he management does 
not see the business as a whole, however thorough may be 
its grasp of details? 
T h e systematic t ype of manager is a decided improve-
men t on the rule-of-thumb type . T h e systematic t y p e of 
manager recognizes t h a t there are some be t t e r methods of 
get t ing information abou t wha t is going on. H e aims to 
find wha t is a good way to do things by comparing the re-
sults of the good, bad, and indifferent methods of his pas t . 
H e is making the first s tep towards finding out t he facts 
abou t his business. T h e systematic t ype of manager has 
one drawback, which is so common as to be a lmost universal 
—he is still thinking about things and not about people 
because the individuality inherent in people annoys him. 
T o him a system is a char t of accounts, or a bunch of cards, 
or a vertical file, or a loose-leaf ledger wi th its accompani-
men t of books and forms and rules abou t their handl ing; 
b u t still he leaves ou t t he h u m a n element . H e continues 
to believe t h a t the m a n element is t h e uncertain, the un-
systematic , t he unt ra inable element. H e does not th ink 
abou t men—how to t ra in t h e m — b u t he simply forces t hem 
into t h e groove of handl ing a th ing in a so-called systematic 
fashion. H e makes t h e m what he th inks they a re— 
machines. 
System is, on t he contrary, a machine means to a 
humanizing end. I t s pr imary purpose is to raise h u m a n 
efficiency by using, no t curtail ing, h u m a n init iat ive, energy, 
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enthusiasm, and skill. A system t h a t doesn' t raise efficiency 
is fallible, weak, impotent , in the way, and a nuisance. T h e 
purposes of a system are— 
1—To keep a t rue record of wha t has actually hap -
pened. 
2—To keep this record in such te rms t h a t all who have 
use for i t may readily t rans la te i t into the most productive 
action. 
3—To insure a reliable, immediate , and accurate rec-
ord, in order t h a t the manager may determine s tandards rel-
at ive to the pract ice of work, the conditions surrounding the 
work, and the operations and their sequence, and fix an ade-
qua te reward for the best work. 
I n t he highly systematized type of management the 
man gets caught in the ne t of a predetermined method of 
handling the work and can make no change from it , with-
out dislocating t he whole business rout ine. How often have 
you heard, when you go into a retail store and you ask t h e m 
to do something—"Well , we have never done i t t h a t way"? 
I once made a purchase of over a hundred dollars in a 
jewelry store and asked t h e m to deliver the purchase to a 
steamer. T h e clerk said t h a t " T h e delivery doesn' t go ou t 
until three o'clock." I had to have i t delivered a t two. I n 
his routine way of thinking, it never occurred to t he clerk 
t h a t he could have a special messenger do t he delivering, 
and even the headsalesman had to "see if it could be done ." 
M r . Har r ing ton Emerson tells the story of a systematic 
government official. When he was living in Germany, 
there were only four official religions—Reformed, Lu theran , 
Catholic, and Jewish. When Mr . Emerson was filling ou t 
the census blank for his father 's family, he told t he census 
official he wasn ' t a member of ei ther of these four faiths, 
but he was told he had to choose one of t h e m or else be 
fined. Of course he chose! 
I n a business with which I was a t one t ime connected, 
there was a certain chart of accounts arranged, and we had 
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to select to which of these accounts we would charge any 
disbursement . N e w conditions arose, b u t the char t of ac-
counts remained the same. I t ems , for instance, such as 
were used for the development of the sales organization, 
were charged to advert ising accounts , and the management 
of the company, therefore, got an entirely erroneous idea 
of the a m o u n t of money it was spending for advert ising. 
Near ly a sixth of the amoun t of money charged to t he ad-
vertising accounts never even remotely affected the s ta te of 
mind of the prospective purchaser . T h e consequence was 
t h a t the char t of accounts ran t he advertising, and not the 
business the char t of accounts . 
I t is always wise to predetermine t he best way of han-
dling work—but the way mus t be determined by those famil-
iar wi th the function, t he object and the desired r e s u l t -
not merely to fix i t in a way to be easy for the cost keepers 
to get it into a system made to reflect a different method . 
T h e systematic t y p e of mind constant ly feels back for 
precedent—it is t radi t ional by inst inct . Mr . H . G. Wells, 
in his thought -provoking book, " T h e Discovery of the 
F u t u r e , " hits off this t y p e of mind remarkably well: 
" T h e systematic t y p e of mind— 
"One might speak of as the legal or submissive t ype of 
mind, because the business, the practice, and the training 
of a lawyer dispose him toward i t ; he of all men mus t con-
s tan t ly refer to t he law made, t he r ight established, the 
precedent set, and consistently ignore or condemn the thing 
t h a t is only seeking to establish itself. 
" T h e efficient t ype of mind— 
" I might for contras t call the legislative, creative, organ-
izing, or masterful t ype , because it is perpetual ly a t tacking 
and altering t he established order of things, perpetually 
falling away from respect for wha t t he pas t has given us. 
I t sees the world as one great workshop, and the present is 
no more t h a n mater ia l for t he future, for t he th ing t h a t is 
ye t destined to be. I t is in the active mood of thought , 
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while the former is in the passive; it is the mind of youth , 
it is the mind more manifest among the western nations, 
while the former is the mind of age, the mind of the Oriental ." 
Now, the impor tan t thing in management is to realize 
t ha t we need the strenuous, we need the systematic, and we 
need the efficient. We need strenuosity to help fix quan-
t i ty s tandards because when the strenuous man is properly 
guided and handled, he gets a maximum quan t i ty efficiency. 
But he mus t be guided. 
T h e systematic type furnishes those reliable records by 
which we keep t rack of the efficiency, find it out , and estab-
lish its s tandards . B u t left to itself, wi thout guidance, the 
systematic t ype of m a n runs to seed. He becomes petrified 
in the a t t i t ude of changeless superiority. T h e systematic 
type makes a shibboleth of the system, not the result. I t is 
only the efficient man t h a t can be left alone because he will 
not leave anything alone. 
T h e systematic man, of course, is the s tand-pat and con-
servative mind a t work. H e prefers to write history rather 
than prophecy. His mind is set towards the setting instead 
of the rising sun. H e compares today ' s result with yester-
day's result instead of comparing it with the ideal s tandard 
of tomorrow. 
T h e systematic manager inevitably curtails initiative in 
the plant , for he sets wage limits instead of work limits. H e 
is not concerned about the value so much as he is concerned 
with the price. 
T h e efficient man is after what we shall do to be perfect. 
The systemat ic man is content if he has followed the routine 
prescribed, and if today is a bit be t te r t han yesterday. T h e 
efficient man is principally concerned in seeing t h a t tomor-
row is t aken care of in order t h a t today will automatical ly 
be looked after, and he may have to change the system 
today in order to insure t h a t result—in fact, he looks with 
suspicion on t h a t day which does not witness some change, 
for life changes. 
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T h e great fallacy in costs, as some acu te business mana-
gers have pointed out , is to generalize from t h e whole to a 
pa r t , to apply d a t a covering a ten-year period to a lesser 
period, down to a day . Averages are t he pitfalls of t he 
sys tem-mad manager . " T h e average t empera tu re , or 
rainfall, ought no t to be t aken as a weather indication for an 
ou t ing , " is t h e wi t ty way one m a n described this failing. 
M r . Emerson once brought ou t one very impor t an t 
i tem by a very vivid comparison. There is a difference 
between expense and cost. If a salesman on the road paid 
25 cents for a cigar, wi th a hundred-dollar bill, and neglected 
to get the change, t he t r ip cost you $100.00, but the expense 
was only 25 cents for t he cigar. T h e sys temat ic manager 
wants only to know wha t becomes of the money, t he materials , 
and the work—where i t has gone. T h e efficient manager 
wants to know what he has got ten for t he money, and vitally 
impor tan t , if what he got for the money was worth the price. 
There are crude so-called cost systems which do not 
reflect t he activities of a business a t all. Merely because a 
m a n is systemat ic , merely because he has a system, is no 
indicat ion t h a t t h e system is telling him any usable facts 
abou t his business. 
I t is impor tan t , therefore, in the establ ishment of a cost 
system to predetermine what you wan t i t to do. 
You can ' t let a cost system jus t grow. 
If you do "let it grow," it will grow in many ways t h a t 
will be expensive and bristling wi th pitfalls of misinforma-
t ipn for your unwary judgment . 
H a v e a cost system, by all means . You cannot have 
even a passably efficient management wi thout a cost system. 
Bring to bear upon t h e solution of t he problem the same 
concrete information, skill, experience and a t t en t ion to detail 
you would to t he instal lat ion of an electric power plant , or a 
transmission system, or the erection of a new factory 
building. 
As a ma t t e r of fact, wha t do you know about costs? 
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W h a t do you wan t a cost system to tell you? 
If you wan t to have a cost system to help produce a 
greater efficiency business, then you want its aid in a real 
managerial function. If you wan t i t merely as a supple-
menta ry historical record to be t ied in to your accounts , 
a mere cost system will do. 
But , make no mistake, t h a t kind of a cost system will 
give precious little aid in raising t he efficiency of your 
management . 
T h e cost system t h a t doesn' t tie up with work and pro-
duct ion s tandards , t h a t doesn't show how closely you have 
come to realizing the best way of doing everything, in other 
words, t h a t doesn ' t give values as well as costs, is going only 
a pa r t of t he way towards the end demanded by the highest 
type of modern management . Therefore, any cost system 
should be, as an expert once pointed out , so arranged t h a t it 
gives: 
"1—To the comptroller—information t h a t will show 
him where the money goes. 
"2—To the efficiency engineer—information to show 
him whether s tandards are being realized. 
" 3 — T o the manager—information to show him where 
his losses are occurring and his highest efficiencies are being 
realized." 
I n order to do this, the same writer cont inues: 
" T h e requisition system must be increased. You apply 
requisitions to mater ials—why shouldn ' t you apply them to 
personal services and other charges?" 
W h y shouldn ' t you be able to requisition the number of 
men needed to do any work—and wha t amoun t of extra 
charges would be entailed in doing such work. 
This brings us to a t y p e of management which has 
always existed wholly or in par t , b u t has only recently been 
given a new name, because i t has only recently been recog-
nized as a type . 
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C H A P T E R VI 
The Three Types of Management 
3—The Efficient Management 
TH E efficient manager has one object constantly before h im—the elimination of waste. H e realizes t ha t every 
b i t of m a t e r i a l in his p lace can be used a t 100% 
efficiency or less, t h a t every b i t of energy t h a t he pays for 
can be used a t 100% efficiency or less, t h a t t ime can be used 
in the same way. 
H e knows t h a t things do not happen, t h a t there is a 
cause for every effect. 
H e knows also t h a t men can be t augh t , for he is teaching 
them. H e knows t h a t s tenographers in an office can be 
t augh t accuracy and speed, or English, or how to write a 
letter. H e takes from his depar tmen t managers the t ime-
wasting job of acting as pr imary school teachers to his 
stenographers. 
H e knows t h a t foremen should simply supervise—they 
should not be expected to teach men the best ways of doing 
work. H e knows t h a t men vary in capacity, b u t he knows 
also t h a t men learn to do be t te r work a t twenty-five t h a n 
they did when they s tar ted as apprentices, t h a t the best men 
have a certain way of doing things t h a t can be t augh t to 
others, and therefore a p lant can be t augh t how to increase 
production. I t is a question of analysis, planning, and 
executing. Therefore he goes a t the proposition of raising 
efficiencies in a definite, concrete, tangible way, something 
like th i s : 
1—He makes t ime studies of the work. 
2—He places these studies in the hands of t ra ined 
thinkers and scientific men who plan t he work and fix t he 
schedules. 
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3—He establishes t he idea of functional foremanship— 
men who are there to teach the workers how to make more 
money. 
4—He makes improvements in shop methods and equip-
men t necessary to get t he greatest possible produc t from 
the worker. 
5—He pu t s a wage system a t work t h a t will place a 
p remium upon a workingman who exercises his greatest 
efficiency. 
A big problem? Of course it is, b u t it mus t be solved as 
nearly as m a y be, mus t it not? I t s bigness doesn ' t affect 
its pressing call for a solution. 
T h e efficient manager , after analysis, may adopt a p lan 
s tar t ing with the Taylor System, or the Emerson System, 
or any one of many , which all come under t he general t e rm 
of scientific management . B u t he s ta r t s from somewhere 
to go somewhere in his management . Suppose he decides to 
s t a r t with t h e Emerson system. H e tes ts his present 
management against t he Twelve Principles of Efficiency,* 
as M r . Emerson calls them, as follows: 
1—Definite Plans and Ideals. 
2—Supernal Common Sense. 
3—Discipline. 
4—Competent Guidance. 
5—The Fai r Deal . 
6—Despatching. 
7—Reliable, Immedia te , and Adequa te Records. 
8—Determinat ion of Standards . 
9—Standard Pract ice Instruct ions. 
10—Standardized Conditions. 
11—Standardized Operations. 
12—Efficiency Reward . 
While this is not a book on efficiency b u t on efficient cost 
keeping, in tended to show how to el iminate the waste of 
t ime, work, thought , mater ia l (all of which spell m-o-n-e-y 
*"The Twelve Principles of Efficiency," Harrington Emerson. 
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in business) in t he handling of costs, ye t i t is necessary to 
explain the philosophy of efficiency if we are to handle 
efficiently t he costs which go hand in hand with the new 
type of management . 
B u t no manager can escape the necessity for knowing 
the value of wha t he does when it comes to costs any more 
t h a n he can of any other pa r t of his work. 
" Increase t he ne t , " is the cry. 
This manager realizes t h a t all work in a factory, in an 
office, goes by dependent sequence. N o man 's work s tands 
alone. 
T h e other day a manufacturer was asked wha t he 
though t his factory efficiency was. H e said t h a t — " H e 
thought his efficiency was 7 5 % a t leas t ," b u t he forgot t he 
law of dependent sequence. If the raw stock depar tmen t 
was 7 5 % efficient, and the depar tmen t to which it first went 
was 9 5 % efficient, and the next two were each 7 5 % efficient 
a t the end of the fourth operation, the end result would be 
only 4 0 . 1 % efficient. If each of the four depar tments 
were 8 0 % efficient, the end result would be only 4 1 % 
efficient. 
If one depar tment were 7 5 % efficient and another de-
p a r t m e n t were 1 2 5 % efficient, the end efficiency would only 
be 93 .75% efficient. The efficient manager, therefore, asks 
of the Cost Depa r tmen t such records as will assist in the 
establ ishment of a complete record of the efficiency, and 
of how much it has cost to gain the amoun t of efficiency t h a t 
has been a t ta ined. 
As said in t h e p r e v i o u s c h a p t e r , we must establish 
values as well as costs, and for this purpose we mus t have 
every order t h a t goes through a plant , every function of a 
depar tment , s tandardized, establishing the best mater ia l 
for the purpose, the best man for the job, the best way to do 
it—as a s tandard of value, by which to judge of our effi-
ciency in actual operation. 
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Out of such management will come the bes t— 
1—Rate of pay for each m a n or woman. 
2—Number of people to be employed in doing a part ic-
ular work. 
3—Kind of men for each kind of work. 
4—Standard t ime for the operation. 
5—The lowest possible cost. 
6—The lowest profitable price. 
These s tandards should be indicated on the same records 
by which the cost system tells t he actual things t h a t were 
done in the work. I n other words, i t should show standards 
as well as performance on each record. 
If t he comptroller is necessary to show where money 
goes, the efficiency manager is necessary to show wha t has 
been and wha t might have been obtained for the money. 
T h e cost accountan t should be concerned principally with 
arranging his systems of cost keeping so t h a t reliable, 
immediate , and adequate records m a y be kep t of the value 
of t he "goods" ; i. e., material , labor, overhead received 
for t he money invested. 
T h e same record should show— 
(a) T h e comptroller or audi tor where t he money goes. 
(b) T h e manager where s tandards of value have been 
realized, and where losses are occurring in— 
1—Time. 
2—Labor. 
3—Materials . 
I n the past t he cost keeper has too frequently been 
merely a m a n of figures, having little or no conception of 
wha t t he factory was t ry ing to do. H e was essentially a 
bookkeeper, concerned with totals , averages, percentages. 
H e knew of no s tandards for comparing costs with values. 
I n failing to realize wha t accounting really was, balance 
sheets were used as efficiency char ts . Balance sheets can be 
veri table mines of misinformation. P a p e r profits have 
mislead many a manager . A p lant can be s tarved in to 
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showing fine profits on the balance sheets for a t ime. 
Efficiency operat ion charts would show up the s tarvat ion 
a t a glance. 
Before the cost accountan t can become efficient, the 
management mus t become efficient, because if the manage-
ment is not efficient, the cost work will not be organized, 
functionalized, so t h a t it can reflect t ruly, adequately, and 
completely the real value of the b u s i n e s s performance. 
Therefore, the cost accounting has to reflect wha t is actually 
being done. No ma t t e r how efficient the cost accountant 
may be, he cannot make an inefficient plant or an inefficient 
organization, efficient. His reports can reflect only what 
an organization is doing and show blank spaces for those 
kinds of records which the management handling the 
business does no t permit him to make. 
On the other hand, no ma t t e r how efficient may be the 
plan of organization, no ma t t e r how efficient may be the in-
dividual member of the organization, if the cost accounting 
records are not efficiency records, there will never be any 
adequa te information placed before the comptroller or the 
general manager t h a t will give either an oppor tuni ty to 
gauge accurately, in the first place, wha t has been received 
for the money, and in the second place, where inefficiencies 
may be eradicated. 
T h e manager, under any efficient plan of organization, 
must realize t h a t wastes, principally those which he does 
not now see, are the most vital concern of management . 
The "doe r" t ype of American manager wants volume of 
production, volume of sales, volume of this, and volume of 
tha t . H e doesn' t realize t h a t efficiency is concerned with 
the net. T h a t is the final as well as the primal test of his 
efficiency, of his real worth to the organization. 
H e imagines fat is a sign of health. 
An engineer of national prominence said the other day, 
" I t is absolutely bewildering to note how managers will 
permit continuous, relatively large waste to continue 
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ra ther t h a n incur a pay roll expense t h a t will stop it . Le t 
such men unders tand t h a t waste is the largest 'fixed charge ' 
in most factories ." 
The efficient manager will therefore develop his cost 
system along the line of obtaining efficiencies as against 
s tandards set up by those who are most familiar wi th w h a t 
machines and skilled men can produce when a t their highest 
efficiency of product ion and no ma t t e r whether they are 
in or out of a p lant . 
H e knows a cost system to be a means to an end, and 
no t an end in itself. 
He knows t h a t knowing costs is b u t t he beginning of 
knowledge, and t h a t unless he has some ideal s t anda rd with 
which to compare his costs, he is still running the business 
wi th b u t half the information necessary to realize its 
greatest possible success. 
W h a t is the real difference between the rule-of-thumb 
manager and the systematic manager? 
T h e former guesses a t wha t happened and the la t te r 
knows what happened. 
Neither necessarily knows what the value of the happen-
ing really is—the la t ter knows what it cost, the former can ' t 
be sure, bu t "he can pay his bi l ls"—sometimes. 
T h e difference between the systematic manager and t h e 
efficient manager is fundamental . T h e former occupies his 
t ime in writ ing history. H e is th inking of yes te rday ; he is 
always a t least one day behind the work; generally he is 
from weeks to months behind. 
T h e efficient manager is writ ing scientific prophecies. 
H e is scientifically determining wha t is going to happen the 
day after tomorrow. H e is systematic , too, b u t his system 
is projected into the future. H e does no t care w h a t 
happened last week except as a basis of comparison. H e is 
never later t h a n today . He was prepar ing for today, six 
days, six months ago. 
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So the manager of the future will be more of an ac-
countant , more of an engineer, no ma t t e r how much of a 
financier or salesman he may be. 
I t is necessary to successful management t h a t managers 
know how to read accounting language, and for accountants 
to realize wha t the functions and performances really are 
t h a t they are t ranslat ing into figures. 
Step into the great businesses, get behind the scenes a 
moment , peer into the laboratories. There are unique 
furnaces for steel making, there are schools for man training, 
there are machines t h a t will not be placed on the marke t for 
five years—there are careful analyses of marke ts to be 
developed two years from now. 
T h e researches are being made—men with note books 
and open ears and eyes are t ravel ing—engineers are ex-
perimenting—all preparing for t h a t business' tomorrow— 
not the tomorrow of one depar tment , b u t in all depar tments . 
When the day comes, these managers go ahead method-
ically developing their day-before-yesterday plans, and the 
game of doing business pays for the prophet ic vision. As 
batt les are not fought "under t he inspiration of the mo-
men t , " so the efficient manager never waits for the fighting. 
He always forces it. 
T h a t is the difference between the types of managers— 
the difference between their businesses—the difference be-
tween their cost systems. 
I t appears in the net! 
"A system of management especially designed for economical 
production is a mechanism which is successful only when all 
parts work in harmony. The men who form a part of this 
mechanism must be trained individually and collectively." 
—H. L. Gantt 
[66] 
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C H A P T E R V I I 
Some Systems of Paying Wages 
LABOR is t ime and t ime is money in factory economy. T ime is one of the most expensive things the average 
manufacturer pays for, because it involves a cost t ha t , 
in most cases, is abou t equal to cost of mater ial and overhead 
expenses combined. 
T h e proper cost system gives an absolute check on the 
t ime reports of workmen and foreman and shows jus t how 
each man ' s t ime has been expended. 
T o know where and how we may most efficiently apply 
the t ime of our employees to get the bes t results, is the great 
quest ion of the day . 
N o adequa te answer to this quest ion can be found else-
where t h a n in a complete and thorough cost system, com-
bined with a knowledge of the theory and application of 
Scientific Managemen t . 
A m a n is paid wages in order to produce certain results. 
These results are more or less well defined jus t in proport ion 
as each man ' s work in a factory is defined. 
T h e cost record of a factory is the s tandard by which 
the impor tance , ability, and productiveness of the employees 
is judged in the economy of t h a t factory. Their efficiency 
is judged by the s tandards which have been scientifically 
determined for handl ing the same operat ions. T h e amoun t 
of their wages is dependent upon t h a t record. 
I t is therefore impor tan t t h a t the man who works for 
wages, produce all t h a t the manufacturer can reasonably 
expect of him, or t h a t the manufacturer has been able to 
get from anybody else doing t h a t same class of work. 
Hence the necessity for a manufacturer to know from 
actual records the comparat ive wor th of a man, not only for 
his own protection, b u t also t ha t he may pay the m a n all 
t h a t the work is worth . 
[67] 
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T h e most efficient wage system is the one which insures 
to every employee a min imum wage, offers an adequa te 
reward to the efficient employee, and furnishes an incentive 
for greater product ion to the inefficient or " so ld ie r ing" 
employee. 
Before a system of this sort can be established, all 
operations mus t be analyzed and s tandards of product ion 
set. Conditions must be equalized, t ime and motion studies 
made , waste and lost motion eliminated. 
I n his book, " M a x i m u m Product ion in Machine Shop 
and F o u n d r y , " Mr . C. E . Knoeppel emphasizes the impor-
t ance of thoroughly planning and analyzing all the operations 
in order to cut out lost motion, wastes, and inefficiencies. 
H e also advocates t he establishing of s tandards of produc-
tion, not only as a guide to weaknesses in the conduct of 
the business, b u t as the basis for reward for personal effort. 
T h e n he recommends a bonus reward to those who 
endeavor to t ake advan tage of be t te red conditions and 
efficient planning, in proport ion to their assistance in elim-
inat ing inefficiency. 
Mr . Har r ing ton Emerson says : 
" T i m e and qual i ty specifications should be predeter-
mined for all labor and service (the same as for raw material 
purchased) and a wage should be specified with a s tandard 
premium for s tandard specifications, wi th equivalent gain 
to the seller for the extra value delivered. 
" S t a n d a r d t ime determinat ions usually show t h a t fully 
5 0 % more work can be turned out per machine and per 
man if all the methods , machines and men are toned u p . " * 
A b s t r a c t l y s p e a k i n g , every c o n s c i e n t i o u s m a n who 
thinks, shou ld endeavor to produce t he u tmos t for the 
money he receives, on the gene ra l p r i n c i p l e t h a t " H e 
profits m o s t w h o se rves b e s t . " U n f o r t u n a t e l y t o o few 
people regard t he m a t t e r in this light. 
Therefore, we m u s t t ake men as we find them, and in 
order to get the greatest efficiency, we have adopted various 
*"Efficiency," by Harrington Emerson. 
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systems t h a t place a premium on a man doing what he should 
do. When we devise a wage system t h a t will make a m a n 
want to produce the u tmos t for his pay, we will have the 
wage system t h a t will immediately supplant all others. 
There are numerous plans by which the wages paid to a 
workman can be determined. They are— 
1—Day R a t e Plan. 
2—Piece-work Plan. 
3—Differential Plan. 
4—Premium Plan. 
5—Bonus Plan. 
6—Profit Sharing Plan. 
7—Stock Distr ibut ion Plan. 
T h e value of any wage system over another necessarily 
depends upon the conditions of t he p lan t in question, and 
the plan mus t be adopted after a careful s tudy of these con-
ditions and the na ture of the product . 
T h e different systems are briefly explained in the fol-
lowing chapters . 
Fo r further information on the subject of wage systems, 
we refer you to Dr . F . W. Taylor ' s "Shop M a n a g e m e n t , " 
Gilbreth 's "Pr imer of Scientific M a n a g e m e n t " and "Mot ion 
S t u d y , " G a n t t ' s "Work , Wages and Profit ," Knoeppel ' s 
" M a x i m u m Produc t ion ." 
"If a man does not know to what port he is steering, no wind is 
favorable to him." 
—Seneca 
[70 
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C H A P T E R V I I I 
Day Rate Wage Plan 
TH E D a y R a t e or t h e D a y ' s Work P l a n is one of the most gene ra l l y used : first, b e c a u s e it is the 
simplest, and second, because it makes a less com-
plicated pay roll. 
I t applies bo th to high class labor and to men engaged 
in more or less rout ine work and those employed in non-
product ive labor. 
I t consists in paying a workman a certain ra te a day or 
an hour ; the amoun t of pay is determined by the marke t 
ra te for the class of work and afterwards by the special 
skill of the workman. 
The re are objections to this plan, especially where no 
adequate cost system is used, because there is no incentive 
to make a workman do his best or to produce to his full 
capaci ty . H e gets so much a day whether he makes 100 
par t s or whether he makes 75. If he happens to be faster 
t h a n his fellow workmen and discovers t h a t he is doing more 
work t h a n they, he asks for a raise; and if he doesn' t get it, 
he slows down to the same pace. 
I n other words, the day ra te gives the men an oppor-
tun i ty to take it easy; their only incentive is a prod from 
the foreman when he sees t h a t they are "soldiering." I t is 
all in favor of the workman. 
T h e only way in which a day ra te plan can be equalized 
between employer and employee is by a cost system. Of 
course the to ta l labor cost can be predetermined on account 
of the fixed ra te paid to the men, b u t the relation between 
the ra te and the amount of work each man is turn ing out 
cannot be exactly known unless some kind of record is kept . 
There are some classes of labor where the amoun t of 
work is not measurable by q u a n t i t i e s , such as engineers, 
firemen, inspectors, t ruckmen, watchmen, clerks, etc. 
[71] 
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These necessarily mus t be paid so much a day, b u t the 
men who t u r n out the goods can be measured by the a m o u n t 
of work they do. 
Suppose t h a t each m a n tu rns in a labor distr ibution 
t icket every night , showing how much work he has done 
during the day, or turns in a separate t icket when he has 
finished a job. T h e information thus gathered, if properly 
used, will show the relative value of workmen. 
This is especially t rue where a certain ra te an hour is 
paid and there is prospect for an increase of pay with an 
increased amoun t of work. 
Under these conditions the labor distr ibution t ickets 
which are tu rned into the cost depar tment , and which show 
the t ime consumed on certain jobs by different workmen, 
contain da ta t h a t indicate those who deserve a " ra i se . " 
Wi thou t an increase of pay in view, t he t ickets would, in 
all probabil i ty, show a dead level of product ion on the pa r t 
of all the workmen and be of no uti l i ty except to indicate 
t h a t some man is wasting an unusual amoun t of t ime. 
T ime is money to the manufacturer always, to the em-
ployee only when it is made to appear so. 
Dr . Frederick W. Taylor says in his book " S h o p M a n -
a g e m e n t " : 
" T h e ar t of management has been defined ' a s knowing 
exactly wha t you want men to do and then seeing t h a t they 
do it in the best and cheapest way . ' 
" T h e principal object of management should be to 
secure the maximum prosperity for t he employer coupled 
with the max imum prosperi ty for each employee. 
"Scientific Managemen t has for its very foundation the 
firm conviction t h a t the t rue interests of the two are one 
and the same, ' t h a t prosperi ty for t he employer cannot 
exist th rough a long t e rm of years unless i t is accompanied 
by prosperi ty for the employee, and vice versa, ' and t h a t i t 
is possible to give the worker wha t he most wants—high 
wages—and the employer wha t he wants—a low labor cost 
—for his manufac tures ." 
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T h e men are paid, say, for ten hours a day. If they 
waste half an hour or an hour of it, the employer pays jus t 
the same amoun t as if the full ten hours had been produc-
tive. This increases the cost of his goods. 
The table below shows how much money a daily waste 
of five minutes amounts to in a year and should be studied 
carefully by every employer who is anxious to cut down the 
cost of production. 
Hate Loss 
per by 1 By 10 By 20 By 25 By 35 By 40 By 50 By 100 
Day Man Men Men Men Men Men Men Men 
$1.00 $2.90 $29.00 $ 58.00 $ 72.50 $101.50 $116.00 $145.00 $290.00 
1.25 3.62 36.20 72.40 90.50 126.70 144.80 181.00 362.00 
1.50 4.35 43.50 87.00 108.75 152.25 174.00 217.50 435.00 
2.00 5.80 58.00 116.00 145.00 203.00 232.00 290.00 580.00 
2.50 7.25 72.50 145.00 181.25 253.75 290.00 362.50 725.00 
3.00 8.69 86.90 173.80 217.25 304.15 347.60 434.50 869.00 
This table illustrates what a daily waste of five minutes may mean in actual dollars 
and cents in a year. 
Labor distr ibution t ickets are made out by the foreman 
or his clerk, and on them is recorded the t ime of beginning 
and finishing a job. 
They provide a means of keeping " t a b " on the men and 
finding the exact labor cost. 
This is especially t rue of a factory t h a t is turning out a 
uniform commodity. 
T h e very fact t ha t each workman has a t icket and knows 
t ha t the work he is doing will be t imed by it in the cost 
depar tment , makes him p u t forth more effort. 
If he wastes t ime and escapes the surveillance of his fore-
man today, his t icket will indicate the extra t ime to com-
plete a job and show the discrepancy between today ' s work 
and the work on the same job tomorrow or next day. Be-
sides, there are other workmen engaged in the same work 
with whose expertness he can be compared. 
The adding machine plays a most impor tan t pa r t in the 
addit ion of t ime and amounts on the labor distr ibution 
t ickets, not only for gett ing the labor cost of jobs and check-
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ing the pay roll, which will vary with absentees, lates, new 
men, etc., b u t for compiling da t a from which information 
can be obtained regarding any man ' s record. 
A daily or weekly charge to accounts or to depar tments , 
and the earnings of workmen, cost of jobs, etc., can be 
quickly determined with an adding machine. 
I n fact the machine makes possible the compilation of 
valuable statistics within a reasonable length of t ime, such 
as would be practically impossible wi thout i t . 
A still greater advantage of exact statist ical infor-
mat ion is t h a t it makes the day ra te wage plan more equit-
able to the employer. I t shows him whether or not his men 
are doing their work faithfully. 
"He who would take ideals from the world's workers, he who 
would deprive them of the lure of individual reward for indi-
vidual efficiency, would indeed make them brother to the ox." 
C H A P T E R I X 
Piece Work Wage Plan 
TH E Piece Work Wage P lan is based on the principle of paying the employee for the exact amount of work 
he does. 
H e gets so much a piece or so much a hundred pieces, 
and therefore has a chance theoretically, and to a con-
siderable extent in practice, to earn according to his efforts 
and abilities. 
T h e tendency of workmen to lag when paid by the day 
or hour is so universally manifest in all kinds of business 
t h a t the manufacturer must realize t h a t he is paying too 
much for his labor when he uses this plan. 
I n order to remedy this defect in the day rate plan, the 
piece ra te was inst i tuted. No sooner did it go into effect, 
however, t h a n the r a t e of production in some factories 
jumped by leaps and bounds and men who were formerly 
employed a t $2.50 and $3 a day began to earn wages of 
$4 and $5. 
This fact immediately showed the manufacturer t h a t he 
had been imposed upon by his workmen while operat ing 
under the day ra te plan. I n order to adjust properly the 
wages to the class of work being done, he made a cut in the 
ra te for each piece. 
The inevitable cut shows the workmen tha t if they pro-
duce too much they will only set for themselves a high speed 
s tandard and still be unable to earn more than a certain 
maximum amount . So h u m a n na ture again creeps in and 
the men begin to work jus t fast enough to get the highest 
wage without going beyond the limit t h a t will mean a cut . 
I n this way the full advantage of a piece-work ra te is 
considerably modified. 
This system also makes it necessary to inspect carefully 
all par t s because of the increased rapidity with which they 
[75] 
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are made and the corresponding liability to faulty work-
manship. Each workman is held responsible for the pa r t s 
rejected and in this way compelled to exercise care in their 
manufacture . 
I t requires t ac t and expert judgment to change from a 
day ra te to a piece ra te plan. For days before the change is 
made, the -rate of product ion of the men engaged in the 
different classes of work mus t be quietly studied in order to 
arrive a t a fair price for each piece. T ime and motion studies 
of the workers mus t be made to find out wha t is the best 
possible average production per hour. The piece ra te 
should be based on a scientific analysis r a the r t h a n on pas t 
performances, the efficiency of which is not known. 
I n order for a piece ra te system to be efficient, "all 
conditions mus t be s tandardized, the rates mus t be based on 
times carefully, scientifically and impart ial ly determined; 
there mus t be a guaranteed ra te per hour in case piece rates 
are for any accidental cause too low." 
A scientific system of management is impor tan t for the 
most effective handl ing of piece r a t e workers ' t ime and 
earnings. 
Labor distr ibution t ickets are used the same as with the 
day ra te plan, the t ime required for making a certain num-
ber of par t s being recorded. 
There mus t be s tandards of production and the results 
secured by the various workmen, as shown by the t ickets, 
must be compared with these s tandards . 
The fact t ha t a certain employee turns out an unusually 
large number of par t s a day means nothing in itself. The 
efficient manager wants to know how this product ion 
compares with his scientifically determined s tandards for 
t h a t work. 
Some men who could earn $3 a day by applying 
themselves, are content to earn $1.75 or $2 and ease 
down on their work accordingly. This is a de t r iment to the 
general efficiency of the factory and mus t be discouraged. 
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T h e cost keeper finds t h a t the adding machine is in-
dispensable for gett ing the to ta l t ime and earnings of piece 
workers on different jobs wi thout an undue expenditure of 
clerical t ime and labor. 
After gett ing the to ta l labor cost of a job or operation, 
the machine is used for making extensions to determine 
the burden or indirect expense on t h a t job or operat ion 
and in this respect saves t i m e and money. I n addit ion 
to the t ime saved, there is an assurance of accuracy in the 
listed proof of the work. 
I n proving the extensions of piece workers ' t ime tickets, 
the Burroughs Calculating Machine will handle 750 exten-
sions an hour, four times as fast as the hand and pencil 
method. 
"The Adding Machine that enables us to keep account of the 
world's work today was the invention and life work of William 
Seward Burroughs, a native of New York State, who loved the 
machine better than he did the dollar. It was never gotten up 
simply to sell, but first of all to do its work perfectly; then it 
was made to last indefinitely—and then, of course, its sale 
couldn't be stopped." 
—Gooch 
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"It is not labor, not capital, not land that has created modern 
wealth, or is creating it today. It is ideas. If for the same 
volume and quality of work your expense ought to be one-half 
as great, you are only 50 per cent efficient." 
A section of the Cost Accounting Department of the Westinghouse Machine Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. This department uses 5 Burroughs to help cut the cost of keeping costs. 
C H A P T E R X 
Differential Rate Wage Plan 
TH E th i rd p lan is known as the Differential R a t e Plan a n d has m e t w i t h t h e a p p r o v a l of a g r e a t many 
m a n u f a c t u r e r s because of the equitable adjus tment 
of wages to production. 
T h e Differential R a t e Wage P lan was invented by Dr . 
Frederick W. Taylor.* 
I t gives unusually high pay to the man who turns out a 
high ou tpu t and unusually low pay to the inefficient work-
man. Before this system can be installed, however, the 
conditions and equipment in the p lan t mus t be s tandard-
ized. I t is part icularly efficient on work t h a t is done day 
after day and year after year. 
This plan consists of paying the workman an increased 
ra te for each piece according to t h e increased number of 
pieces t h a t he p r o d u c e s above a c e r t a i n s t a n d a r d , and 
likewise of decreasing t h e ra te for each piece in case the 
number he produces falls below the s tandard . The s tandard 
is fixed by ascertaining through t ime studies the normal 
ou tpu t for a day of a first-class workman. 
T h e easiest way to explain this plan is by an i l lustration: 
Suppose the manufacturer has found out by experience 
t h a t eight of a certain kind of par t s can be made by the 
average workman in a day of ten hours and t h a t for each 
pa r t 27 cents can be paid. 
T h e manufacturer tells the workmen who are engaged 
on this class of work t h a t if they will make ten par t s a day 
and do the work perfectly, they will receive 29 cents apiece 
for t hem, and if, by their industry and ability they can make 
eleven par t s a day, they will receive 30 cents apiece for the 
work. 
Likewise he tells t hem t h a t in case they fail to make as 
many as eight par t s , the price for each pa r t will be lowered 
*See 'Shop Management ," by Dr. Frederick W. Taylor. [79 
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so t h a t if only seven par t s are tu rned out , they will get 25 
cents apiece for them. I t will be seen from this, t h a t each 
workman is given an oppor tuni ty to earn extra money. 
Looking a t it from the manufacturer ' s s tandpoint the 
m a n who can t u rn ou t the most work, even a t the increased 
ra te for each par t , is more economical to him and reduces the 
final cost of each pa r t more t h a n the man who tu rns out 
only a few pieces and gets the smaller ra te for each par t . 
Th is is t rue because t he burden or overhead cost for 
manufactur ing a few more pa r t s a day is no t as great in 
proport ion to t he number of pa r t s manufactured as when 
fewer pa r t s are made each day and the work is spread ou t 
over several days . 
T h u s the amoun t of burden to be added to the eleven 
pa r t s t h a t a skilled workman tu rns out in one day is no t as 
great as the amoun t to be added to the same number of pa r t s 
when made by a less rapid workman who tu rns out only 
seven pa r t s in one day and leaves four pa r t s to be manu-
factured the second day. Th is reduction of b u r d e n on 
each piece very materially reduces the final cost. 
T h e following table shows how the m a n who makes t he 
fewest pa r t s a d a y a c t u a l l y cos t s t h e c o m p a n y more 
money t h a n does the man who makes more pa r t s and gets 
more for each p a r t : 
No. of 
Articles 
Rate per 
Article 
Labor 
Cost 
Cost of 
Material 
Overhead 
Cost 
Total 
Cost 
Cost per 
Article 
7 $0.25 $1.75 $0.70 $1.50 $3.95 56 3/7 
8 .27 2.16 .80 1.50 4.46 55¾ 
10 .29 2.90 1.00 1.50 5.40 54 
11 .30 3.30 1.10 1.50 5.90 53 7/11 
This table illustrates how the work turned out by the man who produces least, costs 
the company more than that of the more efficient workman 
One of t he best features of this plan is t h a t the poor 
workman gets poor p a y and the good workman gets good 
pay , t hus differentiating the grades of employees much more 
effectively t h a n when t h e s t ra ight piece work p lan is used. 
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The poor workman cannot reasonably "k ick" on his 
lower pay when he is shown t h a t his inefficiency is actually 
making the manufactured article cost more apiece than in 
the case of the man who is gett ing higher pay and doing 
more work. 
I t is the opinion of cost experts t h a t for a factory or 
p lant where indirect expenses are very large in comparison 
to the cost of labor, the differential ra te plan is almost sure to 
pay ; b u t where this indirect cost is comparat ively small, 
the advantage is more doubtful. 
When the differential rate plan is in operation it is 
necessary to mainta in a very rigid inspection depar tmen t 
so t ha t faulty workmanship, due to the increased speed on 
the p a r t of some workmen, may not slip through. 
A few advantages of the differential plan may be 
summed up as follows: 
First—The wages are raised and the cost is lowered, 
thus bringing about a bet ter feeling between employer 
and employee. 
Second—The work is of a uniform quali ty, owing to the 
system of inspection. 
Third—It obtains a maximum production for each uni t 
of t ime because the workman is laboring for higher wages 
and a t the same t ime is prevented from turning out inferior 
work by the inspection of the par t s t h a t he makes. 
Fourth—It discourages and automatical ly relieves the 
factory of incompetent workmen since they can ' t b lame 
anyone b u t themselves for their small wages. 
Mr . F r a n k B . Gilbreth says in his "Pr imer of Scientific 
M a n a g e m e n t " : 
" T h e Differential R a t e System should not be used unti l 
all the accompanying conditions for its success, including 
t ime s t u d y , t h e t a sk , p rov i s ion for p r o p e r i n spec t ion , 
m e t h o d s , and too l s genera l ly have been p e r f e c t e d and 
s tandard ized ." 
Labor distribution t ickets again enter into the proper 
recording of work done by this system. I n order to have 
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Fig. 1. These three multiplications were performed on a Burroughs Adding and 
Listing Machine in 20 seconds. 
The Burroughs Calculating Machine can be moved to any part of factory, thus 
making it easy to figure t ime tickets by machine. 
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the required da t a a t hand for figuring earnings, it is abso-
lutely necessary to use t ickets on which are given the t ime 
p u t on a job, the number of pieces made, etc . T h e strong 
point in favor of an adding machine to handle work of this 
kind is t h a t it can be used for making the numerous exten-
sions of rates apiece and the number of pieces turned out 
by each workman. 
Thus , in the example in Figure 1, on the opposite page, 
there are three different extensions to make in order to 
arrive at the earnings of the men who tu rn out 132, 144, 
and 165 pieces respectively. 
While these problems are simple, there are many where 
the number of pieces run into the thousands a t a ra te of so 
many cents or a t a ra te of so many cents and mills a 
hundred . 
This complicates the extensions and makes the adding 
machine especially useful. 
T h e Burroughs is capable of performing multiplication 
about three t imes as fast as it can be done mental ly. I t can 
be used with equal facility in handling either whole numbers 
or whole numbers combined with fractions. The Burroughs 
Calculating Machine, non-listing, is used by many concerns 
for figuring t ime. This machine will handle from 500 to 
1000 extensions an hour . 
"Which is more important—to know what you have 
paid out, or to receive what you have paid for?" 
C H A P T E R X I 
Premium Wage Plan 
TH E next wage plan, which is conceded to be one of t he most successful in ac tual operation, is known 
as the P remium Plan . 
C. E . Knoeppel says in his book, " M a x i m u m Produc t ion 
in Machine Shop and F o u n d r y " : 
" A n efficiency reward, based on s t andard product ion, 
will do more to create a spirit of co-operation and a willing-
ness to t u r n out a maximum amoun t t h a n all t he driving 
tact ics t h a t could be schemed out by the keenest mind 
exist ing." 
This is somewhat similar to the differential plan, the 
difference being t h a t instead of increasing the piece ra te , 
increased pay is based upon t ime saved. 
This p lan is described by Mr . F . A. Halsey, its inventor, 
in a paper read before the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, in 1891. 
A s tandard is fixed, based upon the quickest t ime in 
which a job has been done. If a workman does the same 
job in a shorter t ime, he receives the regular hour ra te 
for t he t ime he worked on the job, and in addition, a 
premium for having worked faster, consisting of from ¼ 
to ½ the difference between the wages earned and the wages 
originally paid when the job was done in s t andard t ime. 
I n addit ion, a min imum wage is incorporated in this 
plan, which assures the workman of a certain amoun t of pay 
in case he fails to save t ime on account of accidents, etc. 
I t can best be i l lustrated by an example: 
Suppose a m a n is working ten hours a day a t the ra te of 
26 cents an hour. A t this ra te , he will earn $2.60 a day. 
Under the premium plan, if he cuts down the t ime on a 
job from ten hours to nine hours, he receives 26 cents an hour 
for those nine hours , which is $2.34, and a certain per-
[84] 
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centage of the wage t h a t he would have been paid for work 
done in the remaining hour. If this division is on the 5 0 % 
basis, the workman will get $2.34, plus 13 cents (or ½ of 
26 cents) or $2.47. Then he has another hour to work 
during which t ime he can earn more. If he saves two hours , 
he will receive 26 cents an hour for the eight hours, which will 
amount to $2.08, and get one-half of the two remaining 
hours ' wages, which, on the half-and-half basis, amounts to 
26 cents . I n this case he has two hours more during t ha t 
day in which to earn an addit ional wage; and even if he 
earns no addit ional premium during these two hours, he 
will a t least get the regular ra te of 26 cents per hour, or 
52 cents in all. 
So for the day of 10 hours ' work under these conditions, 
he will earn $2.08 pay for eight hours, plus 26 cents bonus 
for saving two hours , plus 52 cents addit ional wage earned 
in the two hours, or $2.86 in all. 
T h u s the workman ' s superior skill and speed have 
earned him more money while the employer has obtained 
a greater number of pa r t s a t a lower final cost for a par t . 
Th i s plan has also the advantage of inspiring the men 
with an ambit ion to exert themselves to their full capaci ty, 
and a t t he same t ime i t automatical ly remunera tes them 
according to their abili ty. 
I n the Piece Work P lan the employee gets the benefit, 
the employer saves only in the burden or indirect expense. 
Under the P remium Plan, the profit is divided more 
evenly, and bo th the employer and employee enjoy its 
benefits. 
The table, Figure 2 on page 86, gives an idea of the 
relative efficiency as to saving in labor cost between the 
different systems in vogue a t the present day. 
I t will be seen t h a t the premium plan has a great deal 
in its favor as regards the reduction in the cost price for 
each article. Th is system also necessitates an exact set of 
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Day R a t e . . . . 8 .30 per hour. . . $3.00 $1.00 $1.50 $5.50 .6875 
Piece Work. . 8 .32 per piece. . . 2.56 1.00 1.50 5.06 .6325 
10 .32 per piece. . . 3.20 .64 1.25 1.50 5.95 .5950 $3.75 
Differential. . 8 .32 per piece. . . 2.56 1.00 1.50 5.06 .6325 
10 .34 per p i e c e . . . 3.40 .84 1.25 1.50 6.15 .6150 1.75 
Premium. . . . 8 .28 per hour . . . 2.8C 1.00 1.50 5.30 .6625 
10 .14 additional 
for each 
hour saved 3.15 .35 1.25 1.50 5.90 .5900 7.25 
Bonus 8 .28 per hour. . . 2.80 1.00 1.50 5.30 .6625 
10 .32 per hour. . . 3.20 .40 1.25 1.50 5.95 .5950 6.75 
Fig. 2—Comparative Costs of Similar Articles as resulting from the different Wage Plans, 
showing effect upon Labor Cost, Material Cost, and Total Cost. 
(10 hour day used as basis.) 
records in order t h a t no workman will be deprived of his 
jus t earnings and also t h a t no "soldier" will share in the 
premiums which he has not earned. 
The labor distr ibution t ickets necessary for this informa-
tion can be handled with the greatest possible accuracy and 
speed on an adding machine. Likewise the many extensions 
t h a t mus t be made where workmen are reducing the amoun t 
of t ime on a job and thereby earning wages based on this 
reduction, can be figured more quickly and accurately with 
an adding machine t h a n by hand and mind. 
"Take away the stimulus of efficiency reward—individual life 
and race life would vanish from the earth." 
C H A P T E R X I I 
Bonus Wage Plan 
TH E Bonus Plan is based on the principle of increasing the pay in a certain ratio as the t ime for completing 
a job is decreased, the ra te depending on the per 
cent of t ime saved. 
By referring to the table on page 86, it will be seen t h a t 
where eight articles are made in ten hours, on the Bonus 
Plan, the hour ra te is 28 cents, and where ten articles 
are made the hour rate is 32 cents. 
This plan is practically the same as the Premium Plan 
and in fact some cost accountants make no distinction 
between them. 
T h e Task and Bonus System invented by Mr . H . L. 
G a n t t has some excellent advantages. 
Each workman receives a regular day 's pay, even while 
he is learning. 
A definite s tandard task is scientifically determined for 
each worker, and he receives from 30 to 100 per cent extra 
wages for performing this task within the t ime allowed. 
If he finishes his task in less than the s tandard time, 
he is paid by the piece for all extra ou tpu t a t the regular 
piece ra te for this work. This furnishes an incentive to the 
workman to "speed u p . " 
The foreman receives a bonus for each man under him 
who makes a bonus, and he receives an additional bonus if 
all his men make bonus. This furnishes him an incentive 
to help his men. 
This method insures a definite minimum ra te to the 
unskilled and a suitable reward for skilled workmen.* 
Dr . F . W. Taylor says of this system t h a t it is especially 
useful during the "difficult and delicate period of transit ion 
from the slow pace of ordinary day work to the high speed 
which is the leading characteristic of good management . " 
*See "Work, Wages and Profit," by H. L. Gantt. [87] 
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T h e same circumspection mus t be used in introducing 
the Bonus plan to the factory as with the Premium or Piece 
Work Plans, care being taken to fix as accurately as possible 
the ra te of increase in wages resulting from t ime saved on a 
job. 
One fact in connection with the installation of the 
P remium or Bonus Systems should be borne in mind. 
Where there is only a little machine work, the ra te should 
be made fairly low, since the ra te per cent of increase will 
be large. B u t if the work involves machine work, i t will 
require a greater application of skill and effort to effect a 
large increase, and therefore a p remium ra te with a fairly 
high premium can be used. 
Other points of excellence in the P remium and Bonus 
Plans may be summed up t h u s : I n using these plans the 
employee 's reward is immedia te as compared with the 
results of other plans, such as profit sharing. T h e fact t h a t 
quick rewards are obtainable appeals to the average workman. 
The workman does not have to pay a penal ty for not 
"speeding u p , " except the loss of his " b o n u s " or being dis-
charged when he has proven unfit for the work. T h e 
min imum wage makes it easier to install the P remium and 
Bonus Systems because it does away with the intense 
antagonism t h a t is generally shown where a new plan is 
proposed. 
T h e management does not suffer as much loss in case of 
an over-est imation in the ra te of p remium or bonus, and it 
provides a more equitable division of profits between em-
ployer and employee. 
Figure 2 on page 86, shows the relative efficiency of the 
Bonus P lan in securing results as compared with other plans 
outlined in this book. 
C H A P T E R X I I I 
Profit Sharing and Stock Distribution Plans 
TH E R E are two other plans t h a t are calculated to bring increased product ion and be t te r relations between 
employer and employee. These are the Profit Sharing 
and Stock Dis t r ibut ion Plans. 
There is not as much definite information about t hem as 
in the case of other plans, because they have been tested out 
only in comparatively few cases. However, it will be well to 
unders tand the principles upon which they are based. 
T h e Profit Sharing P lan embodies the feature of the 
workman 's sharing in the profits of the factory, b u t it has 
the defect of not discriminating between the good and poor 
workmen; both share the profits alike. 
Then again, the increased profits of a p lan t may result 
from the selling force or from some source entirely outside 
the activities of the workmen, in which case they have no 
just claim to a share in the profits. And, if through some 
mismanagement , there are losses instead of profits, they 
object to s tanding their share of the losses. 
Another disadvantage of the plan is t h a t the rewards 
are too far in the future to be much of an incentive to the 
average man to p u t forth his best efforts. 
Ordinarily, the profits are figured b u t once a year, and 
this means t h a t each workman mus t wait a year before he 
can know how much his share amounts to . 
A number of authori t ies hold t h a t there is only one 
practical method of handling the profit sharing plan, and 
t h a t is to set a price on every article manufactured. T h e 
factory is charged only with such expenditures as relate 
to its production and a predetermined burden for super-
vision. The factory is then credited for all articles a t this 
scheduled price whether they are sold or not . 
[89] 
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When the inventory is taken, the factory account in the 
ledger will show the factory profit and the difference be-
tween the ac tual cost and schedule price. Whatever saving 
there may be is dis t r ibuted among the foremen of the differ-
ent depar tments and in some instances among the employees, 
according to the ra te of pay for each man. 
Penalt ies are enforced for faulty workmanship, poor 
a t tendance , and so forth, according to existing conditions. 
T h e stock distr ibution plan will probably be more suc-
cessful in small shops where t he proprietor and workmen 
are brought into closer touch with one another . T h e same 
defects exist in this plan when applied to the larger shops, 
as in the case of the profit sharing plan. 
I n reviewing the different wage systems, it mus t be 
borne in mind t h a t the success of any one of t hem depends 
as much upon the manager 's t ac t and sympa thy and under-
s tanding of the workmen's a t t i tude as upon the plan. 
Any plan in itself is a cold-blooded proposition, and in 
order to warm it up , it must be imbued with a good deal of 
h u m a n interest . 
I n going about the installation of any wage system, the 
manager mus t s tudy carefully the class of men whom he has 
employed and look a t the whole si tuat ion as much as possi-
ble from their s tandpoint . By doing so he will provide 
himself with a guide t h a t will lead to the plan best suited to 
his par t icular case and the one calculated to produce har-
monious relations between himself and his employees. 
T h e s y s t e m s we h a v e j u s t o u t l i n e d a r e in a c t u a l 
operation. Some of t h e m have proven more efficient t h a n 
others, b u t the object of all of t h e m is to increase product ion 
and bring abou t an equitable ad jus tment between the 
amoun t of pay given and the amoun t of labor received. 
C H A P T E R X I V 
Judging the Cost Keeping Requirements 
of a Factory 
GR E A T care should be taken in the introduction of a Cost System in a factory. I n one case a firm manu-
facturing a specialty and employing about 1200 men 
in the factory, introduced a system t h a t ul t imately required 
nearly 250 printed forms. 
When these forms were rearranged and a proper system 
was installed, all b u t 23 of them were discarded. The sav-
ing, of course, was t remendous. 
Before installing a cost system, it is impor tan t to decide 
what you want it to tell you. Analyze your conditions and 
requirements closely, then see t h a t the cost system t h a t 
you install fits these conditions. 
This condition of over-systematizing generally comes as a 
result of "let t ing the system work out itself," instead of 
having some specialist come in and work ou t a complete 
plan of cost keeping, coherent, logical, thorough, with defi-
nite objects in view. 
Where a form is introduced to get a certain set of facts 
or figures, then another form to get something else, then 
another , and so on, as is done in so many places; the cost 
system is a menace, breeding confusion and loss of t ime 
when it should nourish order and efficiency. 
Remember , however, t h a t mere forms do not make a 
system; nor does an adding machine, a typewriter , or a few 
clerks make a system. They are simply the physical expres-
sion of a system. 
N o form in this book should be pu t in operat ion by a 
manufacturer or business house until it has been carefully 
considered, both in its relation to the specific thing t h a t the 
form is to record, and in its relation to every other form in 
the system. 
[91] 
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I t is well to keep in view one th ing : P u t on the form just 
as much d a t a as you c a n and as you consider necessary. 
Don ' t , however, use any one fo rm for e n t i r e l y different 
classes of da ta . 
T h e cost system shou ld fit the b u s i n e s s . You c a n ' t 
expect to b u y a cost sys tem ready made , as you would a 
ha t . A system well adap ted to the n e e d s of a machine 
tool concern probably would not fit a dairy and vice versa. 
T h e system depends, therefore, on wha t is being manu-
factured; t h a t is, on production. 
Product ion is divided into two general classes, "Con-
t inuous" and "Assembling." 
CONTINUOUS . This class comprises jobs t h a t are indi-
vidual in character and when once s tar ted in work con-
t inue as a whole—perhaps slightly increasing or dimin-
ishing in bulk or weight—from one stage or process to t he 
next stage or process, wi thout losing their ident i ty . 
Ordinarily under this class no por t ion of the work can 
be ant ic ipated and prepared beforehand. This class is sub-
divided into two groups, "Syn the t i ca l " and "Analy t ica l . " 
Synthetical. This subdivision includes goods such as 
angle iron, steel rails, print ing, dress goods, cut glass, laun-
dry goods, electrotyping, etc. , which proceed from s t a r t to 
finish and—at least in a few produc ts—have more or less 
added to t h e m from stage to stage. 
Analytical. This subdivision includes such goods as 
saw mill and packing house products , the individual lots of 
which proceed from s ta r t to finish and have more or less 
t aken from them from stage to stage, the major or minor por-
t ions being classified according to their several dimensions, 
grades, or other characteristics. 
ASSEMBLING . This class comprises jobs in which pa r t s 
of the complete whole are s tar ted in various depar tments , 
either simultaneously or according to a pre-arranged t ime 
schedule, and the various par ts u l t imately united. 
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I n this class pa r t s m a y or may not be susceptible of 
ant ic ipated preparat ion, according to the classification to 
which they belong. 
There are two classifications under this head, the "Sim-
ultaneous P repa ra t ion" class and the "Ant ic ipatory Prep-
a ra t ion" class. 
Simultaneous Preparation. This subdivision includes 
such goods as shoes, furniture, agricultural implements, etc., 
the par t s of or for which are made up simultaneously or 
according to a t ime schedule; any minor pa r t s t h a t may be 
carried in stock for such orders being of a merchantable 
na tu re in their semi-finished s ta te . 
Anticipatory Preparation. This subdivision includes 
such goods as machinery and mechanical devices in any 
form which require the preliminary product ion of pa t te rns , 
dies, molds, or other special tools. When such tools, pa t te rns , 
etc., are p u t into use, it is qui te usual to make u p more par t s 
t h a n are required for immediate use and thus acquire a book 
asset of doubtful value for other t h a n its original purpose, 
or for scrap. 
A cost system to be complete must embrace every i tem 
of expense connected with a commodity from the t ime the 
raw material is received in the factory until the finished 
product is sent to the shipping room. 
I n order to provide a set of records t h a t will give this 
information, cost has been divided into three p a r t s : 
1. Cost of Mater ia l . 
2. Cost of Labor. 
3. Indirect Expense or Burden. 
All production cost is made up of the cost of the three 
elements: material , labor, and manufacturing expense. All 
of these elements are equally important , for no two can be 
combined without the aid of the third. I n other words, 
there can be no commercial production wi thout bringing 
into combinat ion the three e lements : material , labor, and 
factory expense. 
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I t is a well-known fact t h a t all the raw material coming 
into t he factory does not go into the manufacture of the 
goods. Some of i t is used, for instance, to make tools wi th 
which the articles are made . 
Th is leads up to the division of material cost into two 
classes: 
First—Direct mater ial cost. 
Second—Indirect material cost. 
T h e direct mater ia l cost is the cost of all material t h a t 
goes into the product . 
T h e indirect material cost is t h a t which embraces the 
cost of factory supplies, tools, and so forth, and cannot be 
charged as a component of the product . I t is, however, 
included in the burden or indirect expense. 
Labor cost is also divided into two classes: 
First—Direct labor. 
Second—Indirect labor. 
T h e direct labor cost is t h a t which const i tutes the pay 
of t he men who actually work on the product . 
Indirect labor cost embraces all labor abou t the factory 
t h a t does not actually produce goods. All foremen, repair-
men, handlers of material , errand boys, and the like, come 
under this classification, which is also included in burden. 
Fac tory burden is composed of indirect cost of labor, 
indirect cost of material , and indirect expense. Indirect 
expense includes such i tems as light, heat , power, main-
tenance, insurance, taxes, depreciation, and similar expense 
which are necessary to the manufacture of the goods. 
Burden should be figured wi th t he greatest possible 
accuracy and properly distr ibuted over each of the articles 
manufactured, according to the a m o u n t of direct labor or 
of t ime and mater ia l expended in its product ion. 
T h e diagram in Figure 3 i l lustrates the building u p of 
the cost of an article to the price a t which it can be sold 
with a profit. 
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Fig. 3.—This diagram illustrates the building up of costs and shows the different ele-
ments that enter into the final cost. The percentages are simply assumed for purposes 
of illustration and are not in any sense representative. 
I t will be noted t h a t material and labor, represented by 
15 and 20 per cent of selling price respectively, make up the 
prime or flat cost, which is 35 per cent of the selling price. 
T h e n this prime or flat cost plus the indirect expense of 
20 per cent gives the final factory cost, which, in this case, 
is 55 per cent. 
The final factory cost plus the selling and adminis t ra-
tive expense of 15 per cent gives the total cost of 70 per cent, 
and the to ta l cost of 70 per cent plus the profit of 30 per 
cent gives the selling price of 100 per cent. 
A careful s tudy of the diagram will explain clearly the 
various elements t h a t go to make up the selling price of a 
commodity, but the chart is not intended to show the relative 
percentages of different items of cost. 
Remember , t ha t the cost of goods when placed in the 
shipping room, does not include the expense necessary to 
marke t the product . 
I t might be well to add t h a t selling expense varies even 
more t h a n manufacturing cost and should be one of the 
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principal subjects before the cost accountant . Selling ex-
pense is often several t imes the complete manufactur ing 
cost. 
Manufactur ing costs and selling costs are two separate 
and distinct propositions and mus t not be confused with 
one another . By fixing this fact firmly in mind a t the out-
set much t rouble will be avoided. 
"Improving the system of management means the elimination 
of elements of chance or accident, and the accomplishment of 
all the ends desired in accordance with knowledge derived from 
a scientific investigation of everything down to the smallest 
detail of labor, for all misdirected effort is simply loss, and must 
he borne either by the employer or employee." 
—H. L. Gantt 
C H A P T E R X V 
Handling Material 
Perpetual Inventory Suggestions 
NE X T to labor, the most impor tan t thing a manufac-turer pays for is material . I t is just as essential t h a t 
you guard the raw material or finished par ts in the 
stock room as t h a t you guard the money in your safe. 
C. E . Knoeppel says, " I f a dollar in the office is guarded 
with the care t h a t i t is, a piece of brass in the stock room 
costing and wor th a dollar, should receive the same degree 
of a t ten t ion; and a workman should have no more r ight to 
take this piece of brass from stock without accounting for 
it t h a n he would have the r ight to walk into the office and 
remove a dollar from the cash drawer. 
"Mate r i a l s should not be given out under any circum-
stances except by the author i ty of a wri t ten order, and if 
the proper persons are held responsible, it will be found t h a t 
the stock depar tment will count for something in the accom-
plishment of maximum results, for it will be known what is 
in stock and the quan t i ty ; purchases can be made to advan-
tage, overstocking will be prevented; workmen will find it 
a ha rd mat te r to remove material without au thor i ty to do 
so; mislaid and wasted materials can be traced to those 
responsible."* 
Emerson says, " I t is no more legitimate to issue 
material , even a lead pencil, wi thout requisition, t h a n i t is 
for a bank to pay an overdraft check without proper con-
sideration and au thor i ty . "† 
T h e cost of material is c o m p a r a t i v e l y easy to obtain. 
The price paid for it depends on the market . T o this is 
added all charges in connection with handling it . 
Therefore when the amount required t o make a certain 
number of articles is definitely known, it can be charged up 
*Knoeppel's "Maximum Production." [97] 
†Emerson's "Efficiency." 
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at the same ra te a t which i t was purchased, plus the expense 
of handling. 
We have already pointed ou t t h a t raw mater ia l is di-
vided into direct and indirect. T h e direct, in some cases, 
is divided into accessory material , and finished material . 
Thus , a p lan t manufactur ing a commodi ty made u p of 
a large number of s t amped par t s , would consider cold 
rolled steel or metal sheets as p a r t of its raw mater ia l ; b u t 
the p lan t t h a t manufactures cold rolled steel would consider 
pig iron as raw material , and the furnace in t u r n t h a t manu-
factures pig iron would consider iron ore as raw mater ia l . 
Therefore, the raw material in any p lant is the material 
as i t is received before any change has been made in it. 
Even finished par t s , if received, are classed wi th the raw 
mater ia l which goes into t he make-up of a commodi ty . 
T h u s a furniture manufacturer would class wi th his raw 
material such i tems as handles , knobs, casters, etc. 
Accessory material is t h a t which does not go into t he 
produc t itself b u t is used in its manufacture . I n this class 
fall such i tems as tool steel out of which certain tools are 
made, repair material , etc. 
T h e marke t may fluctuate, i t is t rue , b u t still the mean 
or average price of mater ia l is easy to determine. 
Some factories cont rac t for a year ' s supply of raw ma-
terial a t a fixed ra te , and in this way the marke t fluctuations 
have no effect upon the cost, except a t long intervals. 
T h e operations necessary in handling raw mater ia l are 
its purchase, storage, and subsequent distr ibution through 
the factory. 
T h e cost authorit ies seem uni ted in favor of the per-
pe tua l inventory as a system for handl ing mater ial . Some 
of the most successful s ay : 
Perpe tua l inventories are undoubtedly the best , because 
by t h e m it is possible to keep an exact record of stock on 
h a n d ; t he t i m e to p l a c e o r d e r s for new s t o c k is known 
immediate ly so t h a t no p a r t of the supply may become 
exhausted before a new supply is in hand . 
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Perpe tua l inventories require perpetual a t tent ion. T h e 
difficulties in handl ing t h e m have been largely due to lack 
of a t tent ion on the pa r t of employees. There are some very 
simple rules t h a t should be noted. 
First—No material should be permi t ted to leave t he 
raw stock-room wi thout a requisition, signed on behalf of 
the depar tment where i t is to be used. 
Second—All requisitions mus t be checked up each 
night before closing; and for t h a t purpose an hour should be 
established in the afternoon, after which all requisitions of 
the day should be held over and filled the first thing in t he 
morning. 
Third—Low-water marks should be established by 
which the Supply Clerk can be protected, and the Purchas-
ing Agent can be warned of the possible exhaustion of the 
supply. 
Fourth—A large low-water mark should be placed on 
each kind of raw material so t h a t the Purchasing Agent may 
have sufficient t ime to get new estimates before ordering a 
new stock of material . 
Fifth—Perpetual inventory records should be t rea ted as 
cash is t rea ted. Cash is verified often, or should b e ; so 
the inventory should have regular periods for verification. 
T h e perpetual inventory of raw stock or raw and semi-
finished stock consti tutes only a pa r t of a complete factory 
stock inventory, because there is always a great deal of 
stock in process of construction. 
Since every hour of labor expended on raw or semi-fin-
ished stock enhances its value, i t is obvious t h a t all stock in 
process of manufacture will be worth considerably more t h a n 
the raw or semi-finished stock. 
Fur thermore , the stock in process will not be indicated 
on the perpetual inventory record since it is charged off the 
card when requisitioned by the factory foreman. 
Therefore, i t is necessary to rely on the cost records to 
get an accurate value of stock in process. This is easily 
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accomplished by noting the various depar tments th rough 
which the stock or material has passed, up to the t ime of t he 
inventory and then figuring the labor cost and burden ex-
pended and adding to this the value of the material as indi-
cated on the requisitions, carbon copies of which are always 
sent to the cost depar tment . 
T h u s by co-ordinating the perpetual stock records wi th 
the cost depa r tmen t records, t he value of raw and semi-
finished stock and of stock in process can be obtained with 
a great degree of accuracy. 
T h e individual stock card for each class of mater ial ap-
plies equally well to raw stock and semi-finished stock. T h u s 
in a factory t h a t makes par t s from raw material and then 
assembles those par t s in to c o m p l e t e mach ine s or other 
product , two sets of perpetual inventory cards are kept , one 
for raw material and one for the finished par t s or semi-
finished material . Bo th sets of records are kept in the 
way described above. See Figures 39 and 41 for Finished 
Stock Records. 
I n the proper recording of all material , one of the best 
forms of records is a perpetual stock card. This consists of 
a suitable card for each class of raw material , and on it is 
recorded the amoun t of material and the da te received. 
T h e distr ibution of the material is made on receipt of 
requisition blanks, which give the amoun t s t aken from the 
stock room and show the job to which the material is to be 
charged. These amounts are deducted from the balances 
on their respective stock record cards. 
This gives the factory a perpetual inventory of all the 
different kinds of raw material remaining in the stock room. 
T h e use of an adding machine not only expedites t he 
work b u t insures its accuracy. I n Figure 4 is shown the 
stock record card used in a factory for recording each kind 
of stock. I t is checked up with the adding machine as 
follows: 
W h e n a sufficient number of requisitions have been given 
to fill the column of " amoun t s issued," the stock-keeper 
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takes t he adding machine and adds 
the different amounts t h a t have been 
received together with the original 
balance. 
I n the i l lustration on this page 
the to ta l of amoun t s received plus 
the original balance as secured with 
t h e a d d i n g m a c h i n e is 35,373¼ 
pounds ; the whole numbers and frac-
tions are added a t the same t ime. 
Then he adds the amounts issued, 
secures a to ta l of 1 5 , 7 3 9 ½ pounds, 
and deducts this to ta l from the to ta l 
amounts received. If the remainder 
c o r r e s p o n d s to his l a s t b a l a n c e 
(19,633¾),he knows t h a t t he column 
of balances has been properly ex-
tended and can, therefore, carry the 
last balance forward to t he back of 
the card, and know t h a t his work is 
exactly r ight . 
On each requisition is recorded 
the kind of stock used, the price, 
the da te it was wi thdrawn, the p a r t 
into which i t was made and any 
other information necessary to show 
exactly where and for wha t the raw 
material was used. 
By indicating on each requisi-
tion the job number or symbol i t is 
an easy ma t t e r to find the mater ia l 
cost of a job by adding u p the re-
quisitions bearing any part icular job 
number . Th is is done very quickly 
a n d a c c u r a t e l y w i t h a n a d d i n g 
machine. 
This illustration shows how the adding machine is 
used to add up the items on a stock card. When this 
work is done on an Adding-Subtracting Burroughs, 
the amounts issued are automatically subtracted from the Amount On Hand and 
Received, and the Balance on Hand instantly computed. 
C H A P T E R X V I 
Handling Labor Costs 
TH E cost of labor consti tutes a large pa r t of the to ta l cost of any commodity . 
The object of an efficient cost system should be to 
see t h a t all t ime of employees is properly accounted for on 
t ime-tickets and t h a t it is charged up to the proper jobs. 
The scientifically managed inst i tut ion will have all con-
ditions arranged for t he easy handling of t he work, so no 
non-productive t ime, such as hunt ing for tools, materials , 
etc. , will have to be charged u p to job. 
I t is necessary not only to ascertain the labor cost of 
every article, bu t to record various kinds of da ta relative to 
the efficiency of workmen, which is obtained from their 
labor distr ibution t ickets. 
N o ma t t e r how many different jobs or par t s of jobs any 
one m a n may work on, he is paid for the work, and his work 
contr ibutes toward the building of a certain product . 
Fo r this reason, it is necessary to keep an accurate 
record of all the t ime he devotes to the job and the amoun t 
he earns ; the na ture of this record of course depends upon 
the wage plan used a t the factory. 
One of the greatest leaks in connection with labor cost 
is due to the workman 's loss of t ime on account of gett ing 
s tar ted on new jobs slowly, or because of having to h u n t for 
tools and mater ials which should have been tu rned over to 
him when the job was assigned, or on account of "soldiering." 
Therefore, in finding the cost of labor, wi th a view to 
cut t ing it down as much as possible, it is essential t h a t such 
loss of t ime should show u p on the records. 
All the necessary information for compiling this da t a is 
given on labor distr ibution t ickets. On these are recorded 
the job number, the date , the workman 's number , and the 
t ime required to complete a job together wi th the earnings. 
I n handling these, an adding machine is almost indispensable. 
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Fig. 5 — D i a g r a m showing 
the increase in value of raw 
material under one produc-
tion plan as it passes through 
different departments, and 
an example of adding ma-
chine work, where time and 
amounts are listed and the 
two totals obtained at one 
operation. A similar chart 
could be prepared for any 
other class of production, 
and the principle is not limi-
ted to this particular method 
of handling the raw material 
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Obtaining the total cost of each job is only one of the 
operations necessary in connection with labor t ickets. 
They must be handled several t imes and a great deal of 
adding and listing is necessarily done. 
For instance, the to ta l cost of a job must be obtained. 
Then the to ta l cost of manufacturing by depar tments , the 
total amoun t to be charged to the numerous manufacturing 
accounts, checking up the pay roll, etc., and various other 
recapitulations are necessary. 
I t is in this connection t ha t the adding machine comes 
in, not only as a t ime and labor saver bu t for proving the 
accuracy of the work. I tems t h a t are listed can easily be 
checked and verified. 
The accompanying diagram, Figure 5, page 104, gives a 
general idea of the detail work necessary to figure the cost 
of labor. 
T h e order for a job originates in the superintendent 's 
office. One of his clerks makes out a requisition for the 
necessary material and sends it to the R a w Stock room. 
This notifies the R a w Stock-keeper t h a t a job has been 
s tar ted and t ha t certain material will be used. I t also 
gives him authori ty for honoring the foreman's requisition 
for the material . 
A production order describing the job is sent to the 
foreman of the depar tment where the first operation is to 
be done. A cost card, also describing the job and showing 
the cost of the material , is sent to the Cost Depa r tmen t . 
The foreman in Depa r tmen t 1 then draws all the ma-
terial or pa r t of it, as the case may be, and begins the job. 
T h e material in this case is worth $11.85. D e p a r t m e n t 1 
does $2.35 worth of work on it, thereby increasing its value 
to $14.20 exclusive of Burden, which is cared for separately. 
The par t ly finished job is then sent to Depar tmen t 2 and a 
t ime t icket for operation No . 1, showing $2.35, is sent to the 
Cost Depar tmen t . 
Depa r tmen t 2 does $2.01 worth of work on the job and 
thereby increases the value of the material to $16.21. A 
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time ticket showing the labor cost of $2.01, is sent to the 
Cost Department. 
The material passes on in this way to all the departments 
which send their time tickets to the Cost Department. 
Department N o . 7 finishes the job, which is now worth 
$34.20, and turns it into the Finished Stock Room. 
The Cost Department then sorts the tickets pertaining 
to the job from the many others that have been sent in and 
adds the hours and amounts on the Burroughs Cost Keep-
ing Machine. 
This gives the labor cost for the job and the time re-
quired for its completion; the hours and amounts are added 
and listed at the same time with this machine. The two 
totals are printed by pressing the total button and pulling 
the handle or pressing the bar on the electric Burroughs. 
It is obvious that the Cost Department will handle 
quite an accumulation of tickets in order to get the total 
labor cost of all jobs, and it is for this reason that the adding 
machine is so exceedingly useful. 
The foregoing gives a general idea of what is necessary 
for figuring cost of labor. The other recapitulations of 
labor tickets by departments for figuring Burden by ac-
counts, for figuring labor distribution, and so forth, necessi-
tate an equally large amount of adding. 
A more comple te outl ine of the work is g iven in 
Chapter X X I I I . 
"The man who undertakes to introduce scientific management 
and pins his faith to rules and the use of forms and blanks, 
without thoroughly comprehending the principles upon which 
it is based, will fail. Forms and blanks are simply the means 
to an end. If the end is not kept clearly in mind, the use of 
these forms and blanks is apt to be detrimental rather than 
beneficial." 
—H. L. Gantt 
C H A P T E R X V I I 
Indirect Expense or Burden 
TH E question of computing and distributing Indirect Cost or Burden, which constitutes from 25 per cent 
to 250 per cent of the total cost of a finished prod-
uct according to the nature of the product and the condi-
tions under which it is manufactured, is one of the most 
puzzling questions involved in costs. 
At the outset it must be distinctly understood that there 
is a difference between Factory Burden and Selling Expense. 
The former has to do with the productive cost of the 
goods. The latter is separate and apart and is confined to 
putting the goods on the market. 
Factory cost, which includes Burden, is the value of 
the product when it is turned into the warehouse or shipping 
room. 
Selling expense cannot be included in this value because 
it would inflate it by just that much and give an erroneous 
asset on the balance sheet when an inventory is taken. 
If the general manager of a manufacturing concern 
looks after the selling and his assistant looks after the 
manufacturing, the salary of the former goes into selling 
expense and the salary of the latter goes into Burden as 
part of the factory cost. While he does not handle the 
product personally, his expense to the factory is necessary 
in supervising its manufacture and must be included as 
part of the cost. 
In short, the whole object of Burden distribution is to 
distribute the charges which constitute it in such way 
that every department in the factory will bear its pro-
portionate share. 
When this has been done, the cost keeper can tell to a 
very close figure the cost of every article, whether it has 
been handled by all departments or by only one or two of them. 
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Burden includes every expense necessary to the manu-
facture of an article outside of the direct labor cost and 
cost of material . T h e numerous elements t h a t make up 
Burden are given in the following: 
1—Indirect Labor. 
2—Repairs and Maintenance. 
3—Heat ing , Lighting, Rent , etc. 
4—Taxes. 
5—Insurance. 
6—Depreciation. 
Indirect Labor includes the labor of all the men and 
boys about the factory who do not work directly on the 
product . T h e superintendent 's salary comes under this 
classification, also t h a t of his assistants and foremen. 
Since it is usually necessary to have a building in which 
to make goods, the cost of supplying it with heat , light, 
power, etc., must go into Burden. If the building is rented, 
the rent is included in Burden. I n like manner taxes, in-
surance, and maintenance are included in Burden. 
I n spreading Burden it is the best practice to divide 
each element on a monthly basis so t h a t any changes in 
factory conditions tending to raise or lower it can be more 
quickly and easily adjusted. 
For example, if the heat ing of a factory costs $1200 
a year, this element of Burden will be divided into twelve 
pa r t s and spread over the factory depar tments on the basis 
of $100 per month . 
I n subdividing the $100 for each depa r tmen t the total 
cubical contents of the factory is t aken and each depar t -
ment receives a pa r t of the Burden which is proport ionate 
to its contents and physical conditions. 
Thus , if a factory has a to ta l of 150,000 cubic feet and 
D e p a r t m e n t " A " has 30,000 cubic feet, this depar tment 
will receive 30,000-150,000 of the $100, which is $20. 
If some depar tments are more difficult to heat t h a n 
others , proper allowances should be made . 
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Rent , light, taxes, and insurance are distr ibuted in the 
same general way. 
Indirect labor, depreciation and repairs and maintenance, 
however, must be proport ioned according to the amoun t of 
each t h a t is incurred by a depar tment , because i t is a rare 
exception when every depar tment of a factory will require 
a pa r t of Burden tha t is proport ionate to its size. 
After the Burden has been spread over the depar tments 
on the monthly basis it is dis t r ibuted to the product accord-
ing to one or more of the methods which are described on the 
following pages. 
These elements of Burden are comparat ively easy to 
ascertain and can be spread over the various manufacturing 
depar tments with sufficient accuracy for all practical 
purposes. 
B u t depreciation, which is also an element of Burden, 
is different, and requires more s tudy, care, and experience 
in its calculation than all the other elements p u t together. 
Depreciat ion applies bo th to buildings and equipment ; 
the amoun t to be charged off depends on several conditions. 
For instance, a frame building is comparat ively short lived, 
while a building made of concrete and steel endures for 
many years . 
Therefore, a higher ra te of depreciation must be charged 
off for a frame building than for a concrete-steel building. 
On the other hand, the difference in these rates will not 
be so great as the difference in the s t ructure would indicate. 
T h e frame building may be made of good t imber and con-
ta in light, smooth-running machinery, while the concrete-
steel building may contain heavy, vibrat ing machinery. 
F r o m this i t will be seen t h a t the na ture of the building 
itself is not all t h a t must be considered in fixing a ra te of 
depreciation. Ordinarily the rates of depreciation for 
factory buildings are from 2 per cent to 6 per cent, depend-
ing upon local conditions, the kind of s t ructure , and the 
na tu re of the work going on within the walls. 
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I n the case of machinery, the percentage covers a 
broader range and runs from per cent to per cent. 
This also depends upon the amoun t and kind of work the 
machine is called upon to do and requires close observation 
and experience to determine. 
I t has been observed t h a t some machines depreciate 
rapidly the first year or two, and after t h a t a t a much slower 
ra te , while others depreciate very slowly for the first few 
years and then seem to go to pieces all a t once. 
Again, some machines can be operated in a more or 
less di lapidated condition, while others mus t always be 
in the best running order. 
There are other considerations in fixing depreciation 
aside from actual wear and tear . Main tenance or up-keep 
has a direct bearing upon depreciation in t h a t an effectual 
maintenance from year to year, especially on certain kinds 
of machinery, affects, in large measure, the loss due to 
depreciation. 
T h u s , if a machine worth $1000 depreciates a t the ra te 
of 10 per cent a year i t will be wor th $900 a t the end of the 
first year, and $100 will be set aside as a reserve to t ake care 
of the depreciation. 
If, however, $50 is spent in repairs to the machine which 
restores it to a condition practically as good as new, it is the 
general practice, except in very conservative concerns, to 
t ake this $50 from the $100 depreciation reserve fund in-
stead of charging this i tem of repairs to General Expense. 
T h e n the stabil i ty of the machinery as regards up- to-
dateness must be considered, because in some manufactur ing 
businesses methods are improving so constant ly and new 
style machinery is required so frequently t h a t a much 
higher ra te of depreciation must be used. 
There are cases where a machine, practically as good as 
new, mus t be scrapped on account of a more improved 
machine coming on the market . Obviously the ra te of 
depreciation in such cases is exceptionally high. 
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T h e problem of depreciation is further complicated by 
the fact t h a t a business itself may not be permanent , ye t 
it may require some highly specialized machinery, in which 
event a decreasing demand will mean a decreasing value of 
the plant . 
Summing up a few of the many points necessary to 
consider in fixing a rate of depreciation, we ment ion: 
First—The n a t u r e of goods m a n u f a c t u r e d , w h e t h e r 
staple, specialty, or novelty. 
Second—The kind of machinery used, heavy or light, 
fast or slow moving. 
Third—The kind of buildings used and the na ture of 
the work within them. 
Fourth—The location of the plant regarding increase or 
decrease in value of proper ty . 
Fifth—The na ture of maintenance or up-keep. 
Sixth-—The exposure of equipment to the elements. 
Seventh—The p e r m a n e n c e in style of machinery and 
equipment . 
At first sight it would seem an almost hopeless under-
taking to fix a ra te of depreciation with anything like 
accuracy; bu t fortunately there are a great many concerns 
similar in the na ture of their product , whose experience can 
be studied and compared. 
Then , the Fire Insurance Companies, which base their 
risks in pa r t on depreciated values, have evolved from their 
large experience, certain principles governing depreciation 
which offer excellent suggestions. 
I n regard to the prorat ing of depreciation over the 
various manufacturing depar tments in a factory, it may 
be well to mention t ha t the best practice consists in dividing 
the annual depreciation into twelve par ts so t h a t a certain 
amoun t can be included in the Factory Burden each month . 
Thus , if a $60,000 plant has a depreciation of 10 per cent 
a year, instead of charging off $6,000 a t the end of the 
year , divide this amount by 12 and charge off $500 month ly 
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A portion of the Cost Department of a large Electric Supply Manufacturer in Pittsburgh, 
Pa. In this department alone, two Burroughs listing machines and four Burroughs 
calculating machines (non-listing) are used. 
as p a r t of Fac tory Burden . By t rea t ing depreciation in 
this way the t rue product ion cost is secured every month . 
So much, in a general way, for the different elements 
t h a t go to m a k e up B u r d e n . In C h a p t e r X V I I I the 
different methods of distr ibuting it over t h e product are 
briefly described. 
These methods are very impor tan t in determining the 
best way to get a t the cost of a product . 
"The basis of scientific management, as it is of art, is the 
vigorous cutting away of superfluities—not one wasted motion, 
not one wasted minute." 
—Cleveland Moffat 
C H A P T E R X V I I I 
Distribution of Burden 
Unless the Burden is properly apportioned, 
tota l costs are ap t to be misleading. 
BU R D E N may be distr ibuted in many different ways, and the right way can be decided upon only after a 
s tudy has been made of the conditions in the factory 
where the cost system is to be installed. 
The following methods of distr ibuting burden are most 
commonly used, the application varying to suit the product 
lor which the system is being worked ou t : 
1—Direct Labor Cost Method. 
2—Direct Labor Hours Method. 
3—Direct Labor and Mater ia l Method. 
4—New Machine R a t e Method. 
5—Fixed Machine R a t e Method. 
6—New Hour R a t e Method. 
A knowledge of the general principles on which these 
methods are based will give a bet ter insight to the method 
best adapted to your business. 
I t is impor tan t to use the most economical and effective 
system, b u t there are one or two easy methods t h a t work 
out to fallacious results and are therefore bad . 
Spreading a fixed blanket burden over all depar tments 
is essentially wrong in principle because the article, for 
instance, going through two depar tments should not bear 
the same indirect expense as t h a t which goes through six. 
I t will generally be found t h a t figuring an indirect ex-
pense on a percentage principle leads to false conclusions, 
and it is impor tan t not to have false conclusions in any 
system which a t t empts to be accurate. 
For instance, i t was found to be a poor system t h a t dis-
t r ibuted, as par t of a blanket burden, the salary of a General 
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Manager who devoted his t ime to the selling end of the 
business. T h e result was an inflation of the value of fin-
ished stock because the indirect labor, which was p a r t of 
selling expense, had been included in the Cost of Produc-
tion and dis tr ibuted wi thout reference to the depar tment 
in which i t was employed. 
I n figuring burden , the growth and al terat ion in t he 
factory or the changes of processes should always be taken 
into consideration. For this reason it is advisable t o pro-
ra te overhead charges monthly so t h a t the burden rates 
can be checked monthly , or a t least every three months . 
Under average running conditions, the ra te will undoubt -
edly fluctuate, bu t the fluctuation can usually be a t t r ibu ted 
to some specific cause. 
I n cases of i m p r o v e d m e t h o d s of m a n u f a c t u r e , the 
monthly or quar ter ly burden test will show the ra te so much 
altered t h a t a change will be necessary in order to dis t r ibute 
the correct amoun t of burden. 
T H E D I R E C T LABOR COST M E T H O D of figuring burden 
is one of the most generally used on account of its simplicity. 
I t is based on the principle t h a t the product increases in 
value as labor is added to it, and consequently the greater the 
amount of labor applied to its manufacture , the greater will 
be the expense of supervision and management . 
T h e method of obtaining the rat io of indirect expense to 
labor cost is very simple; the process involves the division 
of the to ta l a m o u n t of indirect expense by the total amount 
paid for labor during the same period of t ime. 
I n other words, if the to ta l indirect expense for one 
m o n t h is, say $7,000, and the to ta l expense of labor for t he 
same period is $9,200, the per cent of burden to be distr ib-
uted over the different articles will be $7,000÷9,200 or 76 
per cent. 
This extra charge is added to the articles made during 
the same period. I n this way each article is charged with 
a certain p a r t of t he indirect expense of the entire plant , t he 
amoun t varying according to the cost of labor p u t upon it. 
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T h u s if an article has $1.25 wor th of labor p u t in to i t s 
manufacture and the material cost is 75 cents, according to 
the above rat io , 76 per cent of $1.25, which is 95 cents , is 
added as burden , and makes the to ta l cost $1.25 (labor), 
plus 75 cents (material) , plus 95 cents (burden) . 
T h e same principle is used in dis t r ibut ing t he to ta l 
burden of $7,000 over the various articles manufactured. 
T h e different depar tments of a factory m a y vary con-
siderably in their process and equipment ; and if the na tu re of 
the article is such t h a t i t passes through m a n y different 
operations, i t is almost certain t h a t the indirect expense in 
some of the depar tments will be greater t h a n in others. 
Again, certain articles may be completely finished in one 
depar tment while others pass th rough several depa r tmen t s , 
and the indirect expense of the one depa r tmen t may be far 
greater t h a n the average indirect expense of the other 
depar tments . 
I n this case a general average of all the depar tments , 
including the one, will be lower t h a n the expense of t he one 
depar tment , and hence t he t rue cost of t h e article manu-
factured in t h a t depa r tmen t will no t be obtained. 
Where depar tmenta l conditions are different and an 
average ra t e is used, it is evident t h a t the extra indirect 
cost of manufacture in certain depar tments will be loaded 
on other depar tments where the expenses are not so heavy. 
While an average ra t e will give the cost of all t he articles 
combined, under these conditions i t cannot give accurately 
the cost of each individual a r t i c l e . Th i s i n f o r m a t i o n is 
necessary in fixing the selling price. 
Another phase in connection with this method is t h a t 
the ra te of paying all the workmen is no t always propor-
tional to the indirect expense, because a man working for 
$1.75 a day will oftentimes incur more indirect expense t h a n 
the man who earns from $3 to $3.50 a day. 
An example of where this may occur is found where a 
low priced workman is operating an expensive machine and 
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high priced inspector uses no machine. In the former 
case, the overhead charge will be too small, and in the la t ter 
i t will be too great . 
Again, if a manufacturer is fighting competi t ion with 
certain articles, such a method of adding burden will not 
give the exact cost of those articles, and hence it will be 
impossible to fix accurately their selling prices with a view to 
making sure profits on their actual cost. 
Apparent ly such a method is erroneous, bu t the t rouble 
lies in the fact t h a t an average cannot be es t imated on a 
number of different kinds of articles. 
If a system t h a t is based on wages is to be operated suc-
cessfully, the wages mus t represent the t rue conditions of 
production and mus t be in proport ion to the actual cost. 
This condition is found only where labor is practically uni-
form as regards production, wages, and amoun t of t ime 
consumed on each operat ion. 
T o apply this system successfully, the percentage of 
burden must be calculated by depar tments . I n this way a 
close approximation to the t rue cost of the article can be 
obtained. 
Under this method the to ta l indirect cost of $7,000 for 
the whole p lant is divided up into smaller amounts charge-
able to each depar tmen t and prora ted to articles manu-
factured, according to the amoun t of burden the depa r tmen t 
incurs in performing its respective operations upon them. 
T h e diagram, Figure 6, makes clear the principle of 
apportioning burden depar tmenta l ly . 
In this case i t has been calculated t h a t for each dollar 's 
wor th of product ive labor in Depa r tmen t s 1, 2, 3, 4 , and 5, a 
burden of 35 per cent, 30 per cent, 45 per cent, 40 per cent , 
and 75 per cent, respectively, shall be added to the direct 
labor C o s t of the product in order to obta in t he to ta l factory 
cost. 
Thus , a ba tch of raw material comes to D e p a r t m e n t 1 
and is valued, for instance, a t $10.00. I n D e p a r t m e n t 1, 
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Fig. 6. Graphic Illustration of the Labor Cost Method of Figuring Burden. This 
illustrates a principle only and may be varied to suit different conditions. 
$1.70 worth of labor, we will say, is done upon it. This 
increases the value to $11.70. Then 35 per cent of the 
labor cost, $1.70, which is $.60, is added to the $11.70, 
and a total cost of $12.30 is obtained. 
T h e part ly finished material is passed on to D e p a r t m e n t 
2 where $1.55 worth of work is done on it. This amount 
together with 30 per cent of $1.55, which is $.47, is added 
to the $12.30, and the value of the part ly finished product 
is increased to $14.32. 
I n this way, the material passes on through Depa r t -
ments 3, 4, and 5 to completion and is turned into the Fin-
ished Stock Room, worth $19.57. 
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T h e Labor Dis t r ibut ion Tickets , made out by each de-
p a r t m e n t t h a t performs an operation on this material , are 
sent to the Cost D e p a r t m e n t and give the labor cost for 
each of the operating depar tments . 
When the job has been finished the amoun t of burden to 
be charged to the product is calculated from da t a on these 
t ickets . 
T h e n by adding to the amounts of labor and burden, and 
the value of the material used, the total cost of the job is 
obtained. 
There is another very impor tan t point in this connection 
which should no t be overlooked. I t per tains to the inven-
tory of work in process. 
Suppose, for example, a ba tch of part ial ly finished goods 
has jus t come to D e p a r t m e n t 4 a t the t ime the inventory is 
being taken, and it is desired to find its t rue value. 
On the supposition t h a t individual t ime t ickets ; i.e., 
separa te t ickets for each job, have been used, all such 
t ickets relating to this par t icular ba tch of semi-finished 
stock will have been sent to the Cost D e p a r t m e n t and filed 
behind the cost card for this job. 
When the inventory clerk finds this semi-finished stock in 
Depa r tmen t 4, he takes note of the job or order number and 
reports to the Cost Depa r tmen t t h a t job so and so is in 
D e p a r t m e n t 4 ready to go through the operat ion performed 
by t h a t depar tment . 
T h e cost clerk then turns to the cost card for t h a t job, 
sorts the t ime tickets by depar tments , which in this case 
will be for Depa r tmen t s 1, 2, and 3 , gets t he to ta l labor 
cost for each of these three depar tments , figures the burden 
for each and combining these two tota ls wi th the value 
of t he material , obtains the t rue cost of the semi-finished 
stock as i t lies in D e p a r t m e n t 4. 
T h e same method is used for get t ing the value of all 
work in process. This value can be found quickly and 
accurately when the cost records are kep t properly. Wi th 
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the adding machine the labor tota ls can be secured in from 
one-third to one-quarter t he t ime required to do this work 
mental ly, and the results are always accurate . 
T H E D I R E C T LABOR H O U R S M E T H O D is similar to the 
direct labor cost method, bo th of t hem being methods by 
which the burden is distr ibuted on the basis of a general 
average rate . 
The difference between them is t h a t different bases are 
used for determining the burden. 
This method is based on workmen's t ime instead of 
labor cost; the hour is t aken as the uni t of t ime. In 
other words, the indirect expenses of a p lant are distr ibuted 
according to the hours worked by the employees instead of 
the wages they receive. 
An hour rate is obtained by dividing the total indirect 
expense for a certain period by the to ta l number of hours for 
the same period; in this way is determined the amount for 
each hour to be added to the cost of production in order to 
get the to ta l cost. 
Thus , if the indirect expenses are $7,000 and the to ta l 
number of productive hours are 50,000, the amoun t of bur-
den per hour would be 7,000÷50,000 or 14 cents an hour. 
Apply this method to the example given under the Labor 
Cost Method, page 115, with the assumption t ha t the labor 
cost of $1.25 represents 5 hours work; the cost will be $1.25 
plus 75 cents for material , plus 5 X 1 4 = 70 cents burden or 
$2.70, as against a tota l cost of $2.95 in the case of the labor 
cost method. 
T h e difference in the total cost of these two methods is 
very easily explained since by the first method the amoun t 
of burden varies according to the amount of money each 
man earns, bu t by this method it is distr ibuted equally 
among high priced and low priced men ; the basis is the 
number of hours each man works. 
I n the former case, the articles produced by a high priced 
employee are charged a greater amount of indirect expense 
t h a n those produced by a low priced employee. Since, by 
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the direct labor hour plan, the indirect expense is divided 
e q u a l l y be tween h igh and low pr iced e m p l o y e e s on the 
assumption t h a t they work the same number of hours a 
day, the two sets of costs do not exactly agree. 
This method of distr ibuting burden also lends itself 
readily to accurate valuat ion of work in process a t inven-
tory t ime. I t is very similar to the method just described 
under Labor Cost Method. 
Under these conditions, however, it is necessary after 
distr ibuting by depar tments the t ime tickets pertaining to 
a job, to get the total hours of work pu t in by each depar t -
ment . Then the hour rate of burden for each depar tment 
is multiplied by the total number of hours, thus securing 
the burden for each depar tment . T h e n these items of 
burden are recapitulated and combined with the value of 
labor and material used on the job up to the stage where the 
inventory clerk finds it, and the inventory value is obtained. 
T h e most effective application of the labor hours method 
is found by dividing the factory into depar tments deter-
mined by similarity of machinery or processes and calculat-
ing the hour ra te according to the number of hours pu t in by 
the men in each depar tment . 
When the general average method is employed, the ap-
parent cost of the product may be so far wrong t h a t the 
manufacturer may discourage sales of articles t h a t are 
making money and encourage sales of others which are sold 
a t an actual loss. 
These conditions are due, of course, to the fact t h a t too 
much burden is charged to certain articles and too little to 
others. 
Taken altogether, the Direct Labor Hours method is 
somewhat more accurate t han the Direct Labor Cost method 
if the work is departmental ized, unless the labor cost hap -
pens to be proport ional to the t rue cost of product ion. 
Both methods are more or less imperfect as regards ac-
cura te results when applied to a factory as a whole because 
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Fig. 7. Graphic Illustration of Labor Hours Method of Figuring Burden. 
they are not based on elements which represent actual con-
ditions, except in the case where the product and process 
are very simple and uniform. 
The depar tmenta l method of distr ibuting burden on 
these plans is the only one from which accurate results can 
be expected. 
The diagram in Figure 7 shows how burden is appor-
tioned to each operating depar tment a t so much for each 
product ive hour. 
F rom the diagram it will be seen t h a t Depar tmen t s 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 carry a burden rate of 14, 12, 16, 15, and 18 cents 
an hour respectively. 
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T h e raw material valued at $10 comes into Depa r t -
men t 1, where hours of labor are expended on it. The 
labor cost a t 20 cents an hour is $1.70 and the burden a t 14 
cents an hour is $1.19. Therefore, when the material leaves 
D e p a r t m e n t 1, i t is wor th $10 (raw material) , plus $1.70 
(labor cost), plus $1.19 (burden) , or $12.89. 
T h e par t ly finished product now worth $12.89 is sent to 
D e p a r t m e n t 2 where 7 ¾ hours of work are done upon it. 
This increases its value $1.55 (labor cost 20 cents an hour) , 
plus 93 cents (burden) , which is added to $12.89, and the 
par t ly finished product is given a new value, $15.37. 
I n this way the product passes on through Depar tment s 
3, 4, and 5, each one of which increases its value by so much 
labor cost and so much burden, unti l it is tu rned into the 
Finished Stock Room, worth $21.36. 
By comparing this char t with Figure 6 on page 117, the 
relative effects of the two methods may be seen. 
T H E D I R E C T LABOR AND MATERIAL M E T H O D of figuring 
burden is similar to the Labor Cost method, with the excep-
t ion t h a t i t takes the to ta l cost of labor and material as the 
basis instead of the to ta l labor cost only. 
T h e application of such method is practical only in those 
cases where the material consti tutes the greater pa r t of t he 
direct cost of the product . 
Necessarily it is an averaging method; and if the labor cost 
predominates , it is almost certain to give inaccurate results. 
T H E N E W M A C H I N E R A T E METHOD is one t h a t provides 
for charging labor and depar tmenta l expenses direct to a 
process or machine so as to show the to ta l cost by the hour, 
or by whatever un i t of measure selected, of operating the 
machine or process. T h e expenses thus charged include 
bo th those directly and indirectly related to the process or 
machine in question. 
Hav ing found the to ta l expense of operat ing a machine 
or process and having reduced this ra te to so much an hour, 
t he article is charged according to the t ime t h a t the machine 
is employed upon it. 
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T o operate this plan with the greatest success, all ma-
chinery mus t be grouped according to similarity of opera-
tion performed by it , and then each job done by a machine 
is charged so much an hour according to the na tu re of the 
operation performed. 
T h e ra te for any s ta ted operation is determined by close 
observation and exact prorat ing of the to ta l depar tmenta l 
expense. 
Each group of machines should be considered a depar t -
ment so t h a t the total indirect expense can be more accu-
rately distr ibuted over the product . If the depar tment in-
cludes radically different processes, it should be subdivided 
and the depar tment indirect expense prorated over each 
division. 
The more nearly alike the machine work or process is in 
each depar tment , the more easily and accurately the ex-
pense can be allocated and the machine ra te of burden or 
process ra te of burden determined. 
After this has been done, the to ta l t ime of the workmen, 
the supplies, and repairs are charged to the operations or 
processes. I n addition to these i tems, charges are made for 
insurance, depreciation, rent , and all other i tems in any way 
connected with the manufacture of the product . Ordina-
rily, these are indirect expenses, b u t with this plan they are 
t rea ted as direct. 
Each machine or process is operated as nearly as pos-
sible like a complete little factory, and is charged with t he 
cost of labor to operate it, the cost of its repairs, superin-
tendence, the rent of its floor space, the amount of power i t 
takes, etc . 
After finding the to ta l direct cost of operating machines 
or processes, it is necessary to find the total number of hours 
t ha t they are operated during a certain period of t ime, say a 
month . I n this way, the cost for a un i t of measure, whether 
i t be hour, pound, or ton, can be calculated by dividing t h e 
total direct expense by the to ta l number of uni ts . 
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When the direct expenses have been figured, the general 
indirect expenses or those which are not directly related to 
any machine or process, are spread over the different de-
pa r tmen t s on some scientific basis. These are added to 
depa r tmen t indirect expenses. This gives the to ta l depar t -
ment indirect expense, which is divided among the machines 
or processes of t h a t depar tment according to the to ta l num-
ber of hours or other uni ts of measure. 
T h e total indirect expense of a depar tmen t for a certain 
period is then divided by the total uni ts of measure for the 
same period, and the ra te thus obtained is applied to t he 
product of the machines or p rocesses . T h u s all indirect 
expense for the depar tment , as well as prorata of general 
expense, is included in the machine or process ra te . 
By this plan, machines or processes absorb nearly all ex-
penses ordinarily considered as indirect and gather t hem to-
gether so t h a t they can be charged directly to the product 
a t so much an hour or any other uni t of measure. 
When these costs have been collected and reduced to so 
much an hour or pound for each machine or process, it is 
comparat ively easy to charge the product a t this ra te ac-
cording to the number of productive hours or the number of 
pounds manufactured. 
If " t i m e " is the basis upon which the calculations are 
made instead of " q u a n t i t y , " the total indirect expense for a 
month is divided by the total number of hours t ha t the 
machines or processes have been operated during the 
mon th and in this way the hour ra te is determined. This 
ra te is then multiplied by the total hours each machine or 
process has been in operation, to get the to ta l month ly 
charge for each. 
T h u s direct and indirect expenses are charged to a ma-
chine or process and reduced to a certain uni t r a te . 
For instance, if mater ial for an article costs 75 cents and 
requires five hours to pass through a certain process a t 
$1.60 an hour, including direct and indirect expense, the 
t o t a l cos t will be 75 c e n t s p lus $8 or $8 .75 . T h i s ex-
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ample il lustrates the fact t h a t all expenditures (except for 
material) incurred by a machine or process can be charged 
directly to the product . T h u s the to ta l cost of an article 
is easily figured when the price of the material , and the t ime 
required by each machine or process through which i t passes, 
are known. 
This plan is one of the most desirable because it gives a 
rate by which the greatest amount of expense of manufac-
ture can be charged directly to the product in one i tem. 
Where conditions are such t h a t it can be used, the results 
will be as close to the actual cost as it is possible to get them. 
T h e inventory value is obtained by multiplying the 
number of hours the article has been in process in each de-
p a r t m e n t by the respective hour rates for each depar tment . 
The totals are then recapitulated, and to this grand total is 
added the cost of the material , giving the inventory value. 
T H E F I X E D M A C H I N E R A T E M E T H O D is similar in some 
respects to the new machine ra te method. The indirect 
expenses, however, are distr ibuted differently by prorat ing 
them over the entire production on a percentage, or some 
other basis, instead of including them in the operating cost 
of the machine. 
T h e ra te of direct expense charge is calculated depar t -
mentally either from previous experience or from an analysis 
of current expenses and is distr ibuted among the different 
machines operating in each depar tment . 
Charges are made to the cost of articles manufactured 
on the basis of this ra te , t he to ta l of which is credited to t he 
depar tment expense account. 
T h e general indirect expenses are not combined with the 
depar tment indirect expenses as in the case of the new ma-
chine ra te plan, b u t are distr ibuted on the basis of a sup-
plementary ra te which is applied to the entire product of 
the factory. Any method can be used for this distr ibution, 
such as labor hours, labor cost, etc. 
T h e actual charges to be made against each machine are 
determined, and then any difference between the est imated 
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ra te and the actual charges is added to , or deducted from, the 
general indirect expense and distr ibuted by the supplemen-
t a ry ra te . T h u s , discrepancies between actual ra te and es-
t ima ted ra te are adjusted. 
This plan differs from the new machine ra te in t h a t it is 
based on an est imate and assumes a 100 per cent efficiency 
in running the p lant . 
When the product is charged only with actual running 
t ime of machines, which is more likely to be 60 or 75 per 
cent of full t ime, t he credit to depar tmenta l indirect expense 
increases rapidly and makes the cost of product ion appear 
much larger t h a n i t actually is. 
I n order to equalize this effect, the difference between 
t h e indirect expense and the actual charges is deducted from 
t h e general indirect expenses before they are dis tr ibuted by 
t h e supplementary ra te . I n case the actual charges exceed 
the es t imated charges, the difference is added. 
One of the faults wi th this plan is t h a t the general indi-
rect expenses will decrease according to t he amoun t of ma-
chinery lying idle, and it is possible in th is way for a major 
pa r t of the machinery, if idle, to reduce t he general indirect 
expense to nothing. 
This is fallacious on i t s face, since the remaining active 
machinery mus t incur some general indirect expense. T h e 
possibility of eradicating general indirect expense is due to 
t h e inexact dis tr ibut ion. 
This plan takes no account of idle machinery, dull t imes, 
or machines which run only pa r t of the t ime, and is there-
fore practicable only in very special cases where all machines 
are busy nearly all the t ime and t u rn out a more or less 
uniform product . 
T h e differences are accentuated because the ra te is based 
on t h e assumption t h a t the p lant will run full t ime instead 
of tak ing an average ra t e which indicates more nearly the 
t rue conditions in a factory. 
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T H E N E W H O U R R A T E P L A N obtains the indirect ex-
penses for each depar tment s e p a r a t e l y , and the general 
operating expense is first distr ibuted to each depar tment on 
the basis of direct labor costs before the percentage of 
depar tmenta l indirect expense is determined. 
The depar tmenta l indirect expenses are not charged as 
percentages to the articles turned out by these depar tments 
but are added as separate rates to the wages of employees 
working in the depar tments , the amount to be added being 
based on the t ime the employee works on any one job. 
The applicat ion of this plan depar tmental ly does away 
with one of the chief disadvantages of an average ra te plan, 
but it is applicable only where uniform wages obtain. 
I t is simple in t h a t the calculations involve only t he 
multiplication of the t ime an article is in process by the ra te 
for a uni t of t ime, ra ther t han a prorata of indirect expense 
added to the products turned ou t by each depar tment . 
Thus the plan has the advantage of saving considerable 
time, especially in a large plant . 
I t likewise has disadvantages, even if it gives t rue cost, 
because it permits of no analysis of costs. All the figures 
are obtained in totals and thus deprive the cost depa r tmen t 
of a means to examine the cost of separate i tems and to sug-
gest improvements in operations t h a t will reduce cost. 
Detai led information is exceedingly valuable to t he 
manufacturer in order to point out leaks and weak spots . 
This plan fails to give it, and for this reason frustrates one 
of the prime objects of an adequate cost system. 
Did it ever occur to you that "Time is Money?" Aren't 
you wasting money when you could do twice as much effective 
work with a machine as without it? 
[128] 
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C H A P T E R X I X 
Some Forms Used in Cost Systems 
TH E object of forms is to make it easy to compile in-formation quickly and accurately. I t is impor tan t 
t h a t they provide space for all the necessary informa-
tion referring to a certain operation or job. 
N o form should be installed unless it has a purpose, or 
unless the information it will furnish is necessary to a 
proper analysis of costs. 
T h e forms used should fit the business and the work to 
be handled. You can ' t t ake a cut-and-dried system and 
set of forms and make it work in any business. Before 
installing a cost system, all conditions should be studied by 
an expert whose knowledge and experience enable him to 
outline suitable forms for the work. 
T h e following pages are devoted to the description of 
typical forms used in connection with cost systems now in 
daily use in different par ts of the country. 
Since the variety of these forms is legion, we only 
a t t e m p t to give one or two of each kind, and these are 
given only for the purpose of presenting to the l ayman a 
general idea of their purpose and make-up. 
T h e forms shown here may not apply exactly to your 
requirements . Our purpose is only to suggest the physical 
requirements of a cost system, and the general kinds of 
forms necessary in a great many cost systems. 
Therefore, in s tudying the forms, don ' t conclude because 
there happens to be an i tem left off t h a t you th ink you need, 
or a couple of i tems added t ha t you do not need, t h a t there 
is no cost form tha t can meet your requirements. 
When you decide to set a system going in your p lan t , 
call in an efficiency engineer and with his assistance learn in 
general wha t forms and da ta are necessary to operate it 
effectively, and you can then draw up forms t h a t will suit 
your needs exactly. 
[129] 
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A manufacturer who a t t empts to design his own forms 
unaided, runs a chance of overlooking some accounting 
detai l t h a t later will develop into one of great importance. 
T h i s will n e c e s s i t a t e a c h a n g e in fo rm or m e t h o d of 
collecting the da ta , t he cost of which will be more per-
haps t h a n the service of an expert would have been in the 
beginning. 
Every depar tment of a cost system is interrelated with 
some other depar tment . A cost accountant appreciates th is 
fact and therefore can draw up forms for a part icular cost 
system which will give just t he information t h a t will be 
needed. 
A P U R C H A S E R E Q U I S I T I O N (Figure 8) is a memorandum 
on which is recorded t he kind and quan t i t y of a certain 
stock t h a t is t o be ordered, t he d a t e ordered, t he order 
number , and similar information which varies in detail 
according to t h e p lan t where i t is used. 
Fig. 8. One kind of Purchase Requisition, in Outline. 
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I t s purpose is to facilitate the t ransact ion between the 
purchasing agent and the factory or stock room in regard 
to the purchase of material , supplies, etc. 
If a certain depar tment needs a new supply of mater ial 
which has been exhausted in the stock room, a purchase 
requisition is filled out either by t he depar tment foreman 
or stock room clerk and sent to the purchasing agent, who 
orders the stock and files i t . T h e requisitions can be made 
in duplicate or triplicate, as occasion demands. 
If a p lant employs a regular stock clerk, he can make 
out all requisitions for replenishment of stock because he 
keeps a record of each kind and knows when the low mark 
of any par t icular stock has been reached. 
I n special cases where it is necessary to have other 
persons make out the requisitions, such as specification clerks 
or superintendents , a copy should be sent to the stock clerk 
in order t h a t he may look after its receipt, inspection, and 
disposal and make the proper entries on his records. 
Fig. 9. One style of Purchase Order, designed to fit one particular system. 
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A P U R C H A S E O R D E R (Figure 9) contains all the necessary 
details of a bill of goods purchased by a factory of the kind 
for which it was made up, such as name and address of pur-
chaser, order number , quan t i t y and description of goods, 
shipment date , price, and any other information of this 
na tu r e t h a t was deemed advisable. 
As many copies can be made as desired, according to 
the requirements of the business. There should always be 
a t least two copies, one for the purchaser to retain and one 
to be sent to the dealer from whom the goods are purchased. 
If it is desired to keep a record of "s tock ordered" 
according to kind, a copy of the order should be sent to the 
stock clerk t h a t he m a y post to his stock record. All 
records of incoming material , however, should be kept sep-
arately from the records of "s tock ordered." 
T h e bookkeeper can also use a copy to advantage in 
checking up invoices, and thus make his postings more 
prompt ly and relieve t he purchasing agent of the detail of 
checking the invoices. 
A STOCK R E C E I V E D R E P O R T (Figure 10) embraces all 
information necessary to the proper recording of incoming 
stock, in connection wi th the system for which it was de-
signed. I t contains such items as number , da te received, 
purchase order number , quan t i ty and description, price, by 
whom received, by whom shipped, etc. 
This record is often kept in a book, b u t since bo th the 
bookkeeper and purchasing agent should have copies, the 
disadvantages of this system are obvious. I t is awkward 
to pass a book around and also to locate the different i tems 
of incoming stock t ha t have been recorded in i t . 
T h e advantage of loose sheets lies in the fact t h a t every 
depa r tmen t concerned with the receipt of stock can be sup-
plied with a copy. 
If t he record is used only for informing the bookkeeper 
and purchasing agent, a form should be adopted t h a t is as 
simple as possible. If i t is to be used in connection with 
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Fig. 10. One style of a Stock Received Report. 
the stock record it must necessarily contain information tha t 
will enable bo th the purchasing agent and the stock-keeper 
to make up their records properly. 
Such items as weight, value, classification, bin number , 
etc., are generally necessary to the stock-keeper in order to 
facilitate posting to his stock records. 
If a copy also goes to the bookkeeper, the account, 
depar tment , column, folio, etc., should be indicated. 
If t ranspor ta t ion charges are heavy, provision should be 
made on the report whereby they can be added to the pur-
chase price of the goods, and thus give the exact cost of the 
stock as delivered. 
One of the chief advantages of a receiving report is t h a t 
it makes the receiving clerk check up carefully and inspect 
the stock received. 
134 Efficient Cost Keeping 
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This guards the management against faulty stock and 
paying for invoices in full if only a p a r t of the order has 
been received. 
A R A W STOCK RECORD (Figure 11) gives all the neces-
sary information regarding the quan t i t y of raw stock on 
hand. 
There is one card for each kind of stock. The typical 
stock record card contains such information as classification 
or kind, amoun t received, da te received, price a pound or 
piece, amoun t delivered, balance, high- and low-water mark . 
T h e card serves as a perpetual inventory of every kind 
of s tock; t he amounts received are added to the old balance 
and the amoun t s delivered, deducted each t ime from the 
amoun t on hand , and a new balance extended. 
All i tems posted to such records, bo th receipts and 
deliveries, should be taken from forms made out by responsi-
ble people and checked; otherwise they will not reflect t he 
true status of t he stock on hand . 
Another reason why extreme care should be t aken with 
these records, is t ha t , in case of discrepancies between the 
records and actual stock on hand, they cannot be accurately 
corrected. 
Therefore, separate forms should be used for each receipt 
of stock and for each requisition t h a t comes from the factory. 
Never post from oral information. 
T h e cards should be checked periodically by the results 
obtained from an actual inventory ; and in case of errors, 
either by over run or shrinkage, the cards should be made to 
agree with t he actual amount of stock on hand after the 
cause for the discrepancy has been determined. 
Unless checks are made and the reason for discrepancies 
is ascertained, t he records cannot be relied upon. 
As much care should be t aken to keep the stock records 
in balance with t he stock on hand as is taken by the cashier 
t o keep his cash book in balance with the cash on hand . 
A B I L L OF MATERIAL (Figure 12) is a notice to the 
stockkeeper t h a t t he i tems shown thereon will be required 
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for a certain job. I t is sent to the stock-keeper as soon as the 
job is begun in the factory, and he issues t he mater ia l as 
needed; the foreman signs for each issue. T h e foreman also 
makes out a requisition for each issue of stock in order t h a t 
the proper entry can be made on the stock record card. 
A MATERIAL REQUISITION (Figure 1 3 ) is used by the 
different depar tments of a plant in ordering raw material 
from the stock room and contains information which enables 
the stock-keeper to issue the required amoun t and to post it 
to the proper record card. 
Ordinarily the items are depar tment number , da te , job 
number , article, quan t i ty , price, by whom received, and by 
whom signed. 
The foreman of a depar tment or his clerk usually makes 
out the material requisition which is sent to the stock room 
and then to the cost depar tment . 
Fig. 12. One style of Bill of Material Form. 
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Fig. 13. A sample Material Requisition Form. Many styles in use. 
In this way the cost of the material can be charged to the 
job, and the proper entry can also be made on the stock 
record card. 
Other forms of material requisitions are ruled to accom-
modate a number of different items t ha t go into a single job. 
These are used when it is not desirable to issue a separate 
t icket for each kind of material , bu t the whole lot is ordered 
a t one t ime. 
There are a mult i tude of forms from which to select. 
The one in the illustration (Figure 13) is used where only one 
kind of material is ordered on a single requisition. 
Figure 14 shows another form of Mater ia l Requisition, 
and is t aken from Emerson's "Efficiency." This system 
calls for a separate requisition to be made out for each kind 
of material for each order. This requisition must be filled 
out completely and must be signed by some one authorized 
to make the requisition. This card gives the storekeeper 
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Fig. 14. Another form of Material Requisition. With this system a separate 
requisition is made out for each order. 
all t he facts he needs, tells the comptroller where the 
material was used, and allows the manager to check the 
amoun t of material used against the s tandard for a certain 
operation. 
A PRODUCTION O R D E R (Figure 15) is a memorandum 
issued by the factory manager when a job is to be star ted, 
and gives specifications relating to i t . I t contains such 
i tems of information as the order number , da t e wanted, da te 
completed, description of product to be manufactured, kind 
of material , amount , value, etc. This serves the factory 
superintendent as a wri t ten s ta tement of wha t he is to 
manufacture and eliminates oral orders. 
The re are numerous forms of product ion orders which 
are generally divided into two classes. T h e first class is 
used when i t is desired only to regulate t he manufacture and 
record i t ; and the second class, where i t is necessary, in 
addit ion, to send information regarding t he job to the cost 
depar tment . 
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I n the first class, only the da ta relating to the manufac-
ture of the goods is necessary; bu t in the latter , such i tems 
as workmen's t ime, cost of operations, quan t i ty and cost of 
material should be recorded. 
When an order necessitates operations t h a t mus t be 
performed by different depar tments simultaneously, sub-
production orders are issued outlining the work to be done 
by the respective depar tments . 
A copy of the order should be sent to the stock-keeper so 
t h a t he can properly superintend the disbursement of raw 
material . T h e order assures him of the correctness of the 
material requisitions t ha t are sent in by the different depar t -
ments working on the job. 
T H E S E R V I C E CARD (Figure 1 6 ) is a labor requisition or 
voucher. By using this card, the same check can be placed 
on the labor entering into a job as on the material . A 
Fig. 15. A successful Production Order used by one factory. 
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Fig. 16. A Service Requisit ion or Voucher showing standard t ime for handling work 
so that it may be checked against actual t ime. From Emerson's "Efficiency." 
separate card of this sort may be made out for each opera-
tion. Space is allowed for entering the s tandard t ime for 
handling the work so t h a t the actual t ime may be checked 
against the s tandard t ime to determine the efficiency. 
T H E T I M E T I C K E T (Figure 1 7 ) is a memorandum t h a t 
shows how much t ime a workman has spent on a j o b ; and it 
is used as a means of ascertaining labor cost of jobs, prepar-
ing comparat ive records by workmen, furnishing da t a for 
adjusting piece rates , distr ibuting labor cost by accounts, 
depar tments , or workmen, checking pay rolls, and so forth. 
T h e information given on a typical t ime t icket is, work-
man ' s number and name, date , t ime job is begun, t ime job is 
finished, pieces finished, operations, and all other information 
required by the conditions under which the goods are 
manufactured. 
I n a well-regulated factory, the foreman gives a t ime-
ticket to every product ive workman when he begins a job 
and records thereon the t ime s tar ted. This is done either by 
hand or by a t ime-s tamp. 
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Fig. 17. One style of Time Ticket giving satisfaction where applied. 
When a job or operation is finished, the foreman records 
the t ime finished, s tar ts the man on another job, and issues 
a new ticket with the s tar t ing t ime for the second job or 
operation. 
Or the t ime of s tar t ing the second job or operation may 
be noted on the old t icket, according to the kind of t icket . 
T h e t ime-t icket may be issued for the operation, the job, 
the day, or for a series of jobs t h a t cover several days. 
On this account a great variety of t ime-tickets is extant , 
bu t the object of them all is pract ical ly the same—to 
indicate how much t ime each man is employed on a job or 
operation and to give the manager a line on his efficiency. 
Since t ime-tickets embrace information t ha t is related 
directly to cost, the kind of t icket will depend, in large 
measure, upon the kind of cost system in operation. 
Some factories use separate t ime-ticket for each opera-
t ion, as shown in the illustration, Figure 17. 
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These are adequate for the day ra te and piece ra te 
systems of paying men and give the cost depar tment infor-
mat ion whereby the cost of each operation can be posted on 
comparat ive records, together with information t h a t indica-
cates the efficiency of the men. This feature is brought out 
clearly in the description of the Cost System given in 
Chapter X X I I I . 
A P A Y R O L L (Figure 1 8 ) is a record showing the to ta l 
amount of t ime worked by each employee and the amount of 
money he has earned. 
P a y rolls are divided into two general classifications, 
one of which contains all the workmen's t ime and earnings 
on separate sheets, and the other includes this da ta on one 
sheet. 
The forms used in the first class give such information as 
name, date , order, operation, article, number of articles 
made, t ime, ra te , and amount . One individual pay roll 
serves for a number of jobs. 
T h e forms used in the second class contain columns for 
employees' names, t ime, ra te , amount , and so forth. The 
total t ime of each man for the pay period is recorded in the 
t ime column and the amounts are extended. 
Sometimes a separate column is used for the daily t ime of 
each man, and there a re as m a n y c o l u m n s as there are 
days in the pay period. 
A total of these daily amounts a t the end of the period is 
carried into the to ta l t ime column. 
A PRODUCTION R E P O R T (Fig. 1 9 ) gives a depar tmenta l 
record of the various articles made during a certain period of 
t ime, usually a week. 
T h e typical report is ruled in columns, in which are 
recorded the order number, kind of article, operation, 
number made, number rejected, etc. 
If t h e report is used in connection with figuring costs, 
i t contains columns for t ime, ra te of pay, material cost, and 
labor cost. 
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Fig. 20. A suggested form of Finished Stock Record. 
Some forms have columns giving the daily record of 
production for a week, bu t others give only the totals for a 
week. 
I n brief, this report is used for the purpose of laying 
before the management , weekly, the amoun t and cost of 
production for every depar tment . I t can also be used in the 
finished stock room for posting to the finished stock records. 
I t is as necessary to keep a record of the finished product 
or par ts as i t is to keep a record of raw stock. 
T H E F I N I S H E D STOCK RECORD (Figure 20) gives the 
article or par t , the date , the classification, high and low-
water mark, the amount on hand, the amount disposed of, 
and t he balance. 
T h e object of this record is to inform the finished stock-
keeper a t all t imes as to the quan t i ty of each kind of stock on 
hand. 
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Fig. 21. A Foundry Tally Card taken from C. E. Knoeppel's book on "Maximum 
Production." Note the section for "Standard Time." 
By extending the balance after each issue of finished 
par t s or shipment of finished product , he can tell immedi-
ately whether or not it has reached the low water mark . If 
the supply is low he can notify the factory manager, who in 
t u rn s tar t s an order for a new supply. 
This information is especially valuable where staple 
par ts are kep t in stock and are drawn on continuously for 
erection into a finished product . 
T h e information regarding the receipts of finished stock 
can be taken from the product ion reports , and the disburse-
ments can be obtained either from requisitions or from sales 
sheets or shipping orders. 
F rom t ime to t ime, as the stock of pa r t s runs low, a 
physical inventory should be t aken and the records adjusted 
to agree with the stock on hand. 
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Fig. 22. One form of Cost Record. 
FOUNDRY T A L L Y CARD (Figure 21) is t aken from 
C . E . Knoeppel 's " M a x i m u m Product ion in Machine Shop 
and Foundry . " This provides a space for inserting the 
Standard Time so t h a t the relative efficiency of the work-
man may be determined. 
This is an excellent thing to bear in mind in drawing up 
forms for a cost system. By having the s tandard specified, 
you can judge results much more scientifically. 
A COST R E C O R D (Figure 22) shows the cost of each par t 
or article manufactured and includes t h e direct labor cost, 
the indirect labor cost, t he cost of material , the name of the 
article or par t , t he operation, the quan t i ty finished, etc. 
This information is arranged in column form; the i tems 
of cost are recorded opposite each operation. 
A footing of the material and of the direct and indirect 
labor cost columns, on the completion of the last operation, 
gives the total of each of these costs for the complete par t 
or article. 
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A recapitulat ion of these totals gives the to ta l cost. 
Some cost records are ruled to show comparat ive costs 
and defective work, also the selling price and gross profits. 
T h e reverse side of the same Cost Record Card is so 
ruled t h a t the cost by operations can be recorded. This 
affords good da ta for comparat ive purposes, especially as 
between day and piece-workers employed on the same kind 
of work. 
There is perhaps a greater diversity of forms for this 
record than for any other, for a distinct form is necessary 
for practically every individual plant . 
The form of this record, as well as t ha t of other records 
already enumerated, depends entirely upon the cost system 
that is used. I t is because of this interrelation between the 
make-up of the form and the cost system t h a t the services 
of a cost expert are so necessary. 
To the mind t h a t has never made a s tudy of costs, this 
s ta tement is hard to unders tand, b u t it is nevertheless t rue . 
A satisfactory cost system cannot be installed unless it has 
behind it a man thoroughly acquainted with the subject 
and all of its ramifications. 
A web rotary print ing press is a complicated piece of 
machinery to the lay mind, bu t note how smoothly it runs 
and the beautiful work it turns out. 
Likewise a complete cost system appears a hopeless mass 
of detail to the unini t ia ted; ye t when set in motion by the 
man who knows, it becomes a great satisfaction and safe-
guard to the management of a plant . 
At the end of the month a s ta tement should be prepared 
t h a t shows the expenditures of the factory by accounts. 
The illustrations in Figures 23 and 24 are typical s ta te-
ments of this kind. 
They give an analysis of expenses relative to factory 
operation, including amounts expended for direct and in-
direct labor and material . Forms may be used on which 
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152 Efficient Cost Keeping 
the expenditures for the factory can be summarized either 
as a whole or by depar tments . 
The cost price of the goods sold during the month , the 
inventory a t the beginning and end of the month , the 
amount of finished goods on hand, amount in process, and so 
forth can also be recorded. 
The s ta tement may be made comparat ive by ruling 
columns for the expenditures dur ing the corresponding 
months of the previous year. 
An ordinary ledger may be used for keeping these ac-
counts , bu t a regular f a c t o r y ledger , d e s c r i b e d later, is 
be t te r adapted to the purpose. 
T h e tabula t ion of i tems on this s ta tement can be handled 
to best advan tage on the adding machine. By placing the 
s ta tement in the adding machine carriage, the i tems can be 
added and listed very quickly. T h e advantage of using a 
machine for this kind of work lies in the fact t h a t it does it 
more rapidly than it can be done by hand and the totals are 
always correct. 
A COST R E C O R D OF S A L E S (Figure 2 5 ) shows an abs t rac t 
of sales made during the month and a classification of t he 
different articles sold. I t may be ruled to include cost of 
labor, material and burden. 
Some of the records are ruled so t h a t individual sales 
can be posted, and others are ruled for daily totals . 
The adding machine is very useful for tabula t ing the 
i tems on this kind of sheet. 
A N INVENTORY R E C O R D is a record t h a t shows the to ta l 
amoun t of stock on hand and its value. 
T h e i l lustrat ion in Figure 2 6 is a typical inventory sheet 
t h a t gives the quan t i ty , price, and value of every kind of 
raw stock, semi-finished mater ia l , and finished product on 
hand a t the close of the year. 
I n preparing inventories, care should be taken to include 
goods in process. 
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Where the inventory is used in connection with a stock 
and cost system, it should be divided into raw material , 
goods in process, and goods finished. 
T h e amount and cost of raw material should be entered 
on stock cards or sheets according to kind. T h e posting is 
made in the balance column, which, if the stock cards have 
been properly kept , will agree with the balance obtained by 
deducting the last amount of raw material issued. 
T h e goods in process, their cost, and the last operation 
performed upon them, should be entered on a cost sheet by 
order numbers . 
T h e quan t i ty and cost of goods finished should be 
entered on the finished stock record. 
Fig. 26. A typical Form for the Raw Stock Inventory, illustrating how the adding 
machine may be used on the various forms in connection with a Cost System. 
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C H A P T E R X X 
Final Disposition of Cost Figures 
How they enter into the General Accounting System 
UP to this point we have taken into consideration the various elements t h a t const i tute cost of production, 
together wi th numerous modifications t h a t arise 
under varying conditions. 
Firs t we explained how wages are paid, then how inven-
tories are taken, how raw stock is handled, how burden is 
dis t r ibuted, and the kinds of forms used in keeping the cost 
records. 
This natural ly leads to the inquiry, " W h a t is done with 
the cost figures after they have been collected?" 
They must be posted either as debits or credits to cer-
ta in accounts . Therefore, i t is necessary to design a Sys-
tem of Dis t r ibut ion t h a t will provide accounts to which all 
productive and non-productive labor, material , general and 
other expenses can be charged. 
I t should be arranged so t h a t charges can be made 
against each depar tment and also against any shop or pro-
duction order so as to give an accurate analysis of cost. 
All material requisit ions and labor t ickets pertaining to 
a production order should bear the order number , and on 
the labor t ickets t he depar tment number should also be 
recorded. If the order is for p lan t repairs or be t te rments , 
both requisitions and labor t ickets should bear the n u m b e r 
of t he depar tmen t for which the improvement or the repairs 
are made . 
B y thus identifying the labor t icket or requisition for 
material with a job and depar tment , i t becomes compara-
t ively easy to distr ibute the cost to the depar tment account 
and to the job. 
[155 
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As has been pointed out before, it is absolutely necessary 
to draw a distinct line between the selling and manufac-
tur ing end of a business. 
T h e cost to make goods is one thing, the cost to sell is 
qui te another , and if this fact is borne in mind from the 
outset a great amount of confusion will be avoided. 
T h e following " Ca rd of Accounts" is typical of a large 
manufacturing business and is so arranged t h a t all accounts , 
including selling, manufacturing and general expense i tems, 
are segregated into their proper groups. 
A " c a r d " for a large business has been selected because 
i t shows wha t is necessary for accurate accounting in big 
concerns and a t the same t ime includes all of the fewer 
accounts which are necessary to smaller concerns. 
For instance, out of the forty-one general accounts 
shown, a small concern could select possibly fifteen or 
twenty which would answer all its requirements . The first 
th ing before establishing a set of account numbers , is to 
decide what depar tments and i tems you wish separate ac-
counts for, and which ones natura l ly group themselves 
together under one account number . 
Again it is essential to make the system fit the business. 
Above all, when requirements change and new conditions 
arise, do not t ry to crowd expenses on one account number 
jus t because you have no other place to charge them. I t is 
much easier to assign new account numbers and means 
more accurate, scientific results. 
All of the general accounts shown on this card, t h a t 
present any difficulty in unders tanding are described briefly, 
so t h a t a little s tudy of t hem should give the reader a very 
clear idea of wha t each one is intended to include and how 
it is used. 
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C A R D O F A C C O U N T S 
CAPITAL ASSETS 
1—Patent Account. 
2—Good Will Account. 
3—Real Estate and Building Account. 
4—Special Tools Account. 
5—Plant Machinery and Equipment Account. 
This includes all machinery, shafting, pulleys, belts, standard 
bench tools, boilers, piping, ventilators, motors, etc. 
6—Patterns and Drawings Account. 
This includes all patterns, drawings and blueprints necessary to 
the manufacture of the product. 
7—Inventions Account. 
This includes cost of experimental work and development of 
new features. 
8—Factory Furniture and Fixtures Account. 
This includes all furniture, fixtures and apparatus necessary to 
the factory. 
9—Office Furniture and Fixtures Account. 
This includes all articles of this nature pertaining to the general 
office equipment. 
FACTORY INVENTORIES 
10—Raw Material and Supplies Account. 
This includes raw stock, millwright and small tool stores, pack-
ing cases, etc., which may be treated as separate accounts where 
the nature of the business demands it. 
11—Finished Parts Account. 
This includes all finished stock and accessories which can be 
treated as separate accounts when necessary. 
12—Miscellaneous Inventory Account. 
This includes scrap, inventory adjustments, dismantled 
machines, etc., which may also be treated as separate accounts. 
13—Work in Process Account. 
This includes all parts and sections of a product that are in 
process of construction, together with all labor and material 
expended on them. 
14—Experimental Work in Process. 
This account includes all labor and material expended on experi-
mental work. 
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FACTORY OPERATING ACCOUNTS 
15—Operating Expense Accounts. (Distributed over all Burden.) 
These accounts consist of such items as building and machinery 
expense, electric light, power, and heat, a separate account being 
kept for each. 
16—Factory Production Expense Accounts. (Distributed over all 
Production Department Burden Accounts.) 
These accounts cover such items as inspectors' school, finished 
stock, stock order and standard departments. 
17—General Factory Expense Accounts. (Distributed over all 
Burden Accounts.) 
These accounts cover factory managers and janitors, receiving 
and raw stock departments, tool supply department, printing and 
stationery, drayage and miscellaneous freight and express. 
Under each of the Fac tory Operat ing Accounts are t h e 
following sub-accounts : Salaries, labor supplies, repairs , 
light, heat , gas, furniture and fixtures, insurance, taxes, e tc . 
FACTORY BURDEN ACCOUNTS 
18—Repair and Construction Burden Accounts. 
These accounts cover such items as millwright and carpenter 
departments, tool designing, inventions, tool and pattern making, 
experimental work, etc. 
19—Manufacturing Department Expense Accounts. 
These accounts cover all of the various manufacturing depart-
ments, testing, inspecting, cleaning, assembling, polishing, japan-
ning or painting and shipping departments. 
Under each of t he Manufactur ing D e p a r t m e n t Expense 
Accounts are sub-accounts for salaries, non-product ive 
labor, supplies, repairs, light, power, gas, heat , overt ime 
allowance, etc. 
20—Pay Roll Accrued Account. 
21—General Ledger Account. 
INVENTORIES OF FINISHED PRODUCT 
22—Finished Product at Factory Account. 
23—Finished Product with Agents' Account. 
24—Models Account. 
25—Advertising and Stationery Stores Account. 
26—Accessories to Product Account. 
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CURRENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
27—Accounts Receivable Accounts. 
These accounts cover agents' accounts, miscellaneous personal 
accounts, reserve for doubtful accounts, accrued interest, etc. 
28—Bills Receivable Accounts. 
These accounts cover bills receivable and reserve for doubtful 
notes. 
29—Cash Accounts. 
These accounts cover cash in bank, petty cash, postage fund, 
paymasters' fund, etc. 
30—Capital Stock Accounts. 
These accounts cover capital and unissued stock. 
31—Accounts Payable Accounts. 
These accounts cover such items as audited and unaudited 
vouchers, accrued taxes, bills payable, prospective commissions, 
cash on unfilled orders, etc. 
32—Surplus Accounts. 
These accounts cover profit and loss, surplus and dividends. 
SALES AND COST OF SALES 
33—Sales Accounts. 
These accounts cover sales of the product and accessories, 
together with cancellations and exchanges. 
34—Cost of Sales Accounts. 
These accounts cover all costs for selling the product and its 
accessories. 
35—Other Income Accounts. 
These accounts cover the income from such sources as rents, 
interest, and miscellaneous income. 
SELLING AND DISTRIBUTING EXPENSES 
36—Commission Account. 
37—Repairs Account. 
38—Allowance Account. 
39—Freight and Express Account. 
40—Selling Expense Account. 
These accounts cover all expenses incurred for general sales 
department, agencies, advertising, etc. 
There are sub-accounts for each of these accounts, such 
as salaries, supplies, postage, traveling expenses, telephone, 
telegraph, taxes, insurance, rents , conventions, etc. 
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GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
41—Administrative and General Office Accounts. 
These accounts cover expenses for the president, general mana-
ger and assistant, together with expenses for the various admin-
istrative departments. 
There are sub-accounts for each of these to cover offi-
cers' salaries, office salaries, supplies, postage, heat , l ight, 
power, taxes, insurance, depreciation, repairs, t raveling ex-
penses, donations, jani tors , etc. 
Where sub-accounts are used it is cus tomary to number 
t h e m from " 1 " upwards and to designate t hem by writ ing 
the general account number followed by a dash and the sub-
account number . 
Thus , referring to the "Ca rd of Accoun t s " a t the division 
headed "Fac to ry Burden Accounts , " the salaries p a i d in the 
manufacturing depar tment would be designated by Account 
No . " 1 9 - 1 , " the " 1 9 " refers to manufac tur ing depa r tmen t , 
and the " 1 " refers to "salaries ," which is the first of the 
sub-accounts. 
Since the factory depar tment of a manufactur ing busi-
ness is a very impor tan t pa r t of the establ ishment , it is 
cus tomary to segregate all i tems pertaining strictly to the 
factory into a factory ledger. This ledger is divided in to 
groups of accounts adapted to the line of business for which 
it is used. 
For the purpose of illustration, the following outline of 
a typical factory ledger is shown. By careful s tudy i t will 
be seen t h a t several of the accounts in this factory ledger 
correspond to the factory accounts ment ioned in the general 
" C a r d of Accounts ." All other accounts for the selling and 
adminis t ra t ive end of the business are kep t in the general 
ledger or ledgers. 
F A C T O R Y L E D G E R A C C O U N T S 
Group 1—Controlling Account. General Ledger. 
Group 2—Raw Stock and Supplies Account. 
a. Raw Stock Stores. c. Packing Cases. 
b. Millwright Stores. d. Small Tool Stores. 
Group 3—Finished Parts and Stock Account. 
Group 4—Work in Process Account. 
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Group 5—General Expense Account. 
a. Building Expense. e. Heating. 
b. Machinery Expense. f. General Tool Expense. 
c. Electric Light and Power. g. General Factory 
d. Gas, Fuel and Lighting. Expense. 
Group 6—Repairs and Construction Department Burden Accounts. 
a. Machine Shop. d. Pattern Shop. 
b. Tool Making Shop. e. Electric Shop. 
c. Carpenter Shop. 
Group 7—Production Department Burden Account. 
a. Milling Machines. e. Assembling. 
b. Screw Machines. f. Erecting. 
c. Punch Presses. g. Inspecting. 
d. Drill Presses. 
Group 8—Shipping Expenses. 
T h e factory ledger bears the same relat ion to the general 
ledger as the various other subsidiary ledgers or accounts 
bear to the general ledger. 
A general scheme of this relation is i l lustrated by the 
diagram in Figure 27, in which the factory ledger and sub-
sidiary accounts are represented as separate books. I t is 
not necessary, however, to have separate books, except in 
large manufacturing concerns where it is more convenient 
to do so. 
I n a small concern the various subsidiary accounts, in-
cluding the factory ledger accounts, may be subdivisions of 
the general ledger, a l though it is generally desirable to have 
a separate ledger for factory accounts. 
Begin with the Fac tory Ledger in the diagram and it 
will be seen t h a t the typical accounts comprising this ledger 
are R a w Stock and Supplies, Finished Pa r t s and Stock, 
Work in Process, General Expense, Repai r and Construc-
tion Depa r tmen t Burden, Product ion Depa r tmen t Burden, 
and Shipping Expense. 
All of these accounts converge into a Fac tory Ledger 
Controlling Account to which their to ta l debits or credits 
are posted and which forms the door of exit, so to speak, 
from the Factory Ledger. 
T h e corresponding door of entry to the General Ledger is 
a similar Controlling Account, with the exception t h a t the 
debits and credits are the reverse of the debits and credits 
in the Fac tory Ledger Controlling Account. 
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Fig. 27. A suggestion, showing how the various Factory Accounts tie up with each 
other and with the General Books of Account. Of course the various accounts could be 
changed to meet the firm's individual requirements. 
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T h e various subsidiary ledgers for the general accounts 
also have corresponding controlling accounts in the general 
ledger similar to the one i l lustrated for the Fac tory Ledger. 
I n this way the to ta l debits and credits for all subsid-
iary accounts are gathered into the general ledger. Bu t 
since this book t rea ts principally of factory costs, our a t ten-
t ion will be devoted to the Fac tory Ledger. 
T h e first account covers raw stock and supplies used in 
connect ion with the factory ou tpu t and all other material 
in the na tu re of factory supplies. This account is debited 
for all stock and supplies received into the factory and cred-
ited for all t h a t is used. The credits are obtained from the 
mater ia l and supply requisitions. 
T h e account for finished par ts and stock, covers finished 
manufactured par t s and all stock which is purchased in fin-
ished condition, b u t which is only a pa r t t h a t goes into the 
finished product . I t is usually known as semi-finished 
stock. This account is debited with all receipts and credited 
with all disbursements made on requisitions for finished 
par t s or stock. 
T h e Work in Process Account covers all unfinished par t s 
or products in the factory, is debited with all labor, bur-
den and material used, and credited with finished par t s or 
products . Th is account is the most active of the factory 
accounts since practically all the material and labor ex-
pended is controlled by this account. 
T h e General Expense Account covers such i tems as are 
shown in Group 5 of the Fac tory Ledger "Card of Accounts ," 
and is debited with all general expense i tems and credited 
with t he to ta l amount t h a t is distr ibuted between t h e Pro-
duct ive Depa r tmen t Burden Account, Repair and Construc-
t ion D e p a r t m e n t Burden Account and Shipping Expense 
Account. 
T h e Repair and Construction Depa r tmen t Burden Ac-
count covers such i tems as are shown in Group 6 , and is 
debi ted with indirect labor, supplies, repairs, general ex-
pense, e tc . , and credited with the to ta l amount distr ibuted 
to D e p a r t m e n t Burden Accounts on the basis of product ive 
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A section of the Accounting Department of the Gulf Pipe Line Company, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. This concern uses seven Burroughs Listing Machines. Mr. B. W. Grant, 
Asst. Secy. and Local Auditor, says: "There are 35 employees in this department and 
we est imate that these machines save at least the services of four men. If we were to 
attempt to do without these machines entirely it would cost us alone for additional 
help to turn out the reports we now do at least $500 per month. We make a number 
of daily reports of from five to ten sheets each carrying from one to three and some 
of the statements four columns of figures, and making eight and ten copies of each 
statement. These statements alone, if the figures were added mentally, would take 
from four to five hours longer each day." 
hours. (This basis is used, of course, in only those fac-
tories using the Direct Labor Hours' Method of Burden 
distribution. See pages 119-122.) 
The Production Department Burden Account covers 
items as shown in Group 7, and is debited with indirect 
labor, supplies, repairs, and general expense and credited 
with the total amount distributed to work in process. 
The Shipping Expense Account covers all items inci-
dental to shipping, and is debited with all such expenses, 
exclusive of freight and express, and credited with the total 
amount that is distributed to the cost of the product 
shipped. 
While the above explanation of a factory accounting 
system is more or less in skeleton form, it gives a good gen-
eral idea of the system of distributing the numerous debit 
and credit items and shows how the results are finally dis-
posed of. 
C H A P T E R X X I 
Cutting the Costs of Keeping Costs 
AN author i ty on scientific m a n a g e m e n t , after making a t r ip through a factory t h a t was considered efficient, 
said: 
"Your methods in your manufacturing depar tments show 
high efficiency, minimum waste. W h y do you not use the 
same methods in your office and accounting work? Here 
I have noted great wastes—$25-a-week bookkeepers are 
spending their brain and energy adding figures t h a t a 
machine would add more accurately and quickly. I n your 
factory you use machines to conserve man power. In your 
office you are wasting brain power—the most valuable thing 
your employees give y o u . " 
T h e efficient t ype of manager realizes t h a t his account-
ing depar tment tu rns out a product just as much as does 
his machine shop or foundry. 
T h e raw materials are different—paper, ink, pencils, and 
brains in the office, compared with carloads of iron and 
steel in the shop. 
I n the accounting depar tment , t he products are invoices, 
s ta tements , pay rolls, and records. I t is jus t as impor tan t 
t h a t you know the cost of turn ing out these records as t h a t 
you know the cost of producing the goods you sell. 
T h e same principles of Scientific Management t h a t are 
applied to your manufacturing processes can be used to jus t 
as great advantage in turn ing out your office product . 
T h e Curt is Publishing Company, of Philadelphia, has 
placed its entire office organization on a definite basis of 
production. S tandards have been established for every 
kind of work and the employees are judged by these s tand-
ards and rewarded accordingly. 
T ime and motion studies of each office operat ion have 
been made . Lost energy has been eliminated. 
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A manual of s tandard practice instructions has been 
prepared, which covers every p o s i t i o n in t he office. By 
motion s tudy and analysis, the best way of handling each 
kind of work has been found and embodied in these 
instructions. 
Ins tead of an employee who is only 7 5 % efficient, t r a in -
ing in a new worker, this Company pu t s each new employee 
through a course of training in the best way to handle his 
work. 
The work of any office, no ma t t e r how small, can be 
p u t on jus t such a scientific basis. T h e impor tan t th ing is 
to make your office people realize t he value of time. E m -
phasize the impor tance of not wasting t ime on detail work 
t h a t can be handled more cheaply by a machine. 
T h e factory manager uses au tomat ic machinery every-
where he can in manufactur ing to save h u m a n labor. H e 
realizes t h a t this produces a greater ou tpu t a t less expense 
and with less waste . 
Yet t he factory is not efficient if in the office a $20-a-
week cost keeper is adding figures t h a t a $6-a-week clerk 
and an adding machine could handle in one-quarter the 
t ime and with absolute accuracy. 
The efficient office manager employs machines to handle 
the adding, mult iplying, subtract ing, and dividing in his 
office and thus saves his employees' brains for more valuable 
work. H e realizes t h a t he is paying his employees for their 
t ime, and t h a t wasted time means money lost. 
T h e efficient manager pu ts a p remium on thinking—not 
mere doing. As a result he secures a larger office ou tpu t a t 
less expense. 
If you would check the i tems your clerks handle in 
every operation for even a single day, t hen compare i t with 
wha t the same clerks can do on a machine, you would real-
ize how much machines mean. 
For example, suppose you have 1000 extensions a 
day to be made on piece-work t ickets, and a $15-per-week 
bookkeeper does the work in 3 ½ hours, and thus cost you 
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$1.15. A Burroughs cost keeping machine and an $8-a-
week cost clerk could do the same work in 2 hours a t a cost of 
$0.36, and thus save you $237 a year on this one i tem. If 
the cost clerk uses a Burroughs Calculating Machine he can 
do the work in 1½ hours, and thus save $264 a year. 
On an actual test made between a machine and a hand-
figured p a y r o l l , the following start l ing comparison was 
shown: A $20-a-week clerk, making up a pay roll (75 
men, 900 t ime slips) by h a n d and pencil, required 12 hours 
to do the work, a t a cost of $5.30 a week. The same pay 
roll, including all extensions, making of pay roll sheet, etc. , 
was handled by the same bookkeeper and a Burroughs in 
5 hours , costing $2.20. I n other words, a saving of $3.10 
a week, or $161.20 a year, was shown on pay roll work 
alone. 
T h e machine means a gain in money-saving efficiency in 
every line of work the cost depar tment handles, jus t as an 
au tomat ic machine means a saving of t ime and a gain in 
efficiency in the factory. 
These facts are worth remembering when t rying to 
ascertain the least expensive way to find your costs of 
production accurately. 
C. E . Knoeppel says in " M a x i m u m Product ion in 
Machine Shop and F o u n d r y " : "As to mechanical aids in 
accounting, I am of the firm belief t h a t t hey can be used 
to decided advantage in any foundry office. W h a t an 
executive wants is a knowledge of his results as quickly as 
they can be gotten to him, and if he is forced to depend upon 
his clerks to add columns of figures, multiply and divide, 
wi thout the aid of mechanical devices, he must either 
employ a large force of clerks or wait for his information 
unti l it is too late to be of value. 
"A progressive manager should do neither when an 
installation of machines makes it possible not only to oper-
ate wi th a minimum number of clerks, bu t to secure his 
information on t ime. One of the most prominent manufac-
turers of adding and listing machines has a machine pecu-
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liarly adapted to the needs of the foundry business, in t h a t 
pounds, hours, dollars,* can be added a t one t ime, materially 
reducing the work of summarizing product ion costs accord-
ing to the various classifications. There are several makes of 
multiplying and dividing machines, any one of which will 
pay for itself within a short t ime, for they not only make 
the work easier for the clerks, bu t enable t h e m to do their 
work with much more rapidi ty . T h e most impor tan t result 
is t h e a b s o l u t e a c c u r a c y w i t h w h i c h t h e m a c h i n e can 
be made to opera te . " 
*See illustrations of machines on pages 180 and 182. 
"No man should be employed at a task which a machine can 
perform" -Chas. W. Eliot 
C H A P T E R X X I I 
The Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine 
W h a t it is, How Operated, How it Helps 
the Cost Keeper 
TH E adding machine plays so impor tan t a pa r t in the operation of a successful cost system, tha t a brief descrip-
t ion of the Burroughs here will make the remainder 
of this book easier to follow. 
T h e Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine has two 
very definite and very distinct functions, bo th of which, 
however, are performed simultaneously by the same mech-
anism. 
1. I t writes down figures jus t as much more legibly than 
they can be wri t ten down by hand, as a typewri ter writes 
letters more legibly t h a n they can be wri t ten by hand. The 
writing is faster t h a n on a typewriter , because several keys 
can be operated a t a single motion, and all ciphers and 
punctuat ion pr in t automatical ly where required. 
2. I t automatical ly adds all the figures it writes down, 
and is ready a t any t ime, by the mere operation of a handle, 
to record, wi thout the possibility of error, the absolutely 
correct tota l of all the figures wri t ten, a tota l which has been 
accumulat ing in the machine during the writing operation. 
Now, as more t h a n 90 per cent of all the t ime of all the 
clerks who are employed in the accounting and cost de-
par tments of all the businesses of all the world is spent in writ-
ing down, adding, and multiplying figures; and as the Bur-
roughs Adding and List ing Machine writes with vast ly greater 
speed t h a n any man can write by hand, writes more legibly, 
more regularly, and in absolutely even columns—were this 
its only function, its existence would be more t h a n justified; 
it would be a paying purchase a t its present price for almost 
any large business. 
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Fig. 28. It took 9 minutes to write, add and verify the above list by hand. The same 
work was done on the Burroughs in one and one-half minutes. 
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B u t the Burroughs does more than this . 
For the addit ion of all the figures wri t ten down is done 
in literally no t ime a t all; the mere writing of t hem down 
serves a t the same ins tant automatical ly to add them and, 
wha t is more impor tant , to add them without the possibility 
of error. 
As a ma t t e r of fact, i t takes the average clerk about nine 
minutes to write down and add the column of figures shown 
in Figure 28. 
This isn ' t the fastest work t ha t can be done, nor the 
slowest. 
B u t the most experienced bookkeeper in the world is 
absolutely obliged to check over his addit ion after he has 
made it, in order to be a t all certain t ha t his result is correct. 
T h e average operator—here again, not the fastest, nor 
the slowest—can wri te down from the same da ta the same 
list of figures on the Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine 
in approximately a minute and a half. 
When he has finished listing, the movement of a lever or 
the pressing of a bar prints the correct addit ion a t the bot-
Fig. 29. Machine 20 seconds. Hand 2 minutes. This shows how the Burroughs may 
be used to add tons and hundred weight. Special Burroughs are arranged to add 
hours and minutes, fractions, and other compound numbers. 
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The smallest Burroughs List-
ng Machine. A seven-column 
Visible Burroughs. Prints on 
roll paper only. Low keyboard 
construction makes it a conve-
nient machine for use on book-
keeper's or timekeeper's desk. 
A ten-column Burroughs Vis-
ible with wide carriage which 
takes a sheet up to 20 inches 
wide. Keyboard may be split 
to add two columns at the same 
time, as hours and amounts. 
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tom of the column and automatical ly marks the amount so 
printed as a to ta l by print ing a s tar (*) beside it. 
N o amount of checking over can make a correct result 
more correct; and since the addit ion of the Burroughs Adding 
and Listing Machine cannot , by any possibility, be wrong, 
no checking is required. 
Here is a clean saving of five-sixths of the t ime required 
for a very simple ari thmetical proposit ion—the kind of 
work t h a t most clerks are doing most of every day. 
T a k e the ma t t e r of mul t ip lying; suppose your cost 
clerk has the following extensions on piece-work t ime t ickets 
to m a k e : 
141 @ .12 a 100 57 @ .50 a 100 
100 @ .50 a 100 568 @ .20 a 100 
225 @ .20 a 100 
T h e average cost clerk, using paper and pencil, would 
require about 2 m i n u t e s t o m a k e t h e s e e x t e n s i o n s and 
secure a total . An average Burroughs operator and a Cal-
culating Machine can do the same work in 35 seconds. An 
expert can do it in 25 seconds. 
Fig. SO. Adding hours and minutes mentally is a tedious proposition. The above 
example was added on a Burroughs arranged to add hours and minutes in 20 seconds. 
The same work would take at least 1 ½ minutes by hand. 
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A Burroughs Visible of 9 col-
umns' adding capacity. Prints 
on roll paper or wide sheets such 
as pay roll forms, cost records, 
etc., up to inches wide. 
A seven-column Bur-
roughs which will help 
c o s t k e e p e r s in t h e i r 
work. For roll paper 
or wide sheets up to 
1 2 ¼ inches wide. 
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Fig. 31. The above machine work was done in 12 seconds on a Burroughs. The same 
work done mentally took 1 minute—a saving of 48 seconds on this simple operation. 
The Burroughs is a wonderful time-saver in adding hours and fractions of hours. 
The operation of the Burroughs listing machine is 
extremely simple. A boy or girl can learn to operate it in 
a few minutes. 
Figures are "put into" the machine by simply touching 
the tops of the keys. The figures are printed on paper in 
even columns and added by pulling a handle or, on the 
electrically operated machine, by touching a bar. 
After each addition, the adding wheels show the total. 
This may be printed, at any time, by simply depressing a 
total key while the handle is moved forward. 
The Burroughs subtracts, multiplies, and divides faster 
than the problem can be written down with paper and pencil. 
There are special Burroughs machines fitted for han-
dling all the problems of the cost keeper. 
Burroughs machines are built to handle your work as 
you are doing it now. It is not necessary to change your 
system to use a Burroughs. We will furnish the machine 
to meet your requirements. 
The Burroughs Duplex is a very valuable time-saving 
machine for handling costs. It is a machine with two sets 
One concern handles the writing of a 2300-man Pay Roll in 8 hours a week by 
Burroughs. The weekly saving over the hand method is about 16 hours. This means 
a money saving of over $350 per year. In addition, the work is absolutely accurate. It 
is neat and legible. 
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" One Machine That Works Like Two" 177 
of adding wheels, each of which will accumulate a total up 
to the full keyboard capacity of the machine. Thus, with 
a nine-column Burroughs Duplex, it is possible to list and 
total items aggregating eighteen columns; with a seventeen 
column machine it is possible to list and total items aggre-
gating thirty-four columns. 
The Duplex is capable of doing three different classes of 
work. 
First—It can list and add items like the regular Bur-
roughs, take totals and sub-totals. 
Second—It can list and add groups of 
items, print the total for each group, and 
then give the grand total of all the 
groups. This is convenient for securing 
separate totals of each workman's earn-
ings and a grand total of all at one 
operation. 
This is done by use of the Transfer 
Total Key, by which each group total is 
printed, cleared from the upper adding 
wheels, and transferred to the lower add-
ing wheels where the grand total is accumulated. 
Third—It can list and add two sets of items in one 
column or in separate columns, each of which can be 
accumulated into a total equal to the full capacity of the 
machine. This can be used in adding day workers' earnings 
in upper adding wheels, piece-workers' in lower, etc. 
The operation of the two sets of accumulators is con-
trolled by the Duplex lever which is located at the left side 
of the keyboard. This is in a convenient location for the 
operation of the lever with the left hand. 
When the lever is set in the position of "Upper Counter," 
items listed are accumulated in the upper set of adding 
wheels. When in the "Lower Counter" position, the items are 
accumulated in the lower set of, adding wheels. 
Fig. 32. This is the lever 
that controls the two 
sets of adding wheels. 
This 9-column Burroughs 
Duplex has 18 columns' 
adding capacity because of 
its two sets of adding wheels. 
This is the "machine that 
remembers totals." 
One of the big Burroughs Cost Keeping Machines. The Duplex feature gives this 
machine 34 columns' adding capacity; The Unlimited Split Device makes it possible 
to divide the machine into as many adding and printing sections as desired. 
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Following are some of the things which a Duplex 
Burroughs will handle in a Cost D e p a r t m e n t : 
With the machine it is possible to secure the cost of jobs by depart-
ments, together with the grand total for all departments, at one handling 
of the figures. 
A total of the pay roll can be obtained for each department of a 
plant, and a grand total for all departments can be printed without 
putting the department totals back into the machine. 
Total labor cost can be secured by accounts, together with the grand 
total of cost, at one operation. 
Each sheet of a pay roll can be totaled and a grand total of the en-
tire roll secured at one operation. 
Cost and Selling Price can both be added and listed at one operation 
in the same or separate column on the sheet, and the items marked to 
distinguish the Cost Price from the Sales Price. 
The total weekly or monthly earnings of each workman, and a grand 
total for all workmen, can be obtained at one operation, as in Figure 33. 
T h e Burroughs Unlimited Split feature greatly in-
creases the possibilities of t he Burroughs for pay roll work 
because it permits the handling of several columns a t the 
same t ime. 
Fig. 33. This Pay Roll was made on a Burroughs Duplex. The columns for each 
workman were cross-added and totals stored away, so that a grand total of all workmen 
could be secured at one operation. 
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Keyboard view of a Burroughs 11-column machine arranged to add hours and minutes 
as well as dollars and cents. 
This 15-column Burroughs has its keyboard divided so that hours and ¼ hours can 
be added in the left hand section and amount of pay in the right hand section at the 
same operation. Of course it can be used for all other figure work the same as any 
Burroughs. 
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I t enables the 
operator to divide 
the machine into 
as many adding 
sections as he de-
sires. This is done 
by means of small 
levers a t the top 
of keyboard. For 
instance, a fifteen 
c o l u m n D u p l e x 
machine equipped 
w i t h U n l i m i t e d 
Split device may 
be divided so t h a t 
you can add six 
c o l u m n s of five 
figures each at the 
same t ime. If you 
wish some of these 
c o l u m n s n o t t o 
a d d , t h e levers c a n be so a r r a n g e d i n s t a n t l y . 
The name "Unlimited Spl i t" is well chosen because the 
machine has unlimited possibilities. The levers can be 
changed in a fraction of a minute because there is no 
complicated mechanism to be manip-
ulated. 
I n handling pay rolls with this 
device, the employee's number, hours 
worked, and amoun t of pay can be run 
off a t one operation. 
Wi th the Duplex Unlimited Split 
Machine, by using this method instead 
of taking a grand to ta l each t ime the 
depar tment pay roll is finished, the 
operator can t ake a transfer to ta l . 
Fig. 34. A sample of work done on the Burroughs Du-
plex with keyboard divided so that hours, hours, and 
amounts can be added and listed at one operation. 
Showing the details of 
the Unlimited Split Device. 
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Keyboard view of 15-column Burroughs Duplex Cost and Pay Roll Machine. On 
this machine hours and amounts for day workers and piece-workers are added at the 
same t ime and separate totals accumulated. 
Nine-Column Adding-Subtracting Burroughs. This machine adds and subtracts with 
equal ease, and prints the net difference on taking a total. In figuring stock cards, this 
machine will add the stock received, subtract stock given out and automatically com-
pute the balance on hand. 
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Fig. 35. A comparison between Pay Rolls written by hand and machine. To write 
and add. the figures took 25 minutes by hand. The machine did the same work in 
seven minutes and did it neatly and accurately. 
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Thus he secures separate totals of the hours and amounts 
in departments, and the grand total of hours and amounts 
for the entire pay roll is accumulated in the lower adding 
wheels. 
When so ordered, Burroughs machines in the 9, 11, 13, 
15, and 17-column sizes may be equipped with the Unlim-
ited Split Device. 
The Burroughs Machine used in a great many cost de-
partments, is the Burroughs Duplex with 15 or 17 columns' 
adding and listing capacity (30 or 34 columns with Duplex 
feature). This machine is electrically operated and may 
have a carriage for handling sheets 12¼" or 18" wide. It may 
have the Unlimited Split Device so that the keyboard may 
be divided into two or more adding sections. A machine 
may be arranged to add hours and minutes, or whole num-
bers and fractions. 
Thus the workman's time and earnings can be written 
and added at one operation by dividing the keyboard into 
two sections. 
Figure 36 shows an example of work done on the 15-
column Unlimited Split Duplex Cost and Pay Roll Machine. 
Here the hours, fraction of hours, amount of earnings of 
day workers are added in the upper adding wheels. The 
items for piece-workers are added in the lower adding wheels, 
separate totals of day and piece-workers and a grand total 
of all secured at one operation. 
The hand-written figures show what would be necessary 
to do this same work with pencil and paper. The work on 
the machine was done by an average operator in 30 seconds. 
To do the work by hand took a mental calculator 3 ½ 
minutes. 
This means a saving of 75 minutes a day if you have 
500 items a day to handle. In dollars and cents this 
would amount to $2.00 a week if you pay your cost 
clerk $12.00 a week. In a year the saving would amount 
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Fig. 36. A comparison between hand and machine methods. Hours, fractions of 
hours and amounts for day workers and piece-workers are added and listed and separate 
totals secured at one operation by the machine. Work took 80 seconds by machine, 3 ½ 
minutes by hand. Adding machine figures preceded by dashes are decimals represent-
ing fractions. 
to $104.00. Suppose it is required to add some requisi-
tions for material to find the cost of material for a 
certain job. The r igh t -hand section of the machine 
only is used. 
Again, suppose there are some extensions to be made. 
For instance, 3425 pieces a t $2.14 a hundred, a n d 1495 
pieces a t $4.12 a hundred. 
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These clerks handle 750 to 1,000 extensions an hour on the Burroughs Calculating 
Machine. These are used for checking time slips for piece-workers and day workers. 
These extensions involve multiplication which can be 
done very quickly on the machine, and give an absolute 
proof of the work. The r ight-hand section is used for these 
operations and the calculations came from the machine as 
shown in Figure 37. This work can be done on the ma-
chine by an average operator in 15 seconds. I t would require 
30 seconds if done by hand. By pointing off the result t he 
Fig. 37. Extension made on Burroughs in 15 seconds, or half 
as long as required by mental method. 
proper n u m -
ber of places, 
the amount in 
d o l l a r s a n d 
c e n t s is o b -
t a i n e d . T h e 
decimal points 
in this case are 
represented by 
the v e r t i c a l 
lines which are 
p u t i n b y 
hand. 
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One of the greatest advantages of a listing machine for 
such work as this lies in the fact that every step of the 
calculation is printed on the paper. Where printed lists 
are not required, greater speed can be obtained on the 
Burroughs Calculator. The work shown in Figure 37 could 
be handled by an average operator on a B u r r o u g h s 
Calculating Machine (Non-Listing) in 10 seconds. 
A very little practice soon makes a machine operator 
quite expert in multiplying, and when once he has mastered 
the operation, he will never want to give it up. 
The Burroughs Calculating Machine, (Non-Listing,) is a 
great assistance to the cost keeper in figuring time tickets, 
pro-rating, and all work requiring Division, Multiplication, 
Subtraction, and Addition where no printed record is 
necessary. 
This is a light, portable machine which can easily be 
carried around the office and takes up little room on the desk. 
This machine does not print figures, but the result of any 
operation is always plainly visible on the adding wheels. 
Merely depressing the key causes the amount indicated on 
the surface to be added in its column. It is not necessary 
to pull the handle until you wish to clear the machine for 
new calculations. 
You can add, multiply, subtract, and divide on this 
machine with lightning rapidity. Think of the time and 
brain fatigue it will save in getting out the computation 
and pro-ratings on the pay roll and cost system. 
The machine can be operated by the touch method, and 
great speed in performing mathematical operations can be 
attained with a little practice. 
The Burroughs Calculating Machine and an average 
clerk will easily handle 750 extensions an hour. 
Besides the machines arranged to add and list dollars and 
cents, special Burroughs can be furnished to add any kind 
of compound numbers; such as feet and inches; dozens and 
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The Detroit United Railway Company, Detroit , uses a Burroughs equipped with 
"Pay R o l l " carriage and saves 16 hours per week. This carriage handles roll paper or 
wide sheets and pay envelopes at the same time. The amount of each employee's 
pay and his number, after being printed in the regular way on the pay roll sheet, 
automatically prints again on the pay envelope. Then the carriage automatically returns 
into position to print the next i tem on the sheet and ejects the envelope into a 
tray. The injector device puts a new envelope into exact printing position instantly. 
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gross; fractions of ¼, 1/8, 1/12, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64; hours and minutes ; 
tons and hundred weights; pounds and bushels; grains and 
pennyweights ; pounds , shillings and pence ; or any o ther 
k ind of foreign money; da tes and amoun t s . 
If your conditions require a different machine from any 
shown in this chapter , we suggest t h a t you write Burroughs 
Adding Machine Company, Detroi t , Michigan, about them. 
A great many Burroughs are "Buil t - to-measure," and we 
feel sure we can furnish a machine to handle your work as 
you wan t i t handled. 
Wi thou t an adding machine, you are lucky if you or your 
clerks have t ime to secure accurate costs a t all. T h e pay 
roll is a big proposition and requires night work if done 
by hand . 
You don ' t know jus t where you are making money, or 
jus t where you are losing it. 
You had not t ime in the old way. You would have 
t ime in t he Burroughs way. 
I n any event you cannot know whether you need a Bur-
roughs unt i l you t r y one. We don ' t wan t you to have a 
Burroughs if i t is no t going to be a money maker for you. 
T o find out whether you really need a Burroughs, we 
will gladly demonst ra te one to you, on your work, wi thout 
cost or obligation. 
"Make your chart before you start. Know what you are after 
before you start out for it." 
—Herbert Kauffmann 
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C H A P T E R X X I I I 
A Cost System in Actual Operation 
The purpose of this Chapter is to show how the application of 
Adding Machines promotes efficiency and reduces expense in 
handling the details of a cost system. It does not purport to 
illustrate how the principles of efficient management are applied. 
TO help the reader understand the practical application of the ideas described in preceding pages, this chapter 
describes the actual working and routine of a 
cost system in use in a factory making machines which 
consist of many small parts. 
The outline follows the process of manufacture through 
from the raw material to the finished parts, and then 
through the assembling process to the completed machine. 
It follows four general classifications. 
First—Issuing and Following Stock Orders. 
a. For parts. 
b. For erection of machines. 
Second—Preparing and Distributing Pay Roll. 
Third—Summarizing Pay Roll Distribution. 
Fourth—Figuring Costs and Burden. 
a. On parts. 
b. On Completed Machines. 
Two distinct processes are necessary in order to com-
plete a machine. 
First—Converting raw material into finished parts, a sufficient stock 
of which is always maintained. 
Second—Assembling these parts into complete machines. 
Both of these processes are handled along similar lines. 
The diagram, Figure 38, gives an idea of the route 
that raw stock takes through the Factory, from the time it 
is received in the Raw Stock Room until the completed 
machine is sent to the Shipping Room. 
All orders for new machines or parts originate in the 
Factory Order Department. 
[101 
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Fig. 38. This diagram illustrates the route followed by material from 
Raw Stock to Shipping Platform 
When a Product ion Order for new pa r t s is issued by the 
Fac tory Order D e p a r t m e n t : 
First—Order goes to foreman of department that is to perform 
the first operation. 
Second—Stock Order goes to Raw Stock Department as its author-
ity to furnish sufficient stock for job on requisition from Department 
foreman. 
Third—Cost Record Card is sent to Cost Department as notifica-
tion that job has been started. 
Fourth—The first operation is performed and time-tickets sent to 
Cost Department where they are filed in cabinet with Cost Record Card. 
Fifth—The job passes on through the various departments, each 
one sends in time-tickets for each operation, to the Cost Department. 
Sixth—As soon as the last operation is completed, parts go to Fin-
ished Stock Room, and a notification that job is finished goes to Cost 
Department. 
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Seventh—The Cost Department then computes the labor cost of 
the job from time-tickets, material cost from requisitions, and figures 
the burden, and thus secures the total cost of the job. 
An Erection Order for a number of machines of a cer tain 
style is handled in the same general routine as outlined 
above : 
First—The Factory Order Department sends the order to the Erect-
ing Department, copy to Cost Department. 
Second—An order is sent to the Finished Stock Department cover-
ing the finished parts necessary to complete order. 
Third—The erected machines are sent to the Inspection Department. 
Fourth—After undergoing these inspections, machines go to the 
Shipping Department. 
Fifth—Erecting and Inspection Departments send their time-tickets 
to Cost Department, where they are filed with Cost Record Card until 
job is completed. Then cost is calculated as on parts orders. 
Sixth—Expense of Shipping Department (labor and burden) is pro-
rated over the number of machines handled. 
Following is a summary of the results obtained by this 
system: 
First—The total cost of each order for parts. 
Second—The cost of assembling the parts into machines. 
Third—The labor cost of each workman. 
Fourth—The labor cost of each operation. 
Fifth—The material cost of each operation. 
Sixth—The total amount of labor, burden, and material to be charged 
to the various manufacturing accounts. 
Seventh—The total cost of the complete machine. 
T h e system not only gives the cost of each machine; it 
also furnishes a close record of each workman so t h a t his 
efficiency and value can be quickly determined. 
T h e use of individual t ime-tickets for each operation and 
each job effects a great saving in t ime and handling. T h e 
tickets can be kept with the Cost Record Card until the job 
is completed, when the totals are calculated. This saves 
the post ing of each t icket separately. 
T h e adding machine makes it possible to recapi tula te 
these with a min imum expenditure of t ime and labor. 
T h e following outline of this cost system covers the 
principal features on ly ; much more space would be re-
quired if detailed description were given: 
Fig. 89. One form of Stock Record Card used for parts which are of one piece only. 
[184] 
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A card record is kept in the 
Fac tory Order D e p a r t m e n t 
of the quanti t ies of the numer-
ous par ts comprising Finished 
Stock, see Figures 39 and 41 . 
The card shown in Figure 
39 is a record of wha t are 
known as "Stra ight Symbols ," 
meaning those par ts which are 
of one piece only; and the card 
shown in Figure 41 is a record 
of "Dash Symbols" which are 
"sub-assemblies" composed of 
two or more pieces. 
The adding machine is a 
great assistance in checking 
these records. Figures 40 and 
42 show the actual adding 
machine work to check com-
pletely the straight and dash 
symbol cards, respectively. 
The method is as follows: 
Add the amounts delivered 
and take a to ta l . Then add 
the balance on hand a t the 
beginning of the period and 
the quanti t ies received and 
take a sub-total . T h e n sub-
t rac t the to ta l amounts de-
livered, a n d t h e r e m a i n d e r 
should agree w i t h t h e l a s t 
balance of the " I n S tock" 
c o l u m n , S i n c e t h e i t e m s 
are carried over to the back of t he cards when the face 
Fig. 40. Example of adding ma-
chine work in checking up Stock 
Card like Fig. 39. When an Adding-
Subtracting Burroughs is used on 
this work, the balance on hand is 
computed automatically b y t h e 
machine. 
Fig. 41. This factory uses this form of Stock Record Card for parts 
[196J composed of more than_one piece. 
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has been filled, the machine is 
indispensable for securing a 
quick check on the last balance 
before carrying it over to the 
back of the card. 
In the business described, the 
product in process of manu-
facture can be handled most 
conveniently in metal boxes. 
Each ba tch of raw material or 
work in process is carried from 
depar tment to depar tment in 
galvanized iron boxes. Each 
box is numbered in plain white 
figures. 
When an order for pa r t s is 
s tar ted, a box card (Figure 43) 
is made out in duplicate in the 
Fac to ry Orde r D e p a r t m e n t ; 
the original goes to the depart-
ment t h a t is first to work upon 
it, and thence on through the 
different operations in other 
depar tments until it is finished. 
T h e card is then turned over 
to the cost keeper as a notifica-
tion t h a t the job has been 
c o m p l e t e d . T h e d u p l i c a t e 
copy remains in the Fac tory 
Order D e p a r t m e n t as a tracer. 
On each box card is recorded 
the box number, symbol or pa r t 
number , lot number , a descrip-
t ion of t h e order, q u a n t i t y 
and d e s c r i p t i o n of m a t e r i a l 
to be used, number of par t s 
wanted, number of pa r t s to 
the box, da te due, number of 
Fig. 42. This shows how the Burroughs 
is used to check up Dash Symbol cards 
like Fig. 41. 
Fig. 43. 
[198] 
A form of Box Card showing order of operations which accompanies 
material through all stages of production. 
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boxes required for the whole order, etc. I n the left-hand 
column of the card are recorded the numbers of the depar t -
ments t h a t will perform the operations, and the various 
operations through which the p a r t is to pass. 
Figure 43 is a reduced facsimile of a box card made out 
for a certain shaft in the machine. 
As soon as the foreman of the depar tment receives the 
box card and the material , he goes ahead with the operation, 
completes it, and fills in the blank spaces opposite his de-
p a r t m e n t number to indicate the da te the job is finished, 
number of pa r t s he makes, number spoiled, workmen's 
number , etc. He then sends a notification t icket (see Fig. 
44) in duplicate, to the Fac tory Order Depar tment , bearing 
the same information t h a t appears opposite his depar tment 
number on the box card. Clerks in the Factory Order 
D e p a r t m e n t enter this information on the "Tracer Copy" , 
which is a duplicate of the box card, and forward the 
duplicate copy of the notification t icket to the depar tment 
t ha t is next to handle the order. The material is immedi-
ately delivered to the next depar tment . 
As soon as Depa r tmen t 2 completes its operation, an-
other notification t icket is made out , and the material is 
passed on to the next depar tment . 
By this system the Fac tory Order D e p a r t m e n t is not i -
fied of the completion of each operation, and knows a t all 
t imes where each par t ly finished job is in the factory and 
how near i t is to completion. 
I n addit ion to the box card and tracer, there is a th i rd 
copy, made out a t the same t ime. I t contains only the 
information t h a t is on the upper half of the box card and 
serves as an order to the raw stock-keeper. This stock 
order is shown in Figure 45 and gives the stock-keeper 
author i ty to issue stock as it is requisitioned by the fore-
man of the depa r tmen t t h a t is to perform the first operation 
upon it. 
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Fig. 44. Notification Ticket which is sent to the next department which is to work on 
a certain job as soon as previous operation is finished. 
Since the foreman may not have room in his depar tmen t to 
keep all of the material required for the order, it is necessary 
for him to send in a separate requisition for each lot of 
mater ial t h a t he uses. For instance, the stock order may 
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ig. 45. A form of Stock Order. This is made at same time as Box Card, Fig. 43 . 
call for 150 pounds of a certain kind of stock and the fore-
man may send in requisitions for only 25 pounds a t a t ime, 
according to the amount t ha t he finds convenient to handle 
at one operation. 
On the reverse side of this card are columns for da te , 
description, quant i ty , price, and amount . I n these columns 
are recorded the amounts of raw stock issued on each requi-
sition of the foreman. When the last amoun t has been 
withdrawn, the to ta l of the i tems on the reverse side should 
equal the amount on the face of the stock order. 
If it happens t ha t the Stock Order clerk over-estimates 
the amount of stock necessary to make the par ts , a credit 
t icket is made out and the over amoun t is deducted from 
the amount indicated on the face of the order. This over 
amount is then credited back to the stock record card. If 
the original quan t i ty is insufficient, another requisition is 
made and the extra amount is added to the original amoun t 
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Fig. 1,6. This Cost Record Card is made in skeleton at same time as Box Card, Fig. 43. 
Fig. 47. This shows reverse side of Cost Record Card, Fig. 46, with 
spaces for detailed items of cost. 
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indicated on the stock order and debited on the stock record 
card. There is also a fourth copy which contains the same 
information as the Stock Order and serves as a Cost 
Record Card, Figure 46. This card is sent to the Cost 
Department, where it is filed in a cabinet; it notifies the cost-
keeper that a new job has been started in the factory. All 
the time-tickets referring to this job are filed behind the Cost 
Record card, as are also the requisitions for the material that 
goes into the job. Upon the completion of the job, the 
time-tickets and requisitions are sorted by departments and 
recapitulated with the adding machine, and thus is secured the 
labor and material costs. The burden for each department 
is then figured and posted in its column on the back of the 
card. Then by combining the labor, material, and burden 
totals, the cost to manufacture tha t particular part is 
secured. 
Figure 46 shows a Cost Record card, and Figure 47 shows 
the reverse side where the total labor, burden, and material 
costs are recorded. 
The four forms; namely, Box Card, Tracer, Stock Order, 
and Cost Card are used both for the manufacture of parts 
and also for the assembling of parts into what this manu-
facturer calls Dash Symbols, which are machine sections 
composed of two or more parts joined together. 
When a particular style of machine is to be erected, a 
Factory Order (Figure 48) is made out in multiple giving 
specifications for that particular style of machine. One of 
the copies goes to the Cost Department, where it is placed 
on file and notifies the cost keeper that a certain style 
of machine is to be erected. 
Then as the time-tickets, (Figure 49) of the men at the 
erecting benches come in they are filed behind the factory 
order, together with the requisitions for parts and sections 
that go into the machine. 
As soon as the machines are completed the cost keeper 
is notified. Upon receiving the notification he adds up the 
labor tickets and the material requisitions and figures the 
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burden. Then on the back of his copy of the factory order, 
he records the labor cost, material cost, and burden in to ta l 
and by the various depar tments t h a t have worked on the 
erection of the machines. 
Figures 48 and 50 show the face and reverse of one 
factory order. 
The da t a is then transferred to a permanent card record, 
on which is recorded the cost for each machine of t h a t par-
ticular s tyle ,and is used for comparat ive purposes when other 
machines of the same style are erected. This is a very 
valuable record, not only because it gives the cost to manu-
facture the machine, which is the first object of the cost 
system, b u t because the cost to make machines of the same 
style can be compared from t ime to t ime. This comparison 
gives a check and enables an average cost to be struck. 
T h e greatest factor in making i t possible to secure 
proper data , is the use of the individual t ime-ticket for every 
job. Though these pour into the Cost D e p a r t m e n t in large 
Fig. 49. Each workman turns in a separate time-ticket on completion 
of each job or operation. 
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numbers , they are quickly disposed of by using the adding 
machine, which recapitulates t h e m by depar tments , by jobs, 
etc. in the shortest possible t ime. 
T h e foreman's clerk prepares a t ime-t icket for each 
workman when he begins a job and checks the t ime on the 
t ickets a t the completion of the job. T h e various jobs, 
operations, depar tments , etc. are identified by numbers on 
the t ime-t icket . 
Two different kinds of t ime-t ickets are used, one for day 
workers and one for piece-workers. T h e day workers ' 
t icket is shown in Figure 49. The piece-workers' t icket has 
the same form b u t is pr in ted on colored paper and is made 
out in dupl icate ; the original has a carbonized back to save 
the t ime and expense of using carbon paper. T h e reason 
for using duplicate t ickets for piece-workers is to provide 
separate records from which to prepare the pay roll accord-
ing to workmen 's numbers , and t h e dis t r ibut ion thereof 
according to account numbers . T h e single t icket serves 
for day workers, as will be shown in the description of 
checking the pay roll which follows: 
The working t ime in this par t icular factory is 9¾ hours 
each day, and 5 ¼ hours on Sa turday . Therefore, each 
workman 's t ime-tickets should to ta l 9¾ hours for the day. 
I n case there are not 9¾ hours, the t imekeeper knows t h a t 
the t ickets were made out wrong or t h a t the workman did 
not p u t in the whole day. I n order to determine wha t is 
wrong, it is necessary to refer to the workman 's time-clock 
card showing the t ime of s tar t ing and stopping work. 
Therefore, all of the clock cards are collected each day and 
checked by the t imekeeper. 
F r o m the variations appearing on the clock cards, to -
gether with notices of " n e w " and "discharged" employees 
received from the Employment Depa r tmen t , the Time-
keeper's Daily Repor t (Figure 51) is prepared. This re-
port , after being O. K . ' d by the foreman is used to make u p 
the Daily Proof Repor t (Figure 52). 
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Fig. 51. A form of Timekeeper's Daily Report showing overtime, 
absentees, new employees, etc. 
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I t is obvious t h a t if all the day workers in a depar tment 
—whose daily earnings for full t ime are known t o the cent— 
are present, the total amoun t of t ime worked and the 
amoun t of money earned are known. These totals of t ime 
and earnings are therefore entered on the Daily Proof Re-
port , Figure 52, opposite "Preceding D a y ' s Al lo tment ." 
Now in case any of the day workers are late, or absent , 
or quit , or new employees come in, these facts are noted on 
the "Timekeeper 's Daily R e p o r t " for each depar tment . 
This report refers bo th to day workers and piece-workers, 
and gives the reasons for any under t ime t h a t may appear 
on the adding machine strip previously described. Only 
the lates, absentees, quits, etc., for day workers are t rans -
ferred to the Dai ly Proof Repor t . On the report in Figure 
51 is shown a new employee a t $1.95 per day, who is added to 
the al lotment. Next come two employees who have quit , 
which takes away 1 9 ¾ hours and $4 in earnings. T h e 
next i tem shows 1 0 ½ hours and $2.36 to be added for over-
t ime, and the last i tem shows 6 ½ hours and $1.95 to be 
deducted for lates. Compare the i tems in Figures 51 and 
52. After making these additions and deductions, the 
remaining 1 0 2 6 ½ hours and $301.45 is allotted for the cur-
rent day. 
If the depar tment is one having bo th day and piece-
workers, the to ta l hours and amounts for piece-workers are 
entered on the Proof Repor t in a space allotted for t h a t 
purpose and included in the current day 's al lotment of 
hours and amounts . 
This system not only checks the day workers ' t ickets, 
bu t catches errors in filling out these t ickets and discovers 
losses of cards. 
T h e t ime p u t in by piece-workers is checked against the 
clock cards daily and any under t ime or overt ime is account-
ed for on the Timekeeper 's Daily Repor t . 
After the checking has been completed, the day workers ' 
t ickets, the duplicates of the piece-workers' t ickets and the 
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Fig. 52. The Daily Proof Report Form made up to check against 
total time slips turned in. 
Daily Proof Repor t are sent to the Cost Keeping Depar t -
ment , where they are used in making the labor distr ibution 
to accounts and in figuring the costs of the various jobs. 
T h e t i m e k e e p e r then files, by workmen's n u m b e r s , 
the original copies of the piece-workers' t ickets in an ordi-
na ry cabinet file behind guide cards which bear the num-
bers of the workmen. They remain here unti l t h e end of 
the week when the pay roll is made up . T h e n they are 
taken out and added on the machine, to get the to ta l t ime 
and earnings for each man. T h e to ta l t ime for each man is 
t hen checked against the t ime shown on his clock card and 
the to ta l earnings are checked against his claim t icket 
which is tu rned in previous to making u p the pay roll and 
shows wha t he has calculated to be his earnings for the 
week. See Figure 53. 
I n case there is a discrepancy of more t h a n five cents 
between the t imekeeper 's to ta l and the workman ' s calcula-
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Fig. 53. A Claim Ticket turned in by employee to show amount of pay 
he figures is due him. 
tion, the t imekeeper refers the mat te r to the foreman for 
adjustment . After the weekly totals for the piece-workers 
have been checked, the amount is entered in red ink on the 
clock cards and the pay roll is prepared from these. T h e 
total earnings for day workers are entered on the day work-
ers' clock cards by extending the total number of hours 
worked a t the hour ra te . 
There is a cabinet containing ra te cards, similar to t h a t 
in Figure 54, on which is wri t ten the ra te a hundred or 
a piece for every pa r t manufactured. These are referred 
to from t ime to t ime for test ing the rates entered on the 
piece-workers' t ickets, as it has been found unnecessary to 
check all the t ickets daily in this way. 
T h e pay roll sheets are t abu la ted on a 15-column Bur-
roughs Duplex Cost and P a y Roll Machine. They are made 
up directly from the clock cards. T h e keyboard is split into 
two sections, one of which adds hours and fractions of hours 
and the other the amounts earned. The number of hours 
pu t in by a workman is set in the left section of the 
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machine, and the amount earned in the r ight section, and 
on touching the electric bar, bo th i tems pr in t and add a t 
the same t ime. 
The Burroughs Duplex is equipped with two sets of add-
ing wheels. By means of this equipment t he operator is 
enabled to list the hours and earnings of bo th day workers 
and piece-workers in order, according to employee's number , 
and a t the same t ime secure a separate tota l of the hours and 
earnings of bo th classes of employees. This does away with 
the necessity of having two sets of pay roll sheets, one for 
day workers and another for piece-workers. 
T o do this the hours and earnings of day workers are 
accumulated in the upper adding wheels by having the con-
Fig.54. Piece Work Rate Card kept by cost clerks for assistance in figuring time tickets 
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Fig. 55. One form of Clock Card for ringing in and out. 
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Fig. 56. This shows Pay Roll Sheet as made on Burroughs. Separate totals are 
secured for piece-workers and day workers. In handling these sheets alone the machine 
saves 16 hours a week or over $350 a year on some 2300 employees in one large institution. 
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trol lever in the upper position. When the t ime and earn-
ings of a piece-worker are to be listed the control lever is 
shifted to the lower position. T h e piece-workers' i tems as 
added in the lower adding wheels are indicated by the little 
dot and bar ( ) as shown in Figure 56. 
The following explanation of the processes of making up 
the pay roll will probably help the reader to unders tand the 
sys tem: 
T h e operator first clears bo th the upper and lower 
adding wheels, and pr ints the star. 
Beginning wi th the operation of listing the i tems from 
the clock cards, t he first is t ha t of a day worker, which is 
listed and added with the control lever in the upper 
position. Upon turning to a piece-worker's card the hours 
and amounts are listed and added with t he control lever in 
the lower position. All piece-workers' i tems are indicated 
by the little dot and bar ( ) . 
After listing the i tems from the last card , the control 
lever is moved to the lower position and a sub-total taken. 
This pr ints the to ta l of the hours and earnings of the piece-
workers which is indicated by the symbol ( s ) ; it also 
leaves this to ta l on the lower adding wheels. 
T h e control lever is now moved to the upper position 
and by depressing the Transfer Tota l key and pulling the 
handle a to ta l of the hours and amounts of the day workers 
is pr in ted and marked by symbol ( ) . 
This operation, besides print ing the totals of the hours 
and earnings of the day workers, transfers the totals to the 
lower set of adding wheels. Thus these are added to the 
to ta l of the hours and earnings of the piece-workers t h a t are 
already on the lower adding wheels. 
By moving the control lever again to the lower position 
and taking a total , the grand to ta l of the hours and earnings 
of the day and piece-workers, or the grand total of the pay 
roll, is secured. 
T h e next operation is to run through the clock cards 
again and list the "addi t ions ." 
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Fig. 57. A Pay Roll Summary showing total amount paid for labor in various 
departments is valuable information for the manager. 
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The same operation is followed for the "deductions," 
after which the cards are gone over and the employee's num-
ber and net amount due are listed, though the latter only is 
added. This last is done with the control lever in the 
upper position during the operation. The work is proved 
by seeing that the amount of net earnings plus the deduc-
tions and less the additions, equals the amount shown by 
the earnings in the first column. 
After the items have been run on the pay roll sheet, the 
clock cards are re-distributed to the workmen. Each work-
man then presents his card as a receipt at the paymaster's 
window and receives his pay. The cards are afterwards filed 
and kept for a limited time and the pay roll sheets are placed 
in a loose leaf binder, which serves as a record of the amount 
of money paid to the employees in the different departments. 
N o names are recorded on the pay roll sheet. The 
use of numbers saves the time of writing out names. The 
clock card is the original source of entry and also serves 
as a receipt from the workman. In case any dispute should 
arise, the clock card is consulted rather than the pay roll 
sheet. 
The efficiency of the system can be judged by the fact 
that it takes care of some 2300 men weekly and has been in 
successful operation for three years. In the one operation 
of writing up the pay roll, the Burroughs machine saves 1 6 
hours over the hand method; a saving of over $7 a week on 
this one operation. 
This concern prepares a pay roll summary each week, 
showing only the total amount of money paid out for labor 
in the different departments. This summary is made up 
with the adding machine as shown in Figure 57. 
In making the summary of the Pay Roll Distribution in 
the Cost Department, the first thing done upon receipt of 
the workmen's time-tickets, is to sort them by departments 
and accounts and get the total number of hours and the 
amounts for each account in each department by adding 
the tickets on the Burroughs Duplex Adding Machine. 
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Fig. 58. This shows a group of Daily Proof Reports for 
one week from Department 3. 
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These totals are posted in the columns on the left-hand 
side of the proof reports (Figure 52) for the various depart-
ments, and the grand total of the totals for the various ac-
counts on each *card must agree with the current day's 
allotments, as shown by the total hours and amounts which 
have been entered by the timekeeper on the right-hand 
side of the card. This provides a proof tha t the Daily 
Proof Report has been correctly prepared, tha t the time 
tickets have been entered correctly, and that none of them 
are missing. 
In case the proof report is for a department in which 
both day and piece-workers are employed, the piece-work 
time tickets are summarized with the day work tickets in 
their proper accounts, so that the grand total will check 
against the grand total that appears at the lower right-hand 
side of the proof report. 
After this operation is completed, the time-tickets are 
filed in cabinet files behind their respective cost record 
cards and continue to accumulate day by day until the 
costkeeper receives the box card which follows the job 
through the factory, as notification that the job has been 
completed. The proof reports in the meantime are filed in 
a separate compartment, and the six cards for each depart-
ment, covering one week, are recapitulated at the end of 
the week in order to secure the weekly labor distribution 
by departments and accounts. Figure 58 shows proof re-
ports for a week, and Figure 59 shows a sheet on which 
these proof reports have been summarized, giving the total 
hours and amounts for Department 3 and Accounts 28, 31, 
32, 46, 54 and 83. The N . P. indicates non-productive 
labor. 
At the end of each month, the four or five weekly sum-
maries are recapitulated into a monthly summary by de-
partments, which shows the total amounts chargeable by 
each department to the various accounts (Figure 60). This 
summary provides a basis upon which to calculate the 
amount of burden that is chargeable to the various accounts. 
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Fig. 59. This shows how the Proof Reports are summarized on the Burroughs 
Duplex Cost Keeping Machine to show weekly labor distribution. Hours and amounts 
are added at one operation by the machine. 
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I n t he il lustration i t will be seen t h a t the first to ta l is 3 ½ 
hours and 88 cents, labor chargeable to Account 28. T o this 
is added burden for 3 ½ hours a t 13 cents an hour or 46 
cents , which amount is shown in the left-hand column. T h e 
footings on the sheet prove the accuracy of the calcula-
tions. T h e to ta l of 22,9373½ product ive hours multiplied 
by 13 cents, the burden rate , equals $2,981.87, the to ta l 
shown in the column headed Burden. 
I n order to summarize the charges to the various Ac-
counts from the different depar tments , a monthly summary 
by accounts is made (Fig. 61). On this summary the totals 
of hours, labor, and burden chargeable to the respective 
accounts, are shown for the various depar tmen t s ; and 
a to ta l of the labor and b u r d e n chargeable to each 
account is obtained. These totals are posted direct to the 
F a c t o r y L e d g e r ; t h i s s aves t h e t i m e of p o s t i n g t h e 
burden separately. 
T h e connection between the summary shown in Figure 
60 and the summary Figure 61 may be seen by tracing 
the i tems appearing against Accounts 49 and 54 on Figure 
60 to the i tems opposite D e p a r t m e n t 3 , u n d e r t h o s e 
accounts on Figure 61 . 
In addit ion to the labor distr ibution by accounts in con-
nection with Expense Accounts, a r eco rd is k e p t of the 
dis tr ibut ion to sub-accounts, as shown in Figure 62. I n this 
case the account No . 74-05 refers to the repairs on tools and 
dies for the Screw Machine Depar tment . 
While the regular monthly distr ibution will show the 
to ta l labor and burden to be charged to Account 74, i t does 
not analyze it sufficiently; hence the use of the sub-account 
distr ibution cards. 
T h e sub-accounts for repairs are closed month ly ; and the 
t ime-tickets covering the labor for this purpose, are sorted 
first by accounts and then by sub-accounts, then by depar t -
ments , and the to ta l hours and to ta l labor for each depart -
men t are added on t h e Burroughs and posted to t he card 
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Fig. 60. At the end of every month the Weekly Summaries (see Form 59) are recapitu-
lated into a Monthly Summary. The Burroughs handles this work quickly and accurately. 
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Fig. 61. This Monthly Summary by Accounts shows the total charges against the 
various accounts. These totals are posted direct to the Factory Ledger. 
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T h e n from these cards the entries can be made to the sub-
accounts in the factory ledger. 
When an order for par t s has been completed, all the 
t ime-tickets, (Figure 49,) and material requisitions, (Figure 
63,) referring to t h a t job which have been filed behind the 
cost record cards, are first sorted by depar tments and then 
added on a Burroughs Calculating Machine (Non-Listing) 
to secure the to ta l labor cost for each depar tment t h a t 
has worked on the job. 
These totals are then posted to t he back of the cost 
record card, as s h o w n in F i g u r e 6 5 , w h i c h i n t h i s 
instance is a cost record for a dash symbol. The cost cards 
for s t raight and dash symbols are blue and white, respec-
tively, in order t h a t they may be easily distinguished. 
The object of securing the total labor cost by depar t -
ments is to extend the burden, which varies according to the 
depar tment . 
Fig. 62. Card for keeping record of Operating Expense Sub-Accounts. Posted monthly 
from time-tickets which are totaled on Burroughs. 
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Fig. 63. A form of Supply Requisition. 
After this burden has been extended, the to ta l labor, 
material , and burden are entered on the r ight-hand side of 
the card ; and the grand to ta l shows the cost of the job. 
T h e n by dividing this grand total by the number of pa r t s 
tu rned out, the cost for the pa r t is secured. 
After the number of par t s and their cost has been secured 
in this manner , they are transferred to t he cost keeper 's 
record of finished stock, as shown in Figure 66. This record 
is kept by the cost keeper in order t h a t all finished par t s 
may be charged out a t their cost. The cost of pa r t s often 
varies, according to the conditions under which they are 
manufactured, the marke t price of raw material , etc. 
For the purpose of i l lustrat ing more clearly several of the 
t ime-saving methods made possible by the adding machine 
in connection with time-tickets and material requisitions, 
Figures 67, 68, and 69 are shown. 
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Fig. 64. Cost Record Card for a job which has been completed. 
Fig. 65. Back of Cost Record Card, showing details of cost. 
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Fig. 67. Showing method of adding Hours and Burden on 5 time tickets for Dept . 18. 
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Problems like this arise continually in the Cost Depart-
ment and are handled with great speed and accuracy on the 
Burroughs. 
Figure 67 shows five time-tickets, which represent work 
that has been done in Department 18 and is chargeable to Ac-
count 31 . These constitute only a part of the total labor ex-
pended on a job, but show the amount expended on Symbol 
416 in Department 18. Since Department 18 carries a rate 
of burden different from any other department working on 
Symbol 416, it is necessary to separate the tickets for this 
department into a group by themselves, and then add the 
labor hours to get the total. This addition is shown in the 
upper half of the adding machine example; the total is 
22 hours. The burden hour rate for this department is 
17 cents. The 22 is then multiplied by the 17, as shown in 
the lower half of the example, and the total burden, $3.74, is 
secured. 
Figure 68 shows a group of five time-tickets for day 
workers, the extensions of which are to be checked. The 
first ticket has 2 hours at 28 cents an hour and amounts to 
an earning of 56 cents. This extension is checked, as shown 
in the first problem at the right-hand side of the illustration, 
by multiplying the 28 by 2 on the machine and pointing off 
two places by drawing a line with a pencil or pen. 
The next ticket is checked in a similar manner, using 
5.25 instead of and pointing off the result, four places. 
A pile of tickets can be checked in this way: record 
the results on the adding machine tape and afterwards 
check back, beginning at the top of the tape and with the 
first ticket. 
Figure 69 shows five time-tickets, the extensions of 
which are to be checked. In this case, however, the tickets 
are for piece-workers and therefore the extensions result 
from multiplying rates by the hundred by the number 
of pieces. 
The same method is used as in Figure 68, the adding 
machine figures being checked back, after running off t he 
Fig. 68. This illustrates how the Burroughs is used to add the timeand make exten-
sions on time-tickets. The B roughs is used for multi-
plication as well as addition. 
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Fig. 69. These time tickets were extended on a Burroughs by an average operator in 
23 seconds, a saving of 47 seconds over the hand method. 
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extensions for a batch of tickets, one after another, on the 
tape. 
These examples will give an idea of the immense amount 
of time and labor that can be saved by using a machine in 
handl ing hundreds of tickets and material requisitions 
daily. 
The compilation and distribution of the overhead ex-
pense or burden is accomplished as described below: 
Account numbers are assigned to each department, and 
also to certain groups of expense not directly chargeable to 
any particular department, but which, after they have been 
collected, must be distributed over all departments. Ac-
counts are opened in a "Factory Ledger" in which are accu-
mulated the various expense items. Items, such as Foremen's 
and Clerks' Salaries, Non-Productive Labor, Department 
Supplies, Repairs, etc., chargeable to each department 
direct, are posted to the respective department accounts. 
Other items, such as Electric Power, Electric Light, Heat, 
Insurance, Taxes, Depreciation, etc., the amount charge-
able to each department not being determinable until the 
total expense of the month is collected, are posted to ac-
counts designated for the respective groups of expense. 
Still another group of items, comprising the general expense 
of the factory, are collected in an account known as "Gen-
eral Factory Expense." 
As soon as all the postings for a month have been made 
to the factory ledger, the totals of the various operating 
expense accounts are then distributed over the accounts of 
the respective departments on various bases determined by 
the benefits derived from the respective services. To illus-
trate, below are shown the principal items of operating ex-
penses and the bases upon which they are distributed to the 
department accounts: 
Electric Power . Horsepower Used 
Electric Light Watt Hours Used 
Heat Cubical Space Occupied 
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Insurance, Taxes, and Depreciation 
on Buildings . Floor Space Occupied 
Insurance, Taxes, and Deprecia-
tion on Machinery and Equip-
ment Value of Equipment 
Pay Roll of Departments General Factory Expense 
After the operating expense accounts have been distrib-
uted and the various amounts posted to the accounts of the 
respective departments, analyses are made of the expenses 
of the various departments to show the total of the various 
items comprising the department expense. Figure 70 is an 
illustration of an expense statement showing these figures. 
The first two items on this statement are "Productive 
Hours" and "Labor," which are taken from the summary of 
the pay roll described in a portion of this chapter. The 
next item is "Burden Rate for the Month," which is arrived 
at by dividing the total expense of the department for the 
month by the total productive hours for the same period. 
The "Direct Labor Hours Method" described in Chapter 
X V I I I of this book, is the plan used by this concern for 
distributing the burden. 
At the bottom of the expense statement are provisions 
for the "Balance brought forward from the previous 
month," "Total," "Amount taken up at the Current 
Rate" and "Balance." Since it is necessary that the costs be 
compiled from day to day, a burden can be figured as the 
costs are compiled. To do this, the average hourly rate is 
determined for three months or "a quarter," and from this 
an even rate of a fixed amount is used for the succeeding 
"quarter." This quarterly rate is shown in Figure 70 
opposite the words "Burden Rate Current." 
The "Balance Forward" item shown at the bottom of 
the expense statement, is the amount of department expense 
that was not taken up in previous months' costs, or—if the 
figure is marked credit—is the amount that was taken up in 
previous months' costs in excess of the department expense 
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for the same period. The "Amount taken up at the Current 
Rate" represents the amount of burden charged to the costs 
during the current month at the current rate. This amount 
deducted from the total of the above-mentioned figures, 
shows the "Balance," which is the net amount either of bur-
den undistributed to costs, or an amount in excess of the 
total burden. 
The purpose of the summary above described is to keep 
the Burden Account in balance, which on account of the use 
of the "current" rate instead of the actual rate, would be 
likely to get out of balance if the accounts were not properly 
analyzed. Furthermore, the use of the summary permits 
of the grouping of the accounts of several departments in 
one account in the Factory Ledger which has the effect of 
saving considerable time in posting to the ledger, for totals 
only of the various groups are posted to the Factory Ledger 
and the details are drawn off on the burden statements. 
"To do every reasonable thing that will make every Burroughs 
user a booster—that is the end and motive of Burroughs service." 
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C H A P T E R X X I V 
Information for the General Manager 
C. E . K N O E P P E L says in his book, " M a x i m u m Pro-duction in Machine Shop and F o u n d r y " : " T h e 
simple elements of any business, if analyzed and 
studied, will show how necessary it is, if success and profit 
are to be at tained, to have the right kind of knowledge, 
furnished in the right manner, a t the right t ime . " 
I t is impor tan t t h a t the management of a business know 
the t rue condition a t all t imes, not a t infrequent intervals 
only. 
T h e efficient accounting depar tment is so organized t h a t 
the records are always up to date and available for quick 
reference. 
Figures by themselves mean nothing to the average 
executive. They must be analyzed, synthesized, and 
tabula ted in concise form so t h a t they may be compared 
with established s tandards . I t is therefore impor tan t t h a t 
the figures of a business be always in accessible form so t h a t 
statist ical reports may be furnished on short notice. 
I n order to insure this with the greatest saving of t ime, 
the Adding Machine is indispensable. Wi th this machine, 
information can be compiled in a half hour t h a t would re-
quire two to three hours if done by hand. 
The busy manager wants his information when he wants 
it. I t s value to him decreases if he must wait a day or so 
for it. 
T h e following forms illustrate valuable da ta t h a t is 
collected and tabula ted by the adding machine. 
This information is very instructive for the manage-
ment and is brought together in a way t h a t enables the 
manager of a p lant to gather, a t a glance, the status of his 
business, regarding bo th costs and sales. 
[237] 
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Fig. 71. Monthly Summary of Raw Materials used. Prepared on 
Burroughs from material requisitions. 
\ 
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Fig. 72. Production Cost Report made on Burroughs from Cost 
Department records. 
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T h e sheet illustrated in Figure 71 shows how a monthly 
summary of materials charged to various accounts can be 
recapitulated on the Burroughs Machine. This is secured 
by sorting every week all material requisitions on com-
pleted jobs by accounts and recapi tulat ing them on the 
machine. By using a Duplex Machine , the totals for each 
account and the grand to ta l for all accounts are obtained 
a t one run. 
T h e facsimile sheet in Figure 72 is a Cost of Product ion 
Repor t t h a t is collected from da ta furnished by the cost 
depar tment . T h e amounts are fictitious b u t i l lustrate the 
principle. They show the number of various kinds of 
machines manufactured during the month , their cost, and 
the average cost of a machine. A glance a t this sheet gives 
as much information as an hour 's s tudy of a detailed cost 
record. 
T h e illustration in Figure 73 is a comparat ive s ta te-
ment of sales. T h e amounts are fictitious b u t the sheet 
when made up of actual figures, shows the number of hand 
machines made, the styles, value, cost, and profit on each 
style, bo th for the current mon th and for t he corresponding 
period the previous year . 
A s ta tement of this kind is easily prepared on the 
adding machine and furnishes valuable da t a to the manage-
ment . I t is a growth indicator t h a t can be read in a very few 
minutes . If the growth is heal thy, well and good, b u t if there 
is a dropping off in any line, it is shown up immediately. 
Figure 74 is a comparat ive s ta tement of earnings, which, 
for obvious reasons, contains fictitious amounts . I t is in 
the na tu re of a general recapitulat ion, is comparat ive, and 
shows the results for the current mon th and same month 
the previous year. 
T h e comparat ive s t a tement of Selling and Dis t r ibut ing 
Expenses in Figure 75 is a general summary of expenses of 
all kinds for the year to date , the current month , and the 
corresponding month of the previous year. 
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Fig. 73. This Comparative Statement of Sales is a valuable index to the growth of 
the business. It is made on a Burroughs Duplex. The Burroughs takes the data 
secured by the cost system and compiles it into statistical reports which show the 
management at all times the conditions of the business as they are. 
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Fig. 7k. A Comparative Statement of Earnings made by Burroughs. Statistics of 
this sort can be compiled by machine where lack of time would make such work 
impossible without the machine. 
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Fig. 75. Another machine-made statement that is exceedingly 
valuable to the management. 
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T h e monthly inventory of machines in Figure 76 shows 
the qual i ty of t he different styles on hand , bo th in t he 
factory and in t he agencies, together wi th t he value. 
The same information is also given regarding t h e inventory 
for the corresponding month of the previous year, and the 
number and value of machines in factories and agencies a t 
the end of the previous year. 
This record is a handy guide for the distr ibution of 
machines between factory and agencies, as well as a com-
parat ive record of this distribution. 
Such records are valuable to a firm. T h e y emphasize 
the fact t h a t with an adding machine it is possible to pre-
pare statistics of this na tu re with very l i t t le extra expendi-
ture of t ime and labor. 
Any manufacturer would like to have similar informa-
tion about his business, b u t deprives himself of i t because 
he thinks it costs too much, and his conclusions are correct 
unless he is operat ing an adequa te cost system. 
A cost system of the right kind, however, automatical ly 
produces the vital information so t h a t the prepara t ion of 
summaries and comparat ive s ta tements of costs, etc . is 
merely a recapitulat ion and tabula t ion of the i tems with a 
machine. 
When a machine handles the details, i t is possible to 
operate a cost system a t far less cost t h a n the value of the 
information given. Wi thou t a machine th is is practically 
impossible. 
"The man who retains his membership in the 'Don't Worry 
Club' is the fellow who keeps machines to do his worrying." 
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Fig. 76. The quantities and prices of the numerous items going into the inventory 
can be quickly and accurately recorded on the Burroughs. 
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Some Books Worth Reading 
On Eff ic iency , C o s t K e e p i n g and 
Scientific M a n a g e m e n t 
BE L O W are listed some of the books used as references in the prepara t ion of "Efficient Cost Keep ing . " 
We are indebted to the Business Book Bureau, Mercant i le 
Library Building, N e w York Ci ty ; t he Ronald Press Com-
pany , New York ; t he Engineering Magaz ine ; and other 
publishers for the d a t a furnished in t he following list. 
They are suggested as subjects for further s tudy by 
those interested in inc reas ing efficiency in compiling and 
analyzing costs. 
Please do not send orders to us for these books. Orders 
should be sent direct to the publishers whose names and 
addresses are given in this list. 
The Complete Cost Keeper 
Horace Lucian Arnold 
408 pages, illustrated. Of interest to accountants, systematizers, 
factory managers, etc. 
Engineering Magazine , New York, Publishers. Price $5.00 
The Factory Manager 
By Horace L. Arnold 
431 pages, illustrated with forms. For managers and accountants 
The Engineering Magazine, New York, Publishers. Price $5.00 
Cost Keeping for Manufacturing Plants 
S. H. Bunnell, Ph. D., M. E., 1911 
233 pages, illustrated. For managers and accountants 
D . Appleton & Company, New York, Publishers. Price $3.00 
Profit Making in Shop and Factory Management 
By Charles U. Carpenter, 1908 
146 pages, illustrated with forms. Valuable to executives and 
all business men 
The Engineering Magazine, New York, Publishers. Price $2.00 
Production Factors in Cost Accounting and Works Manage-
m e n t 
Alexander Hamilton Church, 1910 
187 pages. For managers and accountants 
The Engineering Magazine, New York, Publishers. Price $2.00 
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The Proper Distribution of Expense Burden 
A. H. Church, 1913 
116 pages. For managers and accountants 
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Some Burroughs Publications 
for Business Men 
BE L O W are b r i e f descriptions of a number of publica-tions which explain the applications of Burroughs 
Machines in different lines of business. Any of these will 
be gladly sent you, free and postpaid, if you write t he 
Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroi t , Michigan. 
Pay Rolls 
16 pages, illustrated. Descriptions of modern pay roll forms made 
out on the Burroughs by concerns in many different lines of 
business. 
A Better Day's Profits 
100 pages, illustrated. A new book on Scientific Retail Store 
Management, illustrating how the most successful retailers have 
cut out the wastes and losses and multiplied profits. 
Stopping Store Leaks 
20 pages, illustrated. A bulletin for retail merchants, giving some 
suggestions for getting leak-stopping, business-building informa-
tion in the Retail Store. Illustrates forms and methods for com-
piling sales records, handling cash and credit business, inventory, 
figuring stock turn-overs, cost of doing business and profits. 
Bookkeeping on Burroughs Bookkeeping Machines 
16 pages, illustrated. A bulletin outlining the general uses of 
adding machines in any business. 
Customers S ta tements 
16 pages, illustrated. Showing how Burroughs Statement Machines, 
printing months, dates, amounts and other abbreviations, are ac-
tually used in many lines of business. 
Bank Accounting 
16 pages, illustrated. Contains forms and explanations of the 
newest methods employed to cut the operating costs in Commer-
cial and Savings Banks. 
Bank Sta tements 
16 pages, illustrated. Showing how banks can handle monthly 
depositors statements on Burroughs Machines, saving much time 
and expense. 
Tax Assessing and Collecting 
8 pages, illustrated. Outlining time saving methods for making 
out Tax Rolls, and handling all details of Tax Collecting work. 
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Architects and Contractors 
16 pages, illustrated. A practical folder showing the value of the 
Burroughs to contractors, for figuring estimates, checking dimen-
sions on plans and drawings, etc. 
Distillers, Brewers, and Liquor Dealers 
Reproducing government and other forms as filled out with a 
Burroughs. 
Schools and Colleges 
A very interesting folder showing practical uses made of Burroughs 
machines in universities, smaller colleges, and commercial schools. 
Cost Keeping for Printers and Publishers 
16 pages, illustrated. The latest thing on cost keeping as applied 
to every department of the printing and publishing business. Ex-
plains the money saving effected by using the Burroughs to figure 
circulation, advertising space, operating costs, and for general 
routine work. In course of preparation. 
Cutt ing Wholesale Costs 
16 pages, illustrated. Actual examples showing routine short cuts 
made possible by mechanical accounting. 
Railroads 
Please mention your department when requesting our Railroad 
Publications. Special pamphlets for each department. 
And Many Others—All Free 
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